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Muslim Expert

Memphian Pens
Book On Sect

Loan Fund
Set Up
At Owen

7, 1961

Price 15c

....Yet He Arose Author Asks Eternal Triangle
For More Angular Affair
Sit-Inners Of Love, Fear

Famous southern author LilLove and loyalty versus fear and responsibility,
The Owen College Alumni Aslian Smith pleaded with
affair which insociation presented the college
the nation's teenagers to take are the main facets in a triangular
with $250.00 to establish a rean active part in the lit-in volves a young minister, the women he "loves," and
movement.
volving loan fund for the stuthe wife and mother of his five children.
Dr. Charles Eric Lincoln, a former Memphian, dents as a climax to the FounFrom her rustic mountain-top
Main characters in the novel-like story of "huhome in Clayton, Georgia, Miss
Jas become an expert on the Muslims, and all the in- ders Day activities, last ThursSmith, author of many books man adversities" are Rev.
formation he gathered has been put into a book, "The day.
the
including
controversial Abraham Washington, 25; wife ing him of bigamy," related
The Rev. Blair T. Hunt, pasBlack Muslims in America," which was released last
*Strange Fruit," called upon number one (Mrs. Corine Wash- wife No. 2. She went on to say
to ington) 25; and wife number that she "still loved him."
tor of the Mississippi Blvd.
people
America's young
week.
answer the challenge of integra- two (Mrs. Emma Lou Jones During an interview with Rev.
Dr. Lincoln returned to Mem- segregationists, Dr. Lincoln Christian Church and Owen
Washington) 25.
Washington, he admitted that
tion.
College Trustee, spoke to the
phis last week to speak at Le- pointed out.
Rev. Washington a n d wife he had married the former
In an article in the forthcomMoyne College chapel services Services in a Muslim temple inspired audience on "Memories
chilfive
and
their
number one
Mrs. Emma Lou Jones in Hermg issued of Datebook Magazine
on Wednesday morning. At four lasts from two to five hours That Burn And Bid You Dare."
dren live at 1543 On St. Wife nando, Miss., several months
a publication for teenagers on
that afternoon, he discussed the and the minister uses most of The eloquent and thought-proand her two chil- ago. Ile also admitted that he
two
number
Sale April 6, Miss Smith states:
Muslims before a gathering in this time to point out injustices voking speaker was introduced
dren by a previous marriage had lived with her until "pres"Segregation or apartheid or
the college's faculty lounge.
suffered by Negroes, the Atlanta by Mr. B. B. Thompson, prinlive at 2240 Howell St.
sure caused" him to return to
that
words
are
these
—
caste
Dr. Lincoln, who is admin- author said.
How did this triangular affair his first wife and their five
cipal of the Carver high school.
mid-20th
the
into
fit
don't
just
istrative assistant to the pres- He also explained that they
form?
children. "She threatened to
Mr. LeRoye Willis was the
century. The sooner we discard
ident of Clark College in At- are taught to be clean and to
guest soloist and sang "Bless
them and what they make us This is how it started accord- tell the whole story," he said.
lanta, was graduated from Le- give a full day's work.
ing to the story told by wife NON-SUPPORT
This House." Miss Pearl Watbelieve, the better."
Moyne in 1947. Be received his
number two and confirmed by Rev. Washington, who said
ol n, who makes kins was the featured soloist
According to Miss Smith, ills
doctorate last summer at Bos- Line
which
his book with the College Choir,
Rev. Washington.
in
his revelations
that he became a minister in
to America's teenagers to
ton university.
up
dithe
Muslims in America," provided music under
take the lead. "It is your obliga- "Minister Washington and his a Church of God In Christ in
He said approximately 100,000 "Black
Graham.
the
rection of Mrs. D. T.
released in April by
tion to help change things in wife (No. 1) separated during 1957, said he "married his first
Negroes in the United States be- to be
Press, says the sect EXTEND GREETINGS
as non-violent a way as is pos- the summer of 1960. On Aug. 13, wife in Hernando, Miss., in
long to the Muslim movement Beacon
its
for
necessary,
fight, if
Greetings were extended by
sible. Your world is in the fu- he moved into my house, which 1955."
and that they are associated will
Mrs. D. T. Patterson (Faculty),
ture. Still unmade. You as a was at 1038 N. Claybrook St. Ile said he thought his diwith 71 temples and missions objectives.
teenager will help create that at the time. We lived together vorce from her would have
scattered throughout this coun- He reports it has a private Miss Dorothy Dockery (Alumarmy, its own schools and ni) and Student Council Presworld. Everything you do or fail until Jan. 28. On Feb. 25, of been effected about six weeks
try.
white ident Governor Johnson (Stuto do, everything you think or this year. We went to Hernan- after he married wife No. 2.
He said there is no temple in nurtures a deep hate of
shy off from thinking, will give do, Miss., and were married." Wife No. 2 said she had been
Memphis but that there is a men. One of its rituals is to dent Body). Former College
the Minister, Rev.
C. Thomas
quality to this new world or it revealed wife No. 2 (Mrs. married to a L. C. Jones about
"cell" here headed by a few present a play in which
to
Emma Lou Jones Washington).
white race is condemned
Paige, offered the invocation.
will take quality away.
Muslim followers.
five years before she divorced
"A call has gone out: We need LOTS OF LETTERS
The Muslims are very strict death.
Dean-Registrar Thomas L.
the
Are "On Feb. 22, Rev. Washing- him in 1955. They were
brave:
the
and
young
the
the
for
speaker
the
was
Willard
nine and 11
ton filed for a divorce from parents of two sons,
it?"
answer
to
going
spoke
you
He
program.
m.
a.
11:00
of age. When asked his
Corine (wife No. 1) Atty. W. years
on "What Thinkest Thou."
she said "I don't
Curtis Pope had been handling whereabouts,
Dr.
were married in
Owen College President,
the case for him. On March 16, know. They
gift
the
in 1950 according
C. L. Dinkins, accepted
he left me after having a tele- Marion, Ark.,
Dover
from Alumni President
phone conversation with h e r to her statement.
celeis
it
holiday,
universal
a
is
Though
Easter
exDinkins
Dr.
Crawford, jr.
(Corine) the day before," ex- Rev. Washington said "I rethe Bluff City pressed gratitude and announced brated in many different ways. Easter festivities in
Dr. L. H. Graves of the Pub- dress before
plained wife No. 2. She added turned to Corine (No. 1) beDepartment
Tennessee
lic Health department endors- PTA Council during its regular that the
"before he left, she (wife No. cause she threatened to move
Mexico center around the destruction of Judas. Effiapproved
had
ed "fluoridation of water," meeting at the Vance Avenue of Education
1) wrote him lots of letters." intc the apartment with Emma
on the day beOwen graduates for temporary gies of Judas are hanged and burned
while he gave the keynote ad- Branch YWCA last Friday.
Wife No. 2 said "I was sur- Lou and me. (No. 2) "She also
the
on
from
certificates
preserved
fore Easter. In Florence, Italy, a rite
Explaining the "importance teaching
prised when I discovered he threatened to sue me for nonaccrediinstitution
the
of
basis
The Tri-State Defender learn- had left me. I was on my job support. I did not know what to
of supplementary contents in tation and academic standing. the Middle Ages annually commemorates the passing of Lent at Spring teklivals as a token ed this week that widespread at Limbros Cafe on N. Main St: do."
water," Dr. Graves said "addwas
Sarah F. Gray
and serve!) as an omen for the that everyone was sharing in rumors are circulating through When I returned home about The young minister went on
ing natural fluoride contents to Mrs.
of the Program Com- coming year. As thousands of a brand-new life-year, so now- Philadelphia, Pa. that Bishop 12:30 o'clock that night, he bad to say, "it is my intention to
the water, helps reduce tooth chairman
Webster
Delores
Miss
do the right thing. Whatever I
natives and visitors watch, adays the ladies deck them- Sherrod C. Johnson was seen gone," she lamented.
decay in children and also pre- mittee;
of the Speaker's four white oxen draw an orna- selves out in Easter finery in ALIVE in the South. Bishop He works at E. L. Bruce Lum- have done, I'm willing to bear
vents decay in adults' teeth." was chairman
L.
Marsha
Mrs.
Committee;
mented cart filled with explos- that universal holiday feeling Johnson died several weeks ber company. He goes to work the consequences. I do not want
Mrs. M. S. Draper, memberHamilton was chairman of the
aside and back while on a tour of speak- at 7 o'clock in the morning," to harm anybody. I still love
ship chairman, reported to the Publicity Committee; Rev. C. ives which at the proper mo- of casting the old
Emma Lou (wife No. 2). 1 think
ment are ignited. If the fire- putting on the new.
ing engagements in Jamaica. she said.
meeting that she was "very
the
of
chairman
was
Burgs
B.
"He has written me several she still loves me."
He had a church here.
works explode, great rejoicing
elated over the 13,000 members
Committee and Mrs. follows, for this is believed to We can also thank the Teu- The word is being spread letters telling me how much he He continued,"I do not confess
Finance
reported for this year, which Isabel Flagg was chairman of
for the Easter rabbit.
harvest! tons
that the Bishop was seen in loves me, since that eree. I to know all things. I do not
Final services were held makes it the largest member- the Refreshments Committee for foretell an excellent
They believed that a bunny
Atlanta, Gk. last week.
went to the police department claim I always do the right
the
of
history
the
the
Mrs.
in
ship
for
make
27,
to
Monday, March
always turned up
the Owen College Alumni As- PEASANT OPTIMISM
News from the mother church last week to see about settling thing. I do what I think is right
K -itherine Brooks Sanders, wife Council."
The tradition of rising with goddess Eastre a present of a
is
it
that
sociation,
said
in Philadelphia
the matter. A man who identi- and what seems the best. I've
of Rev. L. D. Sanders of Mt.
Mrs. Margaret Turner. chairthe sun on Easter morn de- brand-new egg. If we hippity"possible but not probable." fled himself as Lt. Bill Hous- done wrong many times a n d
Zion Baptist church, 1427 S. man of transportation, anrives from an ancient peasant hop ahead to modern times, The Philly church reported
ton told me that there wasn't made many mistakes. As for
Main st. The funeral was held nounced that a chartered bus
belief that those who witness- we find that the practice of
that it hasn't received any anything they could do about my wrong, when I see it, I reat the church.
will be available to transport
ed sun-up on a certain day in sending Easter Seals was born word of his "come-back" yet.
Rev. Washington being married pent and ask God forgiveness.
attending the PTA
Spring would be blessed with with one man's inspired efMrs. Sanders was born to delegates
Members, some 50,000 strong, to two women at the same time, As for what man shall think of
which has been set
good fortune, good health, fair forts to help life triumph over all over the country have been
Mr and Mrs. Hayden Brooks Congress
inasmuch as he did not marry me, or do unto me, my peace
Nashville, April 26-27.
crops and a general freedom death—when Edgar Allen saw
Or, Brooksville. Miss. Later her for
other carrying a prayer vigil since either one of us in Tennessee, is in God," said Rev. Washing.
many
and
die
son
durhis
bunions
and
aches
meeting
the
from
Also attending
parents moved to Memphis.
the Bishop's death was an- hut I would have to return to ton.
ing the whole year. Farm ani- persona killed or maimed in an
was Mrs. Johnnie Mae Petters,
nounced. They, at least the Hernando, Miss., and swear out These are the angles in the
Professing hope in Christ at PTA district president. She
mals were cut in on this, too, accident 40 years ago.
most zealous of the congrega- a warrant against him, accue- triangle as revealed.
an early age, she joined the conducted a workshop for presand cows, pigs and hens rous- In their small Ohio town
tion, contend that he will reMorning Star Baptist church,
see
to
out
rushed
and
early
ed
care
to
Owen
at
hospital
idents and members
there was no
turn, perhaps on Easter Sununder the pastorate of the late
the sun, thus presumably in- for the crippled. This inspired
college on March 26.
They said he would emuink Rev C. W. Graham.
holde suring lots of cream, fat bacon, Allen to rally support for such day.
college
LeMoyne
When
Jesus Christ, who arose
Mrs. Lucille Price is presiEaster and grade-A eggs for the next a hospital in his own town, and late
services
sunrise
annual
111 She and Rev. Sanders were dent
the dead over 2,000 years
of the Council and Mrs.
from
Sunday morning at 7:30 on the year.
married in 1925. She became A. M. Able is the reporter.
later in other towns. In 1934 ago.
campus, the Rev. Blair T. The present version of this began the sale of Easter Seals Church members relate the
a member of the Mt. Zion Baptist church, and, being a de- 111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 Hunt, pastor of Mississippi rural fete is, of course, the as a means of promoting Al- strange but true coincidence
Boulevard Christian church. holding of countless early serv- len's idea, which by now had that the Bishop died exactly a
vout Christian, worked in ev- CORRECTION
All was quiet until a snake a toy snake until I saw it
ery department of the church. In one of the previous week's will deliver the message. The ices on Easter morning. The become nation-wide.
week after the beginning of appeared in the classroom. The moved. The children became
Hollyat
direcgiant dawn service
college choir, under the
Easter Seals have since be- Lent—that season of the year visit was short, disturbing and excited.
' She died March 24.
Stork Stops in the Bluff City, tion of Prof. John Whittaker, wood Bowl is the best - known
"I sent a student to the princome a popular way of ex- which commemorates Christ's fatal.
Mrs. Sanders is survived by the child of Mr. and Mrs. Leon- will supply music.
record
no
is
there
end
of these,
pressing the meaning of the last 40 days on earth before He How did he get into the cipal's office to tell her there
a husband, a daughter, one ard Suggs, jr., of 3851 Barron
ever
has
anyone
that
far
Easter recess at LeMoyne thus
was a snake in my room and
classroom in the first place?
season. The Lutheran Lay- was resurrected.
granddaughter, two aunts, one
chicken along
This is how it happened ac- ask what steps to take to get it
identi- begins at noon this Friday, brought a cow or
man's League this year celeniece, one nephew, son-in-law, rd. born March 15, was
it.
to
thru
March 31, and continues
cording to Mrs. Cora Reid, a out. The principal, Mrs. Anna
brates the 15th anniversary of WORTHY CAUSE
seven sisters-in-law, brother-in- fied as a boy. The child is a Wednesday, April 5. All class- THE DANCING SUN
Zuber Bynum Council is stag- fifth grade teacher at Klon- Jones, arrived and instructed a
its distinctive Lutheran Hour
law and a host of other rela- girl, dubbed Denis Annett.
credited
also
ancients
The
Thursday
es will be resumed
custodian to get the snake out
Easter Seal, which this year ing a Spring Dance scheduled dike school:
tives and friends.
the sun with the ability to trip proclaims the message "My for Friday, March 31, 10 p.m. "Last Tuesday I asked my of the room, which he did. Hs
11111111111111111111111IIIIIIIII1111111111111111111111111111111P morning, April 6.
the light fantastic. The belief Redeemer lives." Easter Seals at Lakeview for the benefit of 34 pupils to bring something to killed it.
In the services heard Mon- '
was that the sun when rising on
dal% several Memphis ilium].
will bring the message of the Fund for Handicapped Chil- class the next day with which The specie of the snake was
Easter morn dances in the
naries took part. They were:
Savior to many individ- dren. Everyone is encouraged to roll clay, something like a not learned. However, it was
risen
heavens. It was only natural uals. Revenue from each seal to help in this most worthy rolling-pin. One of my pupils, described as being light brown
Rev. A. McEwen
scripture reading; Rev. N.
for the heathens at these festi- helps support the Lutheran cause. Subscriptions are $1.25. Marshall Shanks, 10, picked up with faint diamond shaped
vals to follow the honored hour radio program which
A Crawford, invocation; Rev.
a small pipe on his way to spots on its back.
sun's lead and join him in the beams the message of Christ
C S. Johnson, Miss Dorothy
Marshall, the lad who unschool the next morning. He
dancing.
Sanders, Rev. W. T. Grafton,
regularly to more than 100 naput the pipe, about a foot long, knowingly carried the snake to
C.
S.
Columbia,
in
pickets
in
the
century,
vacancy
THE
fourth
FILL
Until the
remarks from the Baptist Pas- TO
tions in their own languages,
In a pocket of his coat. When class, is the son of Mrs. Flora
tors' Alliance; Mrs. L. J. Pep- the LeMoyne College Board Of Negroes carried posters read- Easter was less a religious and the radio Family Worship
he started to lunch he pulled Shanks, a fourth grade teachA
FOR
GOD
of
reing
"THANK
Dalstrom,
continuation
Edwin
a
Sr..
than
Trustees,
holiday
pers, Mrs. W. M. Fields,
Hour, a 15-minute daily devothe pipe from his coat pocket. er at Shannon Elementary!
KEEPS
IT
the
of
MISSISSIPPI.
honor
executive,
in
who
rites
company
paper
tired
ancient
Collins,
0.
C.
Rev.
and
tional program.
The snake dropped out of the school. The Shanks live at 993
gave the eulogy. Mistress of was named last week. C. Ar- SOUTH CAROLINA FROM BE- coming of Spring. Once you
LANDS
pipe. At first !thought it was Alaska ave.
ceremonies was Mrs. Roy Love. thur Bruce was the man Dal. ING THE WORST STATE IN recognize most of our Easter IN OTHER
Easter in England used to be
customs as carry-overs of these
Interment was at New Park Strom succeeded. Mr. Bruce THE UNION."
the "Sunday of Joy"
cemetery. S. W. Qualls and said he didn't care to serve LEMOYNITES, HENDE R- rituals, it isn't too hard to known as
marked by tremendous
longer. He said business pres- SONITES, Owenites, Griggsites figure out the meaning of and was
company handled the body.
parties as well as
sures and a change of leader- and all the other college stu- Easter eggs. Eggs are a sim- feasts and
exchange of fancy gifts. On
With the "Freedom Farm"
ship caused him to resign the dents will be ever watchful ple symbol for new life and the
morning every window having been formally dedicatpost he had filled since 1932. because tne Chet Service Com- the giving and receiving of col- Easter
open,
wide
left
was
door
and
business entangleS I T-I NERS
MEMPHIS
mission announced last week ored eggs signifies a wish for so that the magical Easter sun ed and the
cleared up so that the
ments
in
things
should keep a weather eye on
new
of
brightest
the
•••••••
that it will send persons to inwould penetrate and drive out Baptist Convention could owe ell,•••••••••••
come.
the Supreme Court of the Unitcam- the year to
Even the old hay the land, the 1500 persons oc- C'mon, readers, you can do 2. Where was Jesus Christ
college
Negro
the
spirits.
spect
evil
case
the
of
word
wearing of Easter boned States for
puses in the South for quali- The
was burned, allowing the sun cupying Tent City began march- better than what you did last buried . . the exact tomb?
that the highest court in the
nets and new clothes was besweeten and purify the ing in song to their new home week. As a result of your miss- 3. Who was Tyrr?
fied help. '
to
hear
concernto
agreed
land
gun in the early celebrations ground.
ing last week's cash contest 4. Where is the testi Reach?
by
drive
an
all-out
the
DESPITE
of
Case
Monday.
activity.
the
Ostara,
ing alt-in
honoring Eastre or
week's cash 5. The term "Memphis's" has
"hearth- last
questions, this
especially
e
n
0
404
picturesque
from
keep
people
to
NAACP
La.,
the
a
Rouge,
farm,
The
Baton
goddess
of
students
German. or Teutonic,
warming" belief in some parts acre plot with the two lakes prize will be a mammoth $25. reference to a person living in
the
Memphis
street
main
off
have
name
we
heard.
whose
be
will
of Spring,
of Europe was that new fires gracing the expante. is expect- The most problematical of .... or from two cities. Name
A. MACEO WALKER w a a department stores gained 15 given to the holidaY. The Gerwould be started on Easter, in ed to be only one step in Dr. the questions in last week's quiz
the cities.
elected to the board of the Traf- per cent in business last week mans grafted their heathen
the same tradition as the old
range was number 4, about Lent.
fic Advisory Commission last over the same week of last rites and customs celebrating German notion that you were J. H. Jackson's long
Correct answers to these queswhere
see
and
14
page
to
Turn
encompass
year.
week. (See editorial)
found on page 14
the birth of Spring onto the begging for bad luck if you plan that would
through- you went wrong. Remember, lions will be
THE MEMPHIS PUBLIC LIfestival of the Resurrection. didn't sport some new article putting farms like that
many en- of next week's Tr -State Defenas
in
send
can
you
out the country.
BRARY system was expanded
Since Christ's Rising and the
but they must der. Good luck! Now turn to
of clothing on Easter Day.
Dr. Jacketei, president of the tries as you like,
last week with the opening of
rebirth of Spring both symbo- To this day some Europeans
of the page 14 of this issue to find It
facsimiles
The
Business
reasonable
be
ConBaptist
a North Branch at 1192 Vollenlized the triumph of life over still "sun" their Easter food, powerful National
coupon it- week's correct answers. Fill
actual
the
or
coupon
the
that
said
Inc
vention,
death, the meanings and custine. The building was accepted
laying their feast goodies out church must identify itself self. Here are this week's ques- out coupon and mail or bring
Forum Will Con- toms
by Howard H. Jackson. Jr.,
of the two events interto the Tri-State Defender, 2:16 S.
the ground to absorb the with all the problems, needs lions
on
president of the Klondike civic
curative effects of dawning and ispirationsi of the people I. Who was &ermined with Wellington. Memphit, 'roomtinue Next Week. mingled.
NEW CLOTHING
being the wisest bine of Israel? see.
Math it serves.
(See EASTER. Page
AMUSING SIGN carried by
Just as glad-rags were worn
MRS. KATHERINE SANDERS

i•

EASTER LORE
AND LEGEND

'Fluoride Helpful,'
Health Man Contends

Rumor Has It
That Johnson
Has Arisen

Final Rites
•Heard For
Pastor's Wife

Easter Break
At LeMoyne
Begins Friday

Snake (A Real One)
Shakes Up Classroom

For The Record

•

Farm Gates
Open Wide
For Tenters

Tri-State Defender
Cash Quiz
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PR Firms
Affiliate

STOLE WINNER — Mrs.
Rosie Hudson was a recent
winner in the Big Store Food
Stores of Memphis and the

Mid-South's g ian t give-away of $1,000 mink stoles at
the various Quality Stamp
Redemption
Centers last
week. Mrs. Hudson is shown

NEW YORK — The principals
of D. Parks Gihson-Public Relations, New York, and John
L. .Wilks and Associates, San
Francisco, have agreed upon
an affiliation of their firms
which offer Negro market counsel and programming.
Each will service the other's
clients in their respective areas,
cooperate in new business development, and expand their activities to render more complete services to clients who
want a maximum coverage in
the Negro market, now estimated at more than ;20-billion
annually.
This is believed to be the first
such affiliation between two
specialized firms, both now providing services for corporate
and organization clients.
The affiliated firms will continue to publsh the monthly
newsletter "Confidential Report on t h e Negro Market,"
which publishes trends and opportunities in this market, provides information about the current programs of companies entering the market, and makes
useful suggestions for its development.
Gibson is a former promotion
here displaying her good for- director of the Chicago Daily
tune in the Southgate Shop- Defender. Is a former consultping Center, where her name ant with public relations firms
in Boston, and San Francisco.
was drawn as a winner.
He is a former merchandising
manager of Radio Station
KSAN.

r

41

•
S 0 It 0 R S of Alpha Delta
Chapter of Alpha Gamma
Sorority pose prettily for
photographer at their "ROARING 20's DANCE" held recently at Curries Club Tropicanna. Left to right Sorors

Helots Stuns, Vera Clark,
Daisy Page, treasurer; Iris
Jamison, Rosa Pittman, secretary; Sadie Anderson, President; Juanita Harbor, Glssie
Driver, Betty Payne, Merdis
Prewitt, Vivian Ford, publi-

city chairman. Also on picture are judges Thaddeus T.
Stokes, editor of Tri-State Defender and Mrs. Willie M.
Ilarvey, of Los Angeles, California. Other judges present
were Roy Meadows, (flunky

Dory of Radio Station WI.OK
and Nat D. Williams of Radio
Station WD1A. Winners of
Charleston Contest, feature of
the evening, were Mrs. Martha
Jones, of 2164 Hubert Circle
and Mrs. Clara Driver, of
1005 N. Seventh St.

Indict Owner
In Fire Deaths

CHICAGO — Ald. T. H. May- university, Mayberry is selfberry, SRA, of St. Louis has employed. He is a member of
approved
been
as a senior the greater St. Louis chapter of
Members of Sigma Gamma'Hattisburg, Miss., where the meeting. Those attending the
member of the Society of Res- the Society of Residential ApRho sorority traveled to the great East Texas meets the meeting were Sorors Mary R. NEW YORK — (UPI) — A idential
Appraisers
by the praisers.
marooned city of set to a south-eastern regional Brooks, basileus; Maridelle M. landlord has been indicted on board of governors of the in- He has been engaged in the
recently
Reed, anti-basileus; Rosa Ford, manslaughter charges in the ternational society. He is be- general real estate practice
campus coordinator; Eldora case of two little girls who burn- lieved to be the first Negro since 1945 in St. Louis and for
Amos, core director; Minnie ed to death in his building on to obtain senior statue in the the past six years he has been
Echols Reed, and Amanda Christmas Eve.
a member of the housing end i
organization.
land clearance committee of (
Brown, local board members. James Lee, 44, owner of soyA professional organization
was
the Board of Aldermen.
The group was met at the eral tenements in Harlem,
for appraisers of residential
station by members of the lindicted after a grand jury was real estate, it numbers over In the summer of 1959 May-$25
in
was
fined
that
he
berry studied housing and town SERENE
hostess chapter, Beta Chi Sig- told
and peaceful is this reation is an important use
12,500 members of whom about
ma and grand basileus, Dr. June and again in November 2,810 are in the select senior planning policy in eight western dove. Forests, water, wildlife, of our natural resources
and
Eurtopean countries and has
Lorraine Williams, head of the for failing to put in the sprin- classification.
agriculture, industry and rec- one which interferes little with
taken a course in "town and reation
Social Science department at kler system.
must
be
given
conthe other uses we make of
Mayberry will be listed in country planning" at the colHoward university, Washington, Gayle Cohen, four, and her
sideration in balanced con- them. Multiple use of our rethe annual roster recommend- lege of estate
management,
D. C. Along with this group sister, Willett, two, died Dec.
servation
planning.
Only
sources is essential for our
appraisers to University of London.
qualified
ing
was Soror Amanda Brown's 24 when a fire broke out in
through co-ordinated planning survival and well-being now
thousands of clients among innephew, Dr. Charles A. Smith, their ground floor apartment in surance companies, mortgage Mayberry is a former pres- can we reap the maximum our and in the future.
ident of the National Society
a former Memphian now resid- Lee's building which lacked a
lenders, and the investing pub- of Real Estate Appraisers, af- resources will produce. Recing in Hattiesburg and a staff sprinkler system. If convicted
lic.
filiated with the National Assomember of the General County Lee could be sentenced to 20
Langston ciation of Real Estate Brokers,
graduate of
A
years in jail.
hospital there.
an organization whose memberThe "summit" meeting was
ship is composed principally of
held at the beautiful new Row- W
Negro brokers.
an High school where Principal
Burger served as a perfect host
to see that all went well. Plans
were made at the meeting for
the 27th boule to be held Aug.
14 through 19, 1961 at the Ben- Dr. Robert C. Weaver declar- I wouldn't be here. I'm not
V% ASHINGTON — ( L,PI) — Assistant Secrejamin Franklin hotel, Phila- ed that his job as Federal here as a politician — I didn't
delphia, Penn. Theme for the housing chief "is not to take
tary of State for African Affairs G. Mennen Wilcampaign for Kennedy, and
boule "Training Youth for Com- care of a future Little Rock
liams said the U. S. "must act more quickly" to aid
I've never sought an elective
munity
Leadership."
Plans or New Orleans, but to clear
WASHINGTON — (U P I) —
were also made to improve the out slums and increase the sup- office in my life.
Eighteen senators have joined the new nations of Africa if it is to prevent the spread
Teen-Town program which is ply of husing for 25 million "Nor am I here primarily as in bipartisan sponsorship of a of Communist influence on the
continent.
designed to combat juvenile Americans now living in sub- a Negro. My association with two-point civil rights bill aimWilliams, who recently re^nly
frighten
will
NAACP
he
delinquency
by
dwellings."
ed at counter-acting what was
furnishing standard
workshops where teen-agers of In an article in the current hose people who fail to real- called a "slowdown" in com- turned from an African tour, some open, some offered covM. Reed, anti-basileus. Not 13 SIGMAS on their way to the
18 years may spend their issue of Look Magazine, Weav- ize that the NAACP is fighting pliance by states with Supreme said: "We had better be coldly ertly to ambitious and unscrustation to attend a regional shown are Sorors Rosa Ford, leisure
time studying and en- er stressed that his task in for the God-given rights of all Court desegregation decisions. realistic about Communist bloc pulous power-seekers."
meeting in Hattiesburg, Miss. Eldora Amos Minnie Echols joying
such worthwhile activi- Washington is "to enforce, not Americans — not just Ne- The legislation was introduc- influence in Africa. The new
Reporting that he found a
Soror Mary Riley Brooks, Reid and Amanda Brown.
ties as handicrafts, music, dra- create, housing programs."
groes."
great amount of good will for the
ed in the Senate by Sen. Paul nations
basileus and Soror Mardielle
there
do
not
emerge
matics, paintings, drawing and Weaver, whose appointment Every
U. S. in Africa, Williams said
American, Weaver H. Douglas, (D-111.) and backother forms of creative amuse- by President Kennedy touched said, should get the chance to ed by 17 other northern and into a one-sided world. They the people "are for the most
sec
they
it
are
whole
not
and
ments.
off a heated row in the Senate, live in any house or apartment western senators — including going to slam the door on an- part neutral in international
politics, or perhaps more accuOne highlight of the meeting told the magazine:
he can afford, if it was built 13 Democrats and four Republi- other great power which
comrately they are not ready to
was an elaborate closed ban- "President Kennedy has giv- with Federal help.
cans.
mands large political and econcommit their new independence
quet held at the Community en me his confidence, and if "If that is militancy," he I would provide federal asomic resources."
elsewhere."
Center, where the eminent Dr. I didn't have confidence in him, added, "make the most of it." sistance to school districts
Rosa Page Welch entertained
beset with desegregation prob- Williams' tour took him to
16
African
nations.
He
reportlems, and also authorize the atus with some of her delightful
torney general to intervene in ed on the results of his observaexperiences.
suits by individuals to force tions at a luncheon of the naAfter the meeting members
compliance with anti-discrimi- tional press club.
made a brief tour of the city
SUPPORT NOW
nation laws.
to see historic scenes and areas
(Continued From Page 1)
Calling for the U.S. to "Throw
that had been flooded, then to
in our support now," Williams Old Sol. The natives then pitch
Soror Estelle Jenkins' beautisaid "the need is not for a in and stuff themselves, in the
ful home which was elaboratesudden and unlimited increase optimistic belief that no indily decorated for a Chit-Chat
in funds" but for immediate gestion can result from food
cocktail party. Fabulous Haaction on a reasonable scale. acted on so magically.
waiian hors-d'oeuvres played
a prominent part on the eveHe called for U.S. aid at once One old Easter custom that,
ning's agenda, of course! Sitto build schools, provide teach- perhaps fortunately, has not
ting on pillows around an imers and "export our know-how caught on in America is the
Housing Administrator Robprovised floor table, decorated
to the farmers 'of Africa, as practice of Easter whipping,
announced
ert
C.
Weaver
the
with tropical fruits and flowers,
well as providing the inhabit- which goes on in Scandinavian
appointment of George W.
guests and hostess enjoyed
ants of the continent with more countries. The first person
Snowden, who has been aschampagne, amontillado, bonfood from U. S. agricultural awake on Easter morn flails
sistant to the administrator for
those still abed with a supple
ne , bouche, ham jambolaya
surpluses.
relations,
intergroup
to
the
Now,in the new issue of Look Magazine,
birch wand. This is supposed
and konigsberger klops.
Rapid and effective aid to
assistant
of
to
special
position
read about Federal Housing boss Robert
to give the lazybones in the
Another significant feature of
Africa, Williams said, will infor
administrator
assistant
the
household so much zip and
Weaver and his views on segregated housing.
the occasion was the grand ball
international housing, housing crease the chances that "Ameri- vinegar that they don't
honoring Sigma Gamma Rho
relax
can private investment can play
agency.
finance
home
and
Read about the stormy Senate hearing
again for a whole year.
sorority at the Rowan gymnas
a growing part in Africa's fuspecialist
area
will
be
Snowden
The lily blossomed as an
on Weaver and why he says:
ium which climaxed the pro.
ture development." Ile said
on Latin America.
Easter symbol of purity and
gram.
same time, Weaver the U. S. should in some cases light only 100 years ago. DurAt
the
All enjoyed themselves as
announced that Booker T. Mc- help develop manufacturing in- ing the American Civil War,
they danced to the music of
Graw, who has been housing dustry and power facilities.
the clergy chose Easter Sunthree hands. It was truly a
economist in the office of pro- -The Slno - Soviet presence day, with its promise of life
night on an "Island in the
gram policy, has been appoint- will inevitably increase in eternal, as a fitting time to
Pacific."
ed to succeed Snowden in in- Africa," Williams said. "a n d console those bereaved by
its emissaries will be well arm- battle. Special sermons were
tergroup relations.
ed with promissory notes — preached and altars were decorated profusely with flowers.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. — (UPI) For this purpose the Bermuda
A new candy-crunch confec— Jittery police, investigat- lily WAS used so widely that
tion tastes like a combination
ing noises coming from a cof- it became known as the Easter
popcorn ball and pecan-almond
fin behind a local casket man- lily.
praline. It's the invention of a
An Easter without the inufacturing firm, found Leroy
Detroit, Mich., businessman
Robertson, 34, sleeping peace- spired message of the Christ
who carried popcorn to munch
story would be no Easter at
fully in the box.
KEMPTON, PA. — (UPI) —
during long-distance drives. To
all to most of us. And an
he
had
explained
Robertson
Four young boys and a man
create a more nourishing proEaster without the traditional
Louis
St.
from
arrived
just
were missing and believed
duct, he added nuts, butter and
accompaniments
of holiday
Into
climbed
and
without
funds
burned to death in a fire which
sugar glaze. Available nationalfinery, lilies, Easter Seals, and
rain.
the
escape
the
to
casket
workers
ly In I pound "tubs." (Poppy.
destroyed a migrant
children's colored eggs seems
He was fined VS for loitering. unimaginable. The dour
cock).
sages
STILL AT IT — This is one ed picket are pitching In for camp on a fruit farm near
tell us that there's nothing
an all-out drive to break here
Today ... get
of the elderly 'young' women
Two
operator
Follweiler,
out.
George
new under the sun—but under
when the blaze broke
Toledo—About six-sevenths of who are showing the way by down segregated eating facilthe ore used in the U. S. iron serving as an NAACP Picket ities in the downtown area of of the Stoney Rock fruit farm, men, a woman and a child the Easter sun, all things look
were
Neinside
persona
said
are
nine
wonderful, profoundly meanBilly
and steel industry is delivered' of the stares downtown. Other
All
Memphis. (Photo by
menaced to escape.
ingful, and joyously new.
via the Great lakes.
th one-story frame dwelling groes.
adults such as this unidentifi- Duncan)
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eaver Explains Aim
In Housing Position Aim Rights Law

At Slow States

Warns U.S. Act
Fast In Africa

DR. WEAVER SAYS:

"PREJUDICE
IS SOMETHING
I HAVE
LIVED WITH!"

Easter

Housing Chief
Promotes Two

r •f•-,-

•"A dollar In a dark hand
should have the same
purchasing power as a
dollar in a white hand."

•"The N.A.A.C.P. is fighting
for the God-given rights of all
Americans—not just Negroes."
•"I've never accepted
second-class citizenship."
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Spring Brings Out Horne Back
Owen Science Club At Auto
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DEFENDER

DOWN FRONTI1

sales Co.

The spring-like weather en- William Lemon and Oliver
•••••••olso
joyed by Memphians has giv- Garner are the leaders of the
WHO IS SHE? ... That is the to jazz concerts. They don't
en the Science eliih nf Owen Telescopic Committee. This
question being asked about the dress as if they are attending
college ample opportunity to,group is composed of students Mr. Edward A. Horne, ons
new cashier at Universal Insur- an opera at the Met.
undertake out door projects interested in Astronomy and is time salesman at Auto Sales5
ance Company's cafeteria. She A $1,400 CHECK from the
planned since its organization attempting to build several Co. is back at home
Is a niece to Mrs. Jana Porter, citizens of Inkster, Mich. (a
again.
a few weeks ago.
Itelescopes for observing
the,
operator of the eatery. She is suburb of Detroit was delivMr. Horne, the
The Club, formally called heavenly bodies. Their objecMrs. Maxine James of St. ered to Jesse Turner and Dr.
hot salesrn tt
Sigma Gamma Iota is compos- tive is to create an active inLouis, Mo. She will be in Mem- Hollis Price for the citizens of
ed of three working commit- terest in Astronomy among the
for the coin.
phis about a year. She is mar- "Tent City," last week. The
tees, namely
Photographic, students.
ried to Ensign Aaron C. James, check was brought here by
pany in 1958 in.
Botany and Telescopic.
who is stationed at Millington Frank Seymour, general mansited his many
Members of Sigma Gamins
A Photgraphic Coin mittee Iota may belong to any cornNaval base.
ager of radio station FHCV, an
friends to call
under the leadership of -How rrettee or committees, accordACCORDING TO OUR MAIL all-Negro station, which has
or come by the
New York City (that big won been in operation about six
ard II. Harper, jr., and Alonzo ing to his interest. The primary
s.
D Ir of
derful jungle of everything years. The money was contriWhitlock has been successful requirement for membership
in obtaining equipment and set- is a "B" average in all Natural
good, bad and indifferent) has buted to the "Relief Fund," by
CharleS
given birth to a new magazine citizens of Inkster, spearheadtine up a darkroom. The ob- Science Courses.
Wash rimn says,
called the Urbanite. Images of ed by the radio station.
jective of this group is to aid
"T h e hottest
The officers are: Isaiah Mad.
the American Negro). We wish MRS.
interested students in develop- .
A. Horne salesman
MARTHA JEAN
sale
for
Mg talents Mto a useful hobby son, president; Alonzo Whit- the
Publisher • Editor William M. STEINBERG
company in 1958." is back
looked like she
dock, vice-president; Effie Eu.
Santos the best luck.
or career. The group is Cur-banks
had just stepped from the EasSecretary;
Meriam home on the sales force. Mr.
rently making portraits of stuA GROUP OF MINISTERS ter Parade last week. She was
dents to sponsor new and bet- Cooper, Assistant Secretary; Horne invites his many, mane
are discussing plans to boycott sporting a very beautiful lilac
William Lemon, Treasurer; and friends to call or
ter equipment.
come by for
"two institutions," here which walking suit.
The Botany Committee has Eunice Straughter, Chaplain. the Deal of Deals. The all
are very well known to all citi- RAY MEADOWS, the
Hunky
Biology
instructor,
Lewis
H.
undertaken
to
classify all the
zens of Memphis and surround- Dory of WLOK, who recently
new Plymouth or Valiant. The
trees on the spacious eleven Twigg, jr., Physical Science
ing towns in Arkansas and Mis- came to Memphis from a
South's Largest
Used Car
radio
instructor,
Philip
A.
Sellers;
acre
campus
according
to
the
sissippi. One of the "institu- station in San Francisco, realDealer. Auto Sales, Company.
and
Mathematics
instructor
common
and
botanical
name,
tions" was slapped with a boyly got a good look at what the JEB STUART, tabbed "Mr. phis beauties. On left is Miss singer will leave for Chicago size and other data. This com- Albert K. Wong are the facul- 309 Union,
cott about three years ago.
McCain, fresh- in May to start a series of
women were wearing during Showmanship" by Chicago Mary Carolyn
mittee is headed by Wilbur ty advisers for the newly formFROM JUDGE TO JANITOR
critics, shown here surround- man as Tennessee A&I State TV record hops, under the di- Wilson and Governor.
the
"Roaring
20s"
at
Currie's
ed club.
OLD FASHIONED
can be a short distance. When
fans, is university. Right is Miss Frd- rection of Publisher Frank
ed
by
two
of
his
PIT BARBECUE
a man arrived at a dance that club the other night.
scheduled for a new record die Collins, junior at Booker I.aVere, record bigwig who
EVOI, site Coral
HORSES
MUST HAVE HAY release entitled "tin Coming T. Washington high school. has handled such stars as
the Alpha Delta chapter of AlBecause It', Cooked With
a
group
of
young
ladies
Alisstnalppl Hickory Wood
pha Gamma sorority gave at aci
Down With The Blues," but The new disk will be released Nat K. Cole, Joni James,
Courteous — Curb Sri vice
Curries last Friday, he ar- from here went to Hot Springs certainly doesn't look blue April 17 on a Phillips Inter- Julie London and others.
ALLEN d &NNW& DRIVE IN
1150 do Rellevu• - Hlway 51 at,
rived at the door as a judge last week to look at the horses between these lovely Mem- national record label. The
Read Allen I Anna's Story In
gni, Week's Defender
for a "Charleston Contest" the at the race track. How did the
sorority was featuring that horses look Mrs. Wilma Campbell,
Mrs.
Elise
Robinson
and
night. As he started in Mrs.
Drs. L. E. O'Connor and G. for instructions in this
area
DURHAM
Merdis Prewitt, a member of Mrs. Elouise Flowers?
P. Freeman, who practice re- since 1941.
STEEL FOLDING
OZZIE
the sorority who was taking
SMITH is showering
spectively in Fort Smith, Ark- Dr. O'Conner, a native of New
CHAIRS
up tickets, asked for his ticket. his wife, Mrs. Ernestine Odell
ansas and Little Rock, Arkansas York city received his seconModern
• 1
a.
Handsome
Smith,
with
gifts
after
appear.
she
He announced that he was a
recently completed a course in dary education in British West anon Hugged
Con
showered
him
with
the
good
"judge." She looked at him
V • rr
Gas Anesthesia under Dr. J Indies, and attended Lincoln struetion
Duran'.
surprised and exclaimed "why! news of a baby after six long
E. Burke of Forrest City, Ark- University Pa. and Corvell Uniyou don't look like a janitor to years.
ansas.
versity, and is a graduate of $950
said loudly "judge."
LOUISE STRICKLAND, a CORE groups throughout the over to Operation Freedom for ed their civil rights."
Dr. Burke, who completed the rHoward University Dental ColMR and up
MRS. WILLIE HARVEY of postal worker, and Miss Geral- country have been urged by crop loans.
Richard Haley, CORE Field course at the McKesson Com- lege. He later interned at Har- CONTACT US
Los Angeles, formerly of Mem- dine Harris, a city teacher, National Director James Farm- Farmer said "Operation Secretary who has been work- pany of Toledo, Ohio under the lem Hospital and began practice FOR VOLUME PRICES
phis wanted to award the top finally said "I do" before a er to help meet needs for crop Freedom, working through local ing in the two counties for the eminent Dr. F. W. Clement has in New York. Ile was inducted
BERNATSKY BROS.
JA 5-0885
prize of a Charleston Contest to minister. That is a nice way and mortgage loans in Fayette committees has already made past three month, reports; been authorized by the McKes- into the U. S. Army and station
500 S Main Sr
Memphis Tenn
referral
to
culminate
their
a
long
courtship.
ed at Camp Chaffee, and seeing
one of the judges, who did a
and Haywood Counties, Tennes- loans of over $11,000 to meet "CORE activity has been three- son Company as
wing-filing during the contest, WHEN
the need for a dental practiA
KLONDIKE see by making contributions to critical emergencies. Yet ap- fold: collecting and sending
tioner in the Fort Smith rea
featured by the Alpha Gamma TEACHER asked her princi- Operation Freedom.
plications for loans from Hay- supplies from local C 0 R E
sorority last Friday. Of course, pal "what steps to take" after Acting upon Farmer's recom- wood County alone total more groups; sponsoring public
decided to settle in Fort Smith
the judge had to decline the she discovered that one of her mendation, New York C 0 R E than $27.000. We, who have al- meetings for fund-raising; supfollowing his discharge.
honor.
He has practiced for eight
pupil had accidentally brought has sent $1,800 to Operation ready done so much have an porting the crop-loan program
and one-half years and enjoys a
PEOPLE ARE TALKING a snake to class, we would like Freedom and St. Louis CORE obligation to do more. We can- of Operation Freedom through
very lucreative practice of both
ABOUT the number of mink to know whether the teacher has sent $1500. Los Angeles not allow these farmers to be contributions of personnel."
races. Dr. O'Conner is active
stoles worn to the Jazz Work- was inquiring of the principal C 0 R E has sent $2500 to the driven from their lands and "I cannot give a fair account
in the community and life of
shop held at LeMoyne College's whether or not "she and the Haywood Country League and homes because they have vot- of contributions from other
his city, and he and his wife
Bruce Hall several Saturday pupil should take fast or slow $2,000 of this is being turned ed, because they have exercis- groups because I don't have all
are making fine contributions
nights ago. The "cool" cats steps to the nearest exit?
the facts; but have witnessed
religiously, civicly, and socially
say "only lames make a jazz TENNIS COURTS at Lincoln
substantial amounts of relief
scene wrapped in mink. Like Park have been worked on . . .
coming from the unions, NAA- J B. Singleton, a dentist, to their chosen field of service.
graduate
making the scene in casual making-ready for the coming
CP, individual church and col- was recently elected to serve Dr. Freeman is a
248 Vance—JA 7-9320
College and
togs." In other words, real season. We are told that the
lege groups. The present in- as president-elect of the Na- of Meharry Dental
ForcArmed
the
served
in
also
Memphis, Ten
jazz fans wear casual clothing nets have been put-up. This
terest and activity concerning tional Dental Association. He
appears to be very early.
settling the 400 acre National will assume office in Washing- es at Camp Chafee. Dr. Freeman, who is associated with his
Heretofore it has been much
Baptist Farm must be duly ton, D. C. in August.
Dr. Singleton was graduated wife, Dr. Evangeline Upshur
later in the Spring before the
noted."
lucrative practice
nets were put-up. Could it be JEFFERSON CITY, Mo. — where awards to two journalists, "It is also a source of pride from Meharry Medical College enjoys a very
in Nashville, as well as h i s in the city of Little Rock. He
that City Recreation Commis- Lincoln
themselves
Leagues
the
note
to
agency,
federal
and
three
a
University's 13th Headwith several other men in
CALL
sion wanted to place nets at liner Week is a little less than publications will be presented. operate self-help programs. I father, who was a member of along
professions have
associated
class
in
second
college's
the
Lincoln so early until we would a month away but some high Winners of the annual high know of numerous instances in
completed plans for the
recently
B.
Singleton's
son,
J.
Dr.
1898.
s
forget the "promise" of de- chools sending
delegations pre- school essay contest conducted both counties in which individu- Ill received his degree at Me. construction of a modern clinic.
segregating John Roger tennis registered early in the
by the Department of Journal- al financial emergencies have harry in 1054.
year.
where he will be better preparcourt?"
CAB CO.
The high school press work- ism will receive prizes at the been taken care of by their re- The president-elect did his ed to serve his clientele.
DURING THE SPELLING shop, formerly extending over banquet.
spective Civic and Welfare Leawork at Fisk
undergraduate
BEE it was pointed -up clearer three-and-a-half days during H. Manion Rice, assistant gues."
university and graduate trainthan ever that the City Board Headliner Week, has been scal- professor of
journalism
at
ing ih oral surgery at Ohio
of Education should take im- ed down to two-amea-half days. Southern Illinois University, reWEST MEMPHIS, ARK.
State university. After an eight. Henry Reed
Proprietor
mediate steps to include cours- The annual Week is scheduled turns this year to handle the
private practice in Nash- Auto Repairs
year
On Duty 24 Hours
Service
Brake
es in diction as required study. for April /2-15.
news workshop. Two Lincoln U.
ville,
he joined Meharry's
We discovered that many of Classes in news writing, year- journalism faculty members,
& Fender Work
Body
Courteous
Reliable,
He
faculty.
School of Dentistry
Painting
our students are not able to book preparation and photog- Prof. Lee S. Cole and Mrs.
became chairman of the deLinden
Drivers
547
Amercommunicate
in
readily
raphy will start Thursday Phyllis A. Wills, will instruct in
partment of oral surgery in
Res. FA 4-9007 JA 6-4640
ican English. During the Spell- morning, April 13
and run the photography and yearbook
1935.
ing Bee, some of the contest- through Saturday
morning, sections, respectively.
is married to the former
Ile
ants failed to spell certain April 15.
Workshop attendance runs to
Charlie May Malone of Nashwords correctly simply be- The morning of April 12 will about 130 students each year
ville.
McGowan-Williams Appliance & Furniture Service
cause they did not understand be devoted to registration at from high schools in Missouri
"word"
when
they
heard
the
Upholstering — Draperies — Slip Covers
Their
MARVA — Marva
the workshop headquarters in and surrounding states.
Donald
Bryant T. Williams, one of
Antiques
Baskerville celebrated her it pronounced correctly. How Mitchell Hall, which houses the schedule for the three d a y the first bail bond Negro agents
All Work Guaranteed
third birthday March 26 in poor can speech become??
Department of Journalism, spon- period includes a city bus tour, in Memphis, is now affiliated
IA 5-9552
734 Vance
campus and farms tour, eve- with the Associated Bonding
Humboldt, Tenn. Marva is the
sor of the event.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ning entertainment, staff duties and Insurance company, locat- The Cooperative Circle, an
SPECIAI SESSIONS
William H. Baskerville of that
A general assembly print shop on the Daily Workshopper, and ed at 115 Adams St., announce auxiliary of Collins Chapel
city. Her grandparents are
visits, campus and farm tours contests in writing and photog- John T. James, Jr., and Bert CME church, will observe its
Sparta Saturday!
Rev. and Mrs. William C.
will take place in the afternoon raphy.
Seuss. owners of the company. Annual Booker T. Washington
high
Donald of Humboldt and Arof the first day. A special ses- Special sessions for
2,
4
p.m.
Williams has been employed Day, Sunday, April
5-Big Days-5
thur Baskerville of Maoon,
sion for advisers is set for late school group advisers will be as a bail bond agent with an- at the church, 678 Washington
Tenn.
conducted by Dr. Armistead S. other agency for nine years be- ave. at Orleans at.
in the afternoon.
Shell Oil Company has an- The 13th Headliner Banquet Pride, journalism department fore assuming his new position. A symposium on His Life will
LSI Sim
014
finnzit
nutsemene
..
nounced a net income for 1960 will take place Thursday eve- chairman and workshop direc- Before being employed as a be discussed by competent panii Tyhi
Mazy
of $144,588,000 .and record sales ning in the University Cafeteria tor.
bail bond agent with another elists. Other interesting partic- Dem lato A Wing Dhow,
Tem
Bestial
CANSURVII
For The Shrieking DaninerP
and other operating revenues
agency for nine years before ipants will appear on the program. Mrs. Elizabeth Proctor,
of $1,827,832,000.
assuming his new position.
Before being employed as a president and Rev. David S.
The comparable figures for
bonding agent, Williams was co- Cunningham, pastor. The pub195€ are $147,418,000 and $1,owner of the United Cab com- lic is invited.
809,953,000 respectively.
pany. He was also employed
Monroe
E. Spaght, Shell
by the Illinois-Central Railroad
president, said the record sales
TOOTH squeeze from
company.
and other operating revenues
He is known as one of the
Pale
ACHE tub*
goes In sec.
HOLLY SPRINGS, Miss. — were adversely affected by a
When yea are
"most prompt bonding agents
onds Used by
disagree with
Dedication services for the slight decline in unit returns
thousands.IS
in Memphis." He was one of
Pain, you can
Shaw cafeteria at Rust College and were offset by somewhat
rely on ORA-/El
the first co-captains of Melrose
for fast, offae•
has been planned for April 11 higher costs.
High School's first football
nye relief lust ORANIEL®
at 11 a. in, Dr. Earnest A. "A number of the basic probteam.
Smith, Rust president has an- lems which have plagued the
During World War II he was
industry in recent years connounced.
a sergeant in the U. S. Marine
The cafeteria is named in tinue to exist," said Spaght.
Corps. He served in the South$9.00 PER MONTH
honor of Bishop A. P. Shaw (rewest Pacific and was in action
tired) and Dr. J. G. Shaw, M. PATRONESS BOARD
in the Carolinas.
PLUS 2ND HIT! —
D., brothers and graduates of The Patroness Board of the
The Williams live at 30931
Rust College, who reside in Los Sigma Gamma Rho sorority disFisher Ave.
Buys You A Fine
Angeles, Calif. The Shaws con- cussed plans for this year's protributed funds for the comple- gram during a monthly meeting
tion of the exterior of the cafe- held recently. The members deSCHOOL
or
teria which include bricking and cided that this year's project AMERICAN
the construction of a semi- will be reading to Children at Southern school? This was
OI All New Furniture
Your
the question asked of severcolonial facade.
the Children's hospital at 2009 al last week as they passed
A
HUGE SELECTIONS
Neighborhood
The principal participants on Lamar ave., every Tuesday.
Humes high school and saw
COMPLETE — STYLISH
the program will be Bishop
CARS OR
Drug
Store
Also announced following the the American flag flying with
MID-SOUTH'S GREATEST
Charles F. Golden, resident
°e
plans
for a a smaller flag of the ConUSED CARS
Bishop of the Nashville-Birm- meeting were
VALUES
held April federacy flying directly unFaahionett
Tea
to
be
ingham Area of the Methodist
the Sorority House, 805 derneath it.
Free Delivery Service
Church, Bishop A. P. Shaw and 30 at
Saxon ave. Named chairman
Open 9 'Til 9
Dr. James S. Thomas, Associate
Prescriptions and Sundries
was Mrs. Bertha
of
the
tea
rt
Director, Department of SeconFINANCING TO SUIT
Pay Your Utility Bill Here
Free Delivery
Stegall.
dary and Higher Education of
YOUR PURSE
Telephone
Bill—Money
Order
the Methodist Church, Nashville, A new member, Mrs. Earths
FURNITURE BY
Every Day Service
Waddle, was accepted on the
V
Tenn.
Mrs.
president,
The interior color scheme of board. The
Hours 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.
the cafeteria is brown, beige Josephine Gibson, was elated
World's Largest Ford Dealers
RECORDS FOR EVER YON!
and cream. The foyer is furn- over the progress being made
*DK Ill LANCISTIR
Telephone
THIRD g GAYOSO
ished with occasional furniture. by the organization. Mrs. Ger- 806 Poplar Al Lauderdale
Flant OWS
IlUrf
ESTELLE HEWER
Marano',
4-3767
E.
at
FA
Miss.
PARK
752
3574
The seating capacity is ap- trude Turner is publicity chair6-8871
JA
Phone JA. 5-6348
man.
Iroximately 250.

Ark. Dentists Attend
Anesthesia Clinic

CORE Sets Up Fund
For W. Tennesseans

•

111

Singleton
New NDA
President

TAILORED
Suits, Topcoats

$59

BHS, Inc,

Lincoln Headliner
Week April 12-15

•

CAB SERVICE?

SPARKMAN

H & R GARAGE

Former Bail
Bond Agent
On New Job

Collins Chapel
Group In-Program

••

Cafeteria At
Rust To Be
Dedicated

•

RE 5-9195

$144,588,000
Shell Earnings

11/0LICARI
sEELTteZier sEE

sElE

i

I

155.

Buy Your 1961

HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)

NEW FORD

Suburban Drug

From Us

POPLAR TUNES
RECORD SHOP

HULL-DOBBS

WH 8-4576

THE VERY FRANK...VERY HONEST STORY
OF THE YOUTHS WHO SEARCH FOR
MANHOOD-IN All. THE WRONG PLACES!
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Noted Minister To Rising Star Say Sit-Ins One Of Era's
Come For Revival Of Rose Croix Most Significant Movements
Plan Services

Rev. C. L. Franklin, widely dows of the Cross." lie left
Student ,sit-in demonstrations odist official in an address to nations in the UN against Poeknown for his recorded sermons Memphis during the war years
•
were declared to be one of the the more than 300 delegates tugs!, in asking for an investiand recording of religious mus- of the 40's, having pastored in
most significant movements of and visitors who attended the gation of the situation in Anic, has been engaged to come to Buffalo, New York before going Plans for Sunrise Services on
this century by a leading Meth. 18th annual meeting of
the gola.
Memphis to conduct a week- to Detroit. His records, played Easter Sunday were revealed
"When I survey the wondrous life's darkest hours we must long revival., announced Rev. on religious radio programs of
Woman's Society of Christian MUST BREAK THROUGH
earlier
this
week
by
the
Rising
I cross on which the Prince of show people something that is A. R. Williams, pastor of Great- many cities of the nation, in- Star
Service of the Central Juris- "It is my considered judgeChapter No. 180 of the
not visible every day.
Methodist ment that unless we break
of The
I Glory died
diction
er White Stone Baptist church. clude such famous sermons as Rose Choix of King Frederick
Church, that met in the St. through these frontiers . . .
! My richest gains I count but Our lives become a challenge Rev. Franklin, the young, the 'Eagle Stirreth Her Nest, Consistory No. 38 of the AnMark Methodist Church here. of race and peace . . . not with
loss, and pour contempt on in our suffering we are able dynamic pastor of New Bethel "The Prodigal Son," and 'Dry cient and Accepted Scottish
March 15-18.
to bear our crosses with a church in Detroit, Mich., will Bones in the Valley.'
I all my pride,
'all deliberate speed,' but with
Masons. More than 200 lodge
!Forbid it Lord, that I should smile. Years ago an old hymn conduct the revival at Mason
members are expected to parMiss Thelma Stevens, a na- a jet-powered timing, our
known
in
Rev.
Williams,
well
I boast, save in the death of of the church admonished us Temple, 938 S. Mason St., starticipate in the services which
tive of Mississippi and for 20 world itself may face again the
to carry our cross with a smile. ing at 7:30 Monday, April 3 and his own rights as a successful have been scheduled for 6 a.m.
1 Christ, my God;
years executive secretary of dark ages," the speaker conpreacher, has been pastor of
I All the vain things that charm This must be our spirit today. will continue thru Sunday, April
at St. Andrew AME church at
the Department of Christian cluded.
Greater
White
Stone
for
the
I ins most. I sacrifice them to Standing today nearly two 9.
246 Calhoun ave.
Social Relations of the Wom- Mrs. Monroe Cooke, Clevethousand years removed we Known as a great evangelist, last six years. Ile pastored St.
His blood,
an's Division of The Metho- land, Ohio, president of the
Dr. Ralph Jackson a sublime
Paul
years.
Baptist
for
15
See, from His head, His could say in the words of the Rev. Franklin started his early
dist Church, New York City, Woman's Society of Christian
prince
of
the
Consistory,
and
hands, His feet, sorrow and last stanza of this hymn, "Were ministry here in Memphis. For- "I wish to re-emphasize that former pastor
speaking at the Friday night Service of the Lexington Conat St. Andrew
the whole realm of nature mine, mer members of his Memphis there will be no charge or adlove flow mingled down;
banquet on the subject "A New ference, host to the jurisdicchurch,
is
expected
to
deliver
Did e'er such love and sorrow that were a present far too congregation are expected to at- mission associated with this re- the keynote address during the
Mind for A New Age" said tional confab, presided at the
meet, or thorns compose so small, love so amazing- so Di. tend the nightly services, which vival," Rev. Williams said. ancient ceremony
that the youth of our lation banquet. Greetings were given
and
religious
"There are those who feel bevine, demands my soul, my will start at
richa crown?
and churches are calling the by Mrs. M. W. Clair, jr., St.
7:30. Services will
service. Following the services
Were the whole realm of na- life, my all." All that we have be absolutely free. Only volun- cause this revival is coming to breakfast will
adults to take stock. She quot- Louis, Mo., wife of the resident
be
served
Conprice
of
the
could
not
pay
the
I tore mine, that were a presed the youth as saying that the bishop of the St. Louis Area;
•
tary collections will be taken. Mason Temple it will take on sistory members and their
cross. All that we will ever!
nature of a pay affair. But
ent far too small;
center of spiritual vitality has Mrs. Paul Spencer, Alliance,
Included in the Rev. C. L. the
guests in the dining hall of the
in
in
sufficient
acquire
will
be
this
is
a
soul-saving
event.
And
Love so amazing, so Divine,
shifted from the church to the Ohio, president of the Woman's
Franklin Evangelist Party from
church.
' demands my soul, my life, paying off the debt we owe for Detroit will be another former Salvation is free."
world as she called attention Society of Christian Service of
Committee members promise
this
extent
sacrifice.
To
such
a
my all.
to the response that youth are the North Central Jurisdiction
Memphian, Thomas A. Shelby,
"to make this one of the best
symbol
debtors.
The
all
we
are
of
one
The above are words
Jr.. director of music at New
observances in the history of JOHN N. HUTCHISON, direc- making to President Kenne- and Mrs. Marie Skelton McFarof Christianity's challenged of the cross should stand each Bethel, who has also
land, president of the Woman's
the Consistory." The commit- tor for press and publications dy's Peace Corps.
gained a
hymns. Anyone reading these of us in constant awareness of far-reaching reputation
tee consists of Cassell Houghes, of the U. S. Information
Miss Stevens asserted that Society of Christian Service of
in the
words and thinking upon them what we owe for so great a field of music; and
Most Wise and Perfect Mas- Agency, will address the 13th the Congo is at present the the St. Mark Church.
three feawill be greatly challeged by sacrifice. As we look at the ture vocalist,
Mrs. Grace Cobb,
ter: Leroy S. Moore, Comman- Headliner Banquet at Lincoln major testing ground for Unit- Mrs. Louis H. Fields, Frankthe greatness of the cross. The cross where ever it might be Mrs. Lucy
der-in-chief; a n d Illustrious university, April 12. The Agen- ed Nations and called atten- fort, Ky., was reelected presiBranch, and Mrs.
cross and all it stands for is all of our pride should immedi- Koyle
Turner. Greater White
Peers Saneo W. Wright, Otis cy is to receive one of the tion to the feet that recently dent of the Woman's Society of
the center of Christianity. The ately leave us. We are bought
Stone will supplement music
Bullit, George Wilson, Bevely 'Lincoln U. Curators awards at for the first time the United Christian Service of the Central
cross symbolizes a suffering with a price and what a price!
States voted with the African Jurisdiction.
with a 100-voiced choir under
Artisan and Clarence Cochrane. the banquet.
brought about only on the cross. The cross symbolizes all that
All the little inconveniences we Christianity embraces. Stand- he direction of Johhny Ray,
have as indviduals fall into in- ing perched upon the center with Mrs. Jones Golden of WLsignificance when compared to hill the cross is symbolic of OK, painist; and Duquence
IT PAYS OFF WHEN YOU
the greatest suffering man has Parks at the organ.
the suffering of the cross.
The cross represents a sacri- ever endorsed. But in spite of SHOWED PROMISE
fice that places Christianity in the suffering it has stood his- Rev. Franklin showed proma place by itself among all oth- torically as the symbol of great- ise of his present stature durer suffering in the world. Try est achievement on the part ing his pastorate at ..ew Salem
as we may we can not see of man. The very introduction Baptist Church on S. Fourth
any suffering that will com- of the cross in the life of the Street. He was one of the first
pare with it in human activity. individual makes him a better ministers to conduct and outstanding radio program in
FOR YOUR CHURCH!
The suffering on the cross— person.
REV. C. L. FRANKLIN
In the first place was unmerit- Once again we have come to Memphis. It was entitled "Shaed. Jesus — in the words of the place in the year and in
DOES YOUR CHURCH HEEDDOES YOUR GROW NEED..
the penitent thief — had done our lives when we must survey
it
must
look
at
nothing to justify His suffering the cross. We
eans and repr
upon the cross. The thieves for all it mewere being justifiably punish- sents. This cross must oncel
WHATEVER YOUR HEED, THE GROUP SAVING Of QUALITY STAMPS WILL NEM
The/! 113
ed. But Jesus died for a cause. again become a vital emblem
lives
of
all
peop
le.
the
in
goIn a like token if we are
hag to be all that Christianity sooner this happens the better
embraces we too are going to world conditions will be. Today A leading Protestant church- interdenominational city church-LTHE QUALITY STAMP COMPANY AND THE FIRMS WHO GIVE
have to suffer in a like man- standing in our position we must man warned today that Protes- es, he said, "but if we
QUALITY STAMPS have special arrangements for groups of stamp
look at the cross and see it as tant churches in large cities stressed parish over dener.
savers, such as PTA, RELIGIOUS CLUBS AND GROUPS, LADIES
never before. It must be a must learn some lessons from nomination in the cities, we
BRINGS OUT BEST
AUXILIARIES, MEN'S CLUBS, etc.
Suffering has a peculiar way stimulus for each of us to live the Roman Catholic church if might shame some rural comWe can supply LARGE SPECtiL ORDERS for items such as an
of bringing out the best in men. on a higher plane. Not only they are to survive the popula- munities out of petty religious
ORGAN, PIANO, PLAYGROUND EQUIPMENT, CHOIR ROBES, UNIdivisiveness."
Many of us have been able to must the cross be a symbol of tion move to the suburbs.
FORMS FOR YOUR GROUP'S TEAMS, etc., or CASH MONIES FOR
rise to heights during hours of suffering but it must also be Dr. Ralph W. Sockman,
YOUR TREASURY—when your members POOL THEIR BOOKS OF
suffering that otherwise we a symbol of challenge. In this senior minister of Christ Church UNRISE SERVCE
QUALITY STAMPS and turn *hem in at one time on behalf of your
would never have been sble. Easter season each of us must Methodist, New York, declared The Christian Youth Organiorganization.
to do. The same way this hap- examine ourselves and face that Protestantism ''must apply zation of Salem Gilfield Bappens to us it also happened the balance of life in light of the Roman Catholic concept of tist church, 837 Florida at., inYou are cordially invited to contact your nearest Quality Stamp
to Jesus. While hanging on the rededication to the greatest the parish" and guide its plan. vites you to their Annual SunRedemption Center and let them know what you would like YOUR group
ever
has
fling
to
meet
community
needs.
humanity
out,
cause
cry
hear
Him
rise Service Easter Sunday
cross we
to obtain. Specific information concerning the availability of the item, the
"Father, forgive them for they known. Only in proportion that He made the recommendation morning at 7 a. m. on the
number of books needed, and delivery time, will be gladly obtained for yoga.
know not what they do!" In a we allow the cross to fortify us in a by-lined article "Can City church lawn. Governor JohnCOMGENTRATE TOUR BUYING WITH FIRM WHO GIVE QUALITY VAMPS:
like manner each of us must will we ever be able to endure Churches Survive?" in Look son, president of Owen college
be of a forgiving spirit as we what this world has to offer magazine.
student council will be t h e
Dr. Sockman wrote: "The speaker. Ronald Turner, chairare abused in this world. In us.
Yes Madame,
FILLING
church must adapt itself to the man
community it serves . . If the
It's time to start "sparking" up to
onion, /
1
2 cup minced
minced
cup
Va
population of an area becomes
Dad again. He is so smart he will never
celery; 2 tbsp. fat; 2 tbsp. Jack Sprat
nonwhite, the church must serve
catch on. Jack Sprat and I have worked
Flour; 2 cups cubed left over beef
nonwhites. If the economic level
out a special pie for Dad called "Dad's
or veal; 1 cup diced cooked potatoes;
drops, the church must gear itRoast Beef Pie," that the small fry will
1 cup sliced cooked carrots; 2 tbsp.
self to the change. If business
also ask for seconds of. It is chuck full
chopped parsley; 1 tbsp. WorchesterAll Churches
buildings replace residences, the
of succulent beef cakes and vegetables
shire sauce; 1 3-ounce can browned
church must offer to minister
with brown gravy under flaky Jack
mushrooms and broth; 1 teaspoon salt;
Foster Taylor, to workers."
ST. PETER MISIONARY BAP- tist church
Clubs
Sprat pie crust. Good to the last bite.
president, Mrs. Ora Lee McKin- Such a program may require
1-8 teaspoon pepper; 1 cup gravy.
TLST
ney, chief usher and Mrs. Maxie
Birthday Parties
DAD'S ROAST BEEF PIE
Cook onion and celery in hot fat until
A delightful "This is Your Mayweather, secretary.
PLAIN PASTRY TOPPING
golden. Stir in flour. Add remaining
Life" program honored the fine
Weddings
CHOIR ROBES
ingredients. Simmer 10 minutes. Pour
1 cup Jack Sprat enriched wheat flour.
works of Mrs. Inez Brooks, reHigh fashion styling
mixture into well-greased, deep 8 inch
Anniversaries
Vs teaspoon salt. 1-3 cup shortening.
cently, at the stately sanctuaryr%
superbly tailored
pie pan. Cover with plain pastry. Bake
2 to 3 tablespoons cold water
of St. Peter Baptist.
— at an economy price!
Nan Times
Banquets, Etc.
in hot oven (450 degrees) for 20 minMrs. Brooks has worked dilSift flour and salt; cut in shortening
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
utes. I would like to so,: the smile on
ligently in her church, communiMail In Your News
until pieces are size of small peas.
UNIFORM COMPANY
Dad's face. Bye for now.
IA 6 I 641
31 4 SO MAIN ST
ty and state. Her friends and,
Slowly add cold water tossing with fork
Stories To The
co-worker found great pleasure'
until mixture will just hold together.
JANA PORTER
In this tribute to a most worthy
JANA PORTER
lady.
Along with other good wishes
were those of Mrs. J. C. Austin,
president of the Women's County Association and the Rev. C. J. AUSTIN, Tex. — (UPI) — The
C=i
C
7
3 C.4'
Gaston, pastor of St. Peter Ban- leader of a University of Texas
236 South Wellington
for Whew W4
tist
Igroup seeking to integrate moi=SIM
The church is located at 250,vie houses said they plan to
Post Office Box 311
tIIIKII MINTON( Kn.
Ashland at.
advertise their cause 2.000 miles
Nett, pm cm.. Tobin
will be happy to
We
away in New York City.
ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
larwer Mee. Available
publish it for you
It was a wonderful occasion Chandler Davidson of El Paso
11501 OR int WWI
when the men of St. Stephen Tex., chairman of the Students
"Free" Of Any
SPRINGER FASHION UNIFORMS
Baptist church celebrated its for Direct Action, said funds
charges.
U.S. 'ft intim St, LIN.
Ills
itAnnual Day. Dr. Charles L. are being raised to purchase a
vissidosio. 2, C.c. Annus 3, tenth
Dinkins, President of Owen Col- full-page ad in the New York
legs, gave a most inspiring ad- Times in an attempt to reach
dress. It touched on the theme, the president of the ABC-Para"Working Together With God." mount theater chain with their
W. M. Yates was the general plea.
chairman.
Davidson said his group would
Rev. 0. C. Crivens is the pas- ask college students and "fa.
ton,
moos personalities" throughout
NEW SALEM BAPTLST
the country to contribute to
In a lovely ceremony, the fol- their cause.
lowing officers of the Usher "There is little doubt that the
Board were installed, the past Times will run the ad," David
Sunday, at the New Salem Bap- son said.
Blanche Jones, Queenola Reynolds, S arol Shipp, Arnell
MAYBE YOUNG, but with big talent are these youthful
Walton and Mrs. Doris Darley. Middle row, Betty Farchoir members. They appeared on a recent Big Star
rell, Naomi Goff, Odell McKinnley, Callistene Smith,
Talent Show beamed all over the Mid-South by radio
Bernice Moore, Benito White, Venna Adams, James
station MM. This show beings together some of the
most talented people throughout the Mid • South for
Wright and Mitchell Hamilton, Jr. 3rd row, Eddie Nunnley,
your listening pleasure. And you can get on it, too.
Charles Peyton. Frazier Hubford, Michael Rankin, PresThat :s if you've got talent. Phone the station for an
ton Sims, Charles Armstrong, Jesse Rogers, Jr., James
Davis, Dow Boyd, Charlie Brown, John Rayford and
audition. Above are, 1st row, Emma Lesure, Darleen
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Bobby Bowers.
Echols, Prenie Phillips, Pearleen Reynolds, Lucy Davis,
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
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Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories

rr.<

CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM

TAILORS

BHS

10 Minute8 from Downtown Memphis

INC.
248 Vance Ave.

JA 7-9320

Memphis, Tenuous.
"YOUR Company Mak•s What You Ask For And
Creates Whet Y ou Think or

The South's Most Beautiful Cemetery

4536 Horn Lake Rd.
EXpress 7-5811
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BATESVILLE
will tire.
LOUISIANA
A meeting of the Boy Scouts
MATTIE WATKINS
BATON ROUGE
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD will be held in the residence
Rev. Mattie Watkins, Roy Ba.
The meeting of the East of Mrs. F. D. Lusk Wednescuum, Mr. and Mrs. McKinley
Baton Rouge Retired Teachers day at 515 pin. Maynard
Williams and Mrs, Mandy Hub.
association was held in the Williams is Scout Master, and
bard attended the funeral of
beautiful home of Mrs. J. B. we understand that very helpMrs. Minnie Westmoreland Hut*.
Moore, Monday morning with ful, interesting programmes
ly held at the AME Zion
a very large group of mem- are carried out during each
church with Rev. T. G. Gilliam
bers present. Also, a much of their meetings. Knowing
officiating.
loved distinguished guest in how well and how interesting
The Youth Guild of the AME
the person of Mrs. E. N. Ma- are all their meetings, we are
church rendered a play last
berry, of Los Angeles, Calif., very sorry that we are not
Sunday. Guest speaker was Mrs.
was welcomed. Mrs. Maberry, one of the attendants during
Bertha 1Villiams. Miss Iola liarmeet.
a former instructor in South- this
per, president; Miss Ola Marie
ern University was welcomed The Ministers' Wives Tea
Kitchen, secretary; Rev. W. J.
by all. She is here for the an- was held March 24. Being a
Daniel, pastor and Mrs. Sadie
nual meet of the Southern minister's daughter makes
Waugh instructor.
faculty,
University
stutient one aware of the need of an MISS ERMA JEAN BARZAR, Mrs. Minnie Alexander is ill
body, former students and interested, large
group of daughter of Mrs. Ida Mayo at her home.
many, many former instruc- ministers' wives.
Boyd of 2906 Palm at., !Sous- Mr. and Mrs. Kennard Kantors who return for this an- A meeting of the Boy Scouts ton, takes time out from stud. drey of La Cross visited hens
nual event every year, in con- was held in the residence of lea to pose for ahe campus last Wednesday.
nection with the week devoted Mrs. F. D. Lusk Wednesday photographer. Erma was one Mr. and Mrs. Ray Harris
Commencement exercises. She at 5:15 p.m. Maynard Wil- of the contestants for Relay and son of Sidney moved here
is receiving hearty greetings liams is Scout Master. These Queen, a feature of the Texas recently.
and welcoming. She attended boys generally represent our Southern unhersity Relays held Mrs. Carrie Logan of Nashthe retired teachers meeting very best talent and behavior recently in Houston's Jeppe- ville is visiting Mrs. Maud Kan.
here this week.
dery.
group. We are proud of the sen Stadium. Evans Photo.
Many encouraging comments record they have made and
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Magare being received about the are continually making.
ness, Mrs. Annie Magness of
interesting, helpful broadcast
New Ark visited hero Friday
of members
over station WJBO that carried A large group
in the home of Mrs. Myrtle
Teachers of PAHOKEE
Retired
the
of
the broadcast of the interestJones and family.
TUSK EGE E WINS INCE Ing the largest representation Association at Daytona Beach Helen Calhoun, Dorothy Johnenjoyed the meeting
area
this
•••
ing sermon preached by the
By R. C. DURR
I trophy. Miss Roberta Ogle- of 33 colleges at the recent Florida. Left to right are: son, Alain Seniors, Elaine
of Mrs. J. B.
home
the
in
pastor
Rev. J. Don Walker,
of
The
at
city
large
wishes
to
Pollard, James Abron and Gustave Ilening•
E. HOPKINS
CHARLES
are
we
but
tree (c.) cradles a trophy National United Negro Col- Freeman
week,
last
By
Moore
Bethel church. We did not hear
, won by Tuskegee Institute's lege Fund Conference of the Woodson, Eddye Shepherd, burg, UNCE Alumni Field
wondering if that tasty, well- express sympathy to Mrs. !lea- Brickeys Jr. High school,
preached,
sermon
when
the
10-student delegation for hay- Fourth Annual Pre-Alumni Hazel Reese, Miss Ogletree, Representative.
food had anything to rnt& Arsburn and family dur- participated in the sixth anbut we are thankful for the prepared
Any ing their hour of sorrow. Her nual spelling contest at Evans
ville, Tenn., recently to win Those who attended the fu- privilege of having heard and do with it. Who knows?
husband Quinine was killed in
Mrs. Overneral of Effis (Jack) Smith, enjoyed the broadcast. We way, all ot us enjoyed a good an accident. Funeral services Elementery school,
the final Region 1 berth.
very
us Wilson. principal. Also F.v.
Mrs. Betty Hall attended the brother of Nellie Louise Tate, need more of these types of meeting, and, a very,
Ford Funeral Home in charge.
JACKSON
tasty well-prepared luncheon, wore held at New Hope Baptist ans Elementary school. Forfuneral of her father, Mr. Jam were Mrs. Sally Kentle and sermons.
church. Rev. W. M. Bowie deMrs. Hampton was born and
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BOYCOTT BUNGLE???
It's high time the Negroes of the race of being designated as
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celebrated by Christians more similar ... What does it mean to you that Christ to gain respect for the Negro's selves working downtown . . .
or because they fear repercuswomen
born
of
be
Himself
to
submitted
than
Easter-time
respects
and
Christdignity as a human being . . . sions on their own jobs elsein
that
He
order
in
Day
...
to see that he is treated with where. They wouldn't be so
mas-time. One symbolizes the mortal on Christmas
the same considerations of
beginning of Jesus Christ. The other might live among men to teach them the courtesy and serviceable at- fearful, perhaps, if there were
more assurance and evidence
the way?
tells of His end on earth as a mortal.
tention that other customers re- that the boycott is a general
preachment.
ceive.
this
consider
not
We
do
movement . . . with some hope
To commemorate the end of Christ's
... But the boycott confusion of successful consummation.
earthly advent, we purchase new cloth- We consider this reflective thinking,
mainly grows out of the fact They feel the ranks of the boythat the Memphis sit-in's some- cotters are too thin.
ing; attend special programs, hear spe- a bit of soul-searching if you please.
Despite the similarity we give to where along the line changed On the other hand, those who
cial sermons, arrange special music and
complexion and became an anprepare special foods as well as give the celebration of these two days, they nounced "boycott" of certain support the boycott have rational arguments from the standyear.
times
of
dissimilar
the
downtown stores. And the pur- point of their desires. But too
credit to the "Easter Bunny" for gifts, occur at
forth
is
Easter-time,
bursting
nature
poses of the boycott have never few folk have heard their arguAt
et cetera. On this particular day, many
as the adage says been clearly enunciated to the ments. Too few folk are sold on
of us eat too much and drink too much. with new life
local public.
their technique. Too few folk
"Spring is In the Air." Yet this is the MISSED BOAT
At Christmas-time, the supposedly
are convinced that the boycott
time the Christ died a mortal death. At True, through the medium of is getting anywhere. Too many
birth-date of Christ, we go to great exhandbills,
meetings,
and
other
Christmas-time when Christ was born,
folk are asking what it's all
tent of buying, preparing, programming,
media, assorted
for all about, and when it's going
nature, as the adage goes, "had died." the sponsors ofspokesmen
the
boycott
to end.
eating and drinking. For all the good
Yet, during both days we decorate our movement, have made attempts
Thus, it seems incumbent on
things at Christmas-time we accredit
homes and place of worship with real to state their aims and objec- the sponsors of the downtown "There are so many Johnsons, Jones! Mamie reformed after graveyard, so I would have plen-0
Jacksons, Washingtons
to Santa Claus. During each celebration
tives. But they've missed the
and she got married and scarcely ty of company around my
green flowers
the Christmas Holly boat. A lot of folk still don't boycott to make their aims and Joneses in the cemetery who spoke to mens like me. When all night long. Just because plot
you .
we lose sight on the purpose of the celethe
techniques
Negro
clearer
to
are colored," said Simple, "that she become a Mrs., she put me are dead, why be sad? I am and the Easter Lily. Each celebration is know what the "boycott" goals
populace . .. . and to the white I think they ought to
bration, thus destroying the full spiricarve their down, for which I do not blame speaking of in your ghosly form. -.
started off with "Sunrise" service at are. Now, maybe inwordly. populace of the community,
tual value of the occasions but glorify
y•
addresses as to where they used her a Miss again, me being a A ghost should not have to wait
they don't want to know . ..
church. Each celebration ends with at- but the facts of goals
In
other
Southern
cities,
Neto live in life on their tomb- her a Miss again, the being a for Holloween to swing out,
should be
the mundane aspects of the days which
tention being paid to gifts or new things so stated that even those who gro resistance efforts have re- stones."
stone lover-man in my young should he?"
are suppose to be among the most imsuited
in
the
calling
of
confer"Why?" I asked.
run can read and understand
days!"
''I don't believe in ghosts," I
obtained.
ences
between
their
leaders
and
portant days in the history of Christen"So their friends could re- -Come now! I don't believe said.
We would suggest that before this theThemeanings.
the
leading
merchans
t
o
f
th
e
boycott is admittedly a
member just who they was when you were all that bad," I said. "Neither do I," shrugged
dom.
Easter-time starts beware of:
dangerous, double-edged eco- areas concerned. Around the living," said Simple, "then you "Had I died in my youth, I Simple. "But just in case I sin
con
conference
tae
table
a
meeting
of
We have glorified the Easter Bunny
could tell better what their ad- would have gone right straight a ghost, I would like to have a
(1) Driving wrecklessly — which nomic weapon. It is not new un- min
minds was obtained
bt
d C
Concessions
and Santa Claus
. With the aid of could result in harm to you or others. der the sun. Various groups, in were made pro and con . . . dresses will be in the hereafter, to hell," said Simple. "Now juke box somewhere near to ..
labor, business and other areas
Heaven or Hell."
there is some hope for me. Do bring me back to earth. The
merchants in the public market place
(2) Drinking too much, don't drive have employed the boycott to and out of it came an under- "How
How could you tell that?" I you know what kind of tomb- music of
the wind in the trees
standing
that
all
parties
con. to the extent where pagans would at all if you must
effect certain desired ends. Nedemanded.
stone I want when I die?"
drink.
would not be enough for me. groes in other communities have cerned could "buy" more or ..By memory of how they be- "No," I said.
envy the scope of pageantry we have
Out there in thst lonesome grave
We ask that while you are attend- used the boycott to squeeze jobs less'
hayed in life," said Simple. I "One with a built-in juke
attached to the two days.
ing Sunrise Services, Regular Services out of institutions where they And that seems what needs once 'mowed a George Washing- box," said Simple, "so when my yard, I would need to hear some ...i.
.....-What does it mean to you that Jesus or even at home, say a prayer for man felt entitled to certain percent. to be done here in Memphis. ton Jones who I am sure is in friends come to bring me flow- ,kind of tunes I know - like.
age of the available work be. Or, maybe more needs to be hell. But his wife, Mamie Camp- ers on Memorial Day they can Night Time Is The Right Time ..,";
Christ arose from the tomb on Easter to become more Christ-like.
'
cause of the amount of patron_ done in Memphis. Maybe the bell Jones, sweet as she were, put a dime in my tombstone and .To Be With The One I Love
,in order for me to rise up out Negro public in. general chould must be in heaven. Fact is, I play my favorite record."
age they gave the institution.
Such a goal was understand- be better infOrmed about the would like to find her when I ''Is there not enough noise ofh my tomb. A little bit of Ray .1:
Charles - the colored Ray able. But it was also clearly downtown boycott . . . and giv- go to Glory myself - Mamie in this world of ours without C
stated. It was not launched on en a chance to form a general Campbell Jones. She were a carrying it into the cemetery?" Charles - wouldn't be bad.
You know, music with a bea.
t .._
a haphazard basis by a hand. point of view. Then maybe Cle woman!
I asked. "Do you want to wake
ful of people . . . who could stage could be set for a meet- .Before she married George up the dead with Bill Doggett Maybe also Ray Bryant Since I understand there is no prej-=
easily be placed in the category ing with the downtown bust- Washington, I sort of lived in or Count Basie?"
h ir-hopes
h
of the nessmen . . . a meeting ,w.The would marry me. "Or anything by Duke,', said udice in the other world and no::,
Memphis City Commission took a making the nomination. We congratu- of the "lunatic fringe"
community. Successful boycotts they could respect as represen- But no, she hau to go marry a Simple." When ghosts rise at color line below the ground, the
:
.
step in the right direction when it ap- late the City Commission for unani- command the support
ei‘dlafosl
in
okosf iiwaep
n lhdafolks
white
vainllg h
aaendaila
of the tative of the feelings and wish- man who already owned a house midnight, we all might as well ghosts
b clolt
aonhrde- :2
2
proved the nomination of A. Maceo mously approving the appointment,
majority of the aggrieved pen. es of the majority of the Ne- which of course his first wife come out dancing."
beg. groes of the community,
ple.
The
majority
of the a
bought for him before she died "Suppose you were in an inWalker to the three-man Traffic Ad- lieved to be the highest ever accorded
grieved persons
pretty WORK OF FEW
of overwork. Mamie Campbell tegrated cemetery," I said, -do I would be calling the figures.:
visory Committee last week. The nomi- a Negro in the city's government. And clearly what they knew
wanted . . , So far, the merchants can Jones! Of course, had I knowed you think white folks would ap- 'FOR FUN WHEN
LIFE IS
nation was made by Commissioner Wil- we congratulate Mr. Walker for accept- and why they were doing what easily assume that the 'Joycutt Mamie wanted a house, I would preciate all that noise?"
DONE, SEE ME, JESSE B., -..
...
of
they
movement
is
just
the
were
work
doing.
have put my money into proper- "White folks love Duke El- 'would he my motto."
ham W. Farris. Mr. Walker is president ing the appointment. We strongly
-.
be- The institutions
publicity-seeking
a few
ex- ty. instead of into beer for me lington," said Simple, "also "You'd be about the
boycotted
liveliest:
of Universal Life Insurance Company lieve that qualified Negroes should be
were made to realize quickly tremists . . . who love any kind and Scotch for her over the bar. Count Basle. not to speak of ghost living," I said.
disturbance. They may "But I were young and foolish Louis Armstrong. Mine would "You mean
and the Tri State Bank, as well as the included in more positions in the
dead," said :
opera- that the effort had general sup- of
the
realize
that
movement
is
in those days. Mamie Campbell be the only juke box in the Simple.
port from those putting on the
president of the Shelby County Demo- tion of the city government.
..
boycott. And in short order the basically justified. No man in
cratic club. He replaced resigning Fred
That is the very reason we still be- offending institutions felt the his right senses could believe
•••••••••••••••••••41
•••••
nounce the word "Fluoridation'
Trexler, an investment broker.
that any Negro or anybody else
and like magic, it flys all over
lieve that a Negro should be appointed effects . . . and soon sought is content with discrimination,
some means of compromise or
The Traffic Advisory Committee
town. Bent on having the issue
segregation,
accomand
the
voted-up or voted-down, they
'
controls street operation of the Mem- to the three-man board which controls settlement.
panying indignities and lack of
blanket the town with petitions
the operation of the city-owned bus NOT INTERESTED
phis Transit Authority.
respect. It just ain't human.
As it is in the Memphis situAnd as they go from door-to.
We congratulate Mr. Farris for system.
ation, too many Negroes are But like most of us . . . the
door they tell each mother who.
main
street
merchants
are in a
not sympathetically nor cooperhas stayed away from the foot-.
groove. They won't change their
atively interested in the local.
ball game going in the political
.
degree
without
positions
some
boycott. Too many Negroes are
••••••••••••••••+••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••% arena • • • the hie-and-death '
expressing annoyance about be- of pressure . . . necessity. A
story of fluoridation.
dat
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accosted by boycott pickets
In the meantime the Bigwaiting
ing
stationed near or around sOnle
mouthed politicians who started . .
lines
Dayton
on
cheering
to
a
fro
M
neces.
m
antyhepow
lih
tiictieansoo
s
ti hnsead
llow
leavetla
downtown store. They resent be. sure ... bring about the
the ball-a-rolling retires to the -touchdown with the football. I
sideline and start counting nosNearly 2030 years ago a good Sa- dered the driver of the Medic ambulance allaillialliiiillitaillittlittlilliitiliallni1111111111111111111illantnell1111111111111011111111111111111111010100 the Ward-heeler are forever in have yet to live in a city where es as they map
strategy for the
search of a football. Once they the issue was settled one-way next campaign.
maritan was on his way to town when to rush Mrs. McKinney from the wayobtain a football, it is used to or another. That is the reason
he discovered that a man had been rob- side to John Gaston hospital, where she
the greatest advantage. without I conclude that it is just a When t h e "Fluoridation
over, parents will
bed, beaten and left on the roadside to was pronounced dead on arrival.
genuine concern for t h e "political football" . . . just to Games" is
be kicked around. It is not to be still be carrying "Johnny and
electorate.
die. The Good Samaritan had compasThe two patrolmen, like the Good
to the family dentist,
Several cities ago I became used as a means of reducing Mary"
have possibly been
sion upon the unfortunate man and Samaritan, had compassion upon a faacquainted with a football, pa tooth decay, effecting children who could
playing on the opposite team
placed him on his jackass and carried, tally injured woman, who incidentally,
rading under
the
name of particularly. Once the issue is
height of the game.
"Fluoridation." At that time settled, that is, voted up or voted during the
him to an inn in town after others had was a Negro.
Such a game is now in process
the term was just being intro- down by the voters, then it
Memphis. The virtues of
passed him by.
We feel that most people want to
duced to the public. It was a looses it impetus to the politi- in
"Fluoridation" is being extolled
Last week two Memphis patrolmen show the helpfulness of the Good Sapretty sounding word . . . and eians•
various meetings Petitioners
it attracted a lot of attention. I I have also noticed that the a
were called to the scene where a Negro maritan in time of accidents and other
a
out knocking On doors tell.
have resided in several cities procedure employed
to lure ingre
the story. Politicians are
woman, Mrs. Thelma McKinney of rear similar human suffering, but the cuswhere politicians have made "Fluoridation" into the no
huddling.
495 Union ave., had been fatally injured tom and practice of Memphis ambufrom
the main plank in their plat- cal arena, does not vary 'frioit.
When the game is over, thtle
forms "Fluoridation."
town to town.
after stepping in front of a moving au- lance companies say that the racial
look something like ,
Strange thing . . . I was liv- m_Usual the Issue is started dur- score will
this 0 to 0. Dentists will still
tomobile in the 3800 block of Central lines must be maintained even when a
ing in Cleveland, Ohio when g a meeting of the town's law- be doing a Naming
business at:
"fluoridation" w a s kicked makers. The first "down"
ave. The first ambulance to arrive on life might be lost.
is the same old stands . . . ex-around there as a political foot- emdade when some course-mouththe scene was a Medic, which has a cusThe custom should be discontinued
tracting, filling, replacing add
ball. When I moved to Dayton
politician makes a "vehe- cleaning teeth of the young._
tom of not hauling Negro patients. The so that any Ambulance Company, Negro
in ment" statement to the
. . . the football game was- -Press. old and indifferent.
two patrolmen detected that Mrs. Mc- or white can be like the Good Samaritan
n
The
-.a
adlles
'
Ecliitsormfi
sity for the merchants to do when letters
Kinney was critically injured. They or- when a human is in need of attention.
N.
something about their current the mail bags. From there the
r
position.
football is carried to a public
But what's happening now is agency . . . usually the Public
only strengthening the mer- Health Agency where it is givchants wish to do nothing con- en a great boot which sends the
structive about the situation. In ball deep into "enemy-to-fluori- saunched
fact, some may be tempted to dation "territory.
.
take action in the opposite di- The politicians huddle, after IBADAN, Western Nigeria-.
firing
many
or
.
by
time-out.
When
.
.
rection
calling for
the The Schecter Corporation of
(From The Philadelphia Tribune)
How can any non-white person he
most of their Negro employes, next play is made you will no- New York in partnership with,
The government of the Union of expected to respect the South African
and allowing their sales person- Bee that women organizations, G. L. Geiser (N i g e r i a)
South Africa has issued orders that no flag? It is a symbol of napression, segrenel to act indifferently towards PTA's, church-affiliated organi- Ltd., the Western Nigeria Ft.'
those Negroes who enter their rations and the like, which here, nance Corporation and the Co:
non-whites he allowed to raise or low- gation, hatred and white tetirremacy.
stores . . . usually unaware tofore, had only been specta- operative Group of Western N'
It represents a government which
er the South African flag on public
that a tug of war is underway, tors at the game, are drawn-in, eerie has launched a 'sew fir
buildings "because the (non • whites) has absolutely no respect ni human
So, it seems high time that unwittingly,
in Western Nigeria, General
do not show enough respect for the cere- dignity and as such deserves the con- "I REMEMBER WHEN MINISTERS USED TO BE THE are atmosphere be cleared . . . Women, always looking for Contractors West Africa LimitONLY ONES WHO SPECIALIZED IN OUTER SPACE one way or the other. Now, something new to discuss dur- ed. it was announced in Ibatempt of all decent men. l
mony.":
whatchubet.
ing and after meetings will pro- clan,
TRAVEL.1
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACK8
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Dear Mme Chante: I would recently discharged from the
like to correspond with nice veterans hospital. Have a subyoung gentlemen who do not stantial income, home car and
drink or gamble and like to at- a good job. I am 5 feet,'7ks inch.
tend church. They must be be. es tall, 162 lbs. Complexion, fair.
tween the ages of 20 and 2.3. I wish to correspond with young
111.40
;AA
am 19, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, ladies. I am divorced. Will ex•
brown complexion and weigh change photos and letters.
about 158 lbs. My hobbies are Joseph W. Cox, Jr., 3212 Em.
singing, crocheting, collecting met St., Omaha, Nebr,
• ••
photos and records.
Mary K. Barbout, RR 2 Box Dear Mme Chante: I enjoy
s•
reading your column and hope
4.30A, Jeffersonville, Ind.
It
WELLIN
o
...STEAD OF()HMI N i
• ••
you will publish my letter. 1
WM LOOK Ivf ME?
sIRAWS...v4E'LL PicK "C NE
VNs.-M‘S NNW
Dear Mme Chante: I am am a widower and would like
LOoKiNsotcle -Co
writing with hope that you can to correspond with widows or
i3EC AUSE...
6E4r s4i/A;
help me. I am a Christian and single women between the ages
would like to hear from Chris-of 30 and 45. Must be fair and
tian gentlemen. I am very lone- attractive, weighing between
ly—don't have many friends 100 and 135 lbs, fair education
here. I am 2.9, 5 feet tall, weigh with no physical defects. I love
115 lbs. If not sincere — please church, some sports and am
do not write,
the home type. I am 6 feet tail.
Dorothy Battle, 1745 Warren weigh 180 lbs, light complexion.
blvd., Chicago, 111.
fair education.
•••
M. Harden, 4840B Vincennes,
Dear Mme Chante: Your col- Chicago 15, Ill.
• ••
umn has been such a help to
others that I was wondering if Dear Mme Chante: I am a
you would help me. I am 29 clean cut young man of 20, inyears old, 5 feet, 9 inches tall, (crested in pen pals. I am 5 feet
weigh 155 lbs. I have a little 11 inches tall 156 lbs. brown
girl 4 years old — looking for a complexion, high school educegood husband and father. Race tion and now attend New York
as a verifier, sorter, interpre- or creed does not matter. Please City Community College. Would
ter and reproducer with the In- send photo in first letter.
like very much to correspond
ternal Revenue Service in New Sandra LaRosa. 126 E. 28th with respectable young people.
York City, and the U. S. Air St., Apt-1, Los Angeles, Calif. All letters will be answered.
Force at the Brooklyn Army
• ••
Corrnelius Pope, 328 Convent
Terminal.
Dear Mme Chante: I am an Ave. NO. 11, New York 31, N. Y.
• ••
The efficient MSTS employee, cr. .A.ir Force officer and was
who is married to a Con Edison
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
employee, resides at 402 W.
constant reader of your column OGBOMOSHO,
Western Nig- thousands of young people lea"and find it very interesting. ria—Western Nigeria
BROOKLYN, N. Y. — "IBM as a key punch operator, 10 MSTS Atlantic Area, presented 154th St., New York City.
SAVANNAH, Ga. — The
Premier inc school has also been equalme
find
you
can
help
Hoping
'I
enjoy
my
work
immensely
Is nothing more than simplified years with MSTS. As a key the award during a Beneficial
Chief S. L. Akintola has opened ly pressing in the minds of
Georgia Youth Industrial Edugentlemen
beat
settled
MST'S,"
she
a
nice
said
with
a
bookkeeping." This terse state- punch operator, she was the Suggestion Award ceremony.
the pacesetting Western Reg- the Government.
cation Association, in cooperament was made by Mrs. Car- first woman of her race to be Carrie, a recent bride, was smile. "I find IBM operation tion wth Savannah State Col- tween the ages of 49 and 65. I ion's 13th new co-operative
Scr in 1060 the Western Nigecoming
home
lonely
—
most
interesting
and
am
very
fascinatrie Fuller, a Card Punch Sup- honored with the Superior Ac- the first of her race to be emfarm settlement near his home rian Government launched the
lege through its Division of
Military Sea complishment Award for main- ployed during WWII as a key ing, and you don't have to wor- Trades and Industries, held its from work and being alone isn't town of Ogbomosho.
ervisor at the
Transportation Service, Atlan- taining a high degree of effici- punch operator with Talbot, ry about automation taking tvvelth annual conference, trades very good. I like all clean sports. Describing the farm settle- Co-operative Farm Settlement
Program. The essence of this
tic Area with headquarters in ency in her work.
Bird and Company New York over in the future There will contest and industrial exhibi• I am light complexioned, 5 feet, nient program
as "unprece- program is the establishment
Brooklyn.
CEREMONY
City insurance brokers.
always be a demand for IBM at Savannah State College, 3 inches tall, 149 lbs, consider. dented
and
revolutionary,"
of a series of farm institutes
ad nice looking and of the Bap- Premier Akintola
Mrs. Fuller, a Negro, has
Rear Admiral James C. She has also worked on IBM personnel."
March 24.
urged the and co-operative farm settle.
tist faith.
more than 14 years experience Dempsey, USN, Commander,
new settlers at Ogbomosho to
ments.
Miss H. Johnson, 5716 S. Waaccept the program as "an adbash Ave., Chicago 37, Ill.
Prospective young farmers
venture
and
a
challenge."
•••
are given two-year courses in
"This
ambitious program," modern agricultural methods at
Dear Mme Chant': I am a
Chief Akintola declared, "is
regular reader of your column
one of the Region's three farm
designed
to:
and would like you to help me.
1. Educate young scientific institutes already established.
I am 24, 5 feet, 6 inches tall,
They are then placed on one
farmers;
140 lbs, brownskin, black hair.
Readers and admirers of Alan
of the thirteen farm settlecorrespond with 2. Raise efficiency in agrilike
to
Would
Paton, noted South African paments where they help plan and
cultural production;
gentlemen of all ages. Race,
triot and foe of apartheid, will
3. Provide employment for shape farms for themselves
matter.
I
do
not
or
creed
color
be interested to know that
which are carefully designed
school leavers; and
like sports, dancing, music and
Charles Scribner's Sons will
4. Foster a new rural way to suit local conditions of soil
attend
to
Love
games.
ball
publish his latest book on April
of life in Western Nig- and climate.
church. Will answer all letters
10.
eria."
exchange
photos
and
The new work, "Tales From
Rural poverty has long been HEARING LOSS
P.
0.
Brown,
C.
Zetty
Miss
A Troubled Land" contains 10
one of Western Nigeria's most Contrary to common belief,
Box 532, Shaw, Miss.
short pieces of fiction which,
pressing problems. Most West- being hard of hearing is not
•
•
•
according to Scribner editors,
folks' comern
Nigerian farms have been primarily an old
have
I
am much in the vein of "Cry,
Dear Mme Chante:
out of
three
Almost
plaint.
to
support
are
too
small
and
many
The Beloved Country" and
read your column for
every five persons with hear"Too Late The Phalarope."
years and see how you have an average family of five. The
65.
ing disorders are under
Those who have had a chance
helped many people. I am 31 problem of what to do with the
to see the book are praising
years of age, 5 feet, 8 inches
it both for its literary quality
tall, 145 lbs. light complexion.
and for the message it carries.
considered nice looking. I am
Paton, who was in this couninterested In a serious minded,
try recently to accept the 1960
respectable man with a job, beFreedom Award, had his passtween 39 and 45 — race does not
port revoked upon his return
matter. He may have one or
to The Union of South Africa.
two children for I am very fond
At that point The New York
of children. I will do everything
possible to make a happy home
OR HER UNSELFISH serv- 1961" award to Mrs. Louise Times was moved to comment
e in organizations like
Batson (right). The presenta- that "Mr. Paton's crime was, HONOREE AND GRAND- ceives tribute from Iota Phi for them. Prefer someone US
NAACP, the Maria Lawton tion was made by Soror Pan- of course, that he spoke for MOTHER: Hamilton Holmes, Lambda sorority.
Making inc in Maywood, Ill. Will answCenter for the Aged, Child- sy Borders, Zeta regional di- civilization — and not for the who, with Charlayne Hunter, presentation is his grand- er all letters.
ville, Inc., and others the rector of the Middle Atlantic fantastic caricature of it that broke the 175-year-old tradi- mother, Mrs. I. K. Campfield
Miss Helen Jones, 4410 CaluDelta Alpha Zeta chapter of region during a recent dinner parades in South Africa and tional segregation barrier at of Tuskegee Institute.
met, let Floor, Chicago, Ill.
•••
Zeta Phi Beta sorority In New
at the St. George hotel in sometimes crawls out from un- the University of Georgia reder the rug in New Orleans or
York City presented the so- Brooklyn.
Dear Mme Chante: I am a
Little Rock."
rority's "Woman of the Year,
young man of 24 who would like
to correspond with anyone who
is interested in international
goodwill and relationship. My
hobbies are dancing, swimming,
table tennis, football and collecting pictures of movies start.
I am also interested in exchangMEMPHIS, Tenn. — Beauti- brary Club; a staff member of ing African articles, such as
ful, vivacious Hymelia Walker the school newspaper, The jungle drums, daggers, Afriwill wear the 1961 title, "Miss Washingtonian and a member can dress, etc., for American
articles.
Jubilect." She will receive her of the Senior Glee Club.
check and the clothes-to-Suit- From her own school, she Captain Dixon Olu Shall, 27
has
chosen
Miss
Vivan
Chaney
-personality
during
a
special
her
Joseph Street, Lagos, Nigeria,
and Miss Elizabeth Dubney as West Africa.
assembly ceremony,
• ••
Last year's "Miss Jubilect," court members. They will share
Miss Phyllis Smith has trans- honors with Miss Hattie Jean Dear Mme Chante: I would
appreciate it if you would print
ferred the title to Miss Walker, Guy and Miss Lois Jubirt.
you have GETS CITATION—Mrs. Pearl cial life of the community.
Miss Phyllis Smith, has trans- One of five daughters of Mr. this letter for me as
made
and Mrs. Willie Scyles, 1219 helped so many others on the Gore (left) was cited recent- The presentation was
ing Lemoyne college.
Walker is a road to happiness. Please en- ly by the Tallahassee branch by Mrs. Mary Brooks, presist.,
Miss
Neptune
Despite her beauty, Hymelia
Tallahassee
senior at Booker T. Washing- close picture with letter. If not of the National Association of dent of the
is an intellectual. She is presi- ton High school. She plans to sincere, please do not write.
College Women as "woman branch o fthe NACW. (A&M
dent of the school Library Club; enter Tennessee A & I univer- J. R. Taylor, 220 E. 49th St., of the year" for her service staff photo by Horace Jones,
to the religious civic and so- Jr.)
vice president of City-Wide Li- sity in September.
Chicago 15, 111.
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States cities, are these mem- American
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"A Salute To Genius," a spe.
cial stage spectacular starring
Ray Chaetes--In Concert—will
play the fabulous new McCormick Place on Saturday and
Sunday, April 8 and 8 fur two
performances only.

oitier, Belafonte, Davis Film Awaited
Sidney And Harry To $
Direct Pix Starring
Davis, Critic Hears
By ROBERT ROY

•
HARRY BELAFONTE
SIDNEY POITIER

hen
tha wagon

f is only one of trio who will
star iu the film "The Angel,"
LAS VEGAS — Sammy Dav-i he will join Belafonte and PodIs, jr., has confirmed report i ier in producing. However, Poi.
that he will join Harry Bela- tier will direct filming of the
iente and Sidney Poitier in pro- story about young street gang
(hieing a picture to be titled terrorists in New York City.
-The Angels," later this yeah.
Davis, in meantime must jugDavis was merely confirming, ele his tight night club schedule
thorough his offices in Holly- to work in other big dramatia
wood, a rumor that has been assignments.
eoing the rounds for several In May, he is scheduled to
months now. In the original return to Hollywood to film a
announcement of hook up be- TV segment for Checkmate. tha„,
tween the trio no name was Hour-long CBS action series.
In June, he begins cinema
eientioned but it d i d say
first release would be hitting work in Frank Sinatra's "Bad:he theatre
screens before lands," a Western-styled adaptnext Spring.
ation of "Gunga Din" in which
The trio of artists, Davis. he co-stars with Sinatra, Peter
Belafonte and Poitier, will of Lawford and Dean Martin.
course be working on other Davis, meanwhile, is performthings while awaiting start of ing without let up in nightclubs.
shooting on this film of course. He is currently at the Sands
Poitier is scheduled to work in Hotel in Las Vegas and has
two other pictures for a major these dates upcoming:
studio in Hollywood. Belafonte Blinstrub's Club in Boston
is preparing his next television (April 1-9); Brazil (April 12-28);
spectacular to be presented in London, to present his one-man
May and will be making per. show (Aug. 21-Oct. 15) and Los
sonal appearances here and Angeles' Cocoanut Grove (Nov.
abroad. Matter of fact, Sammy 15-Dec. 6).

C Prilb*
ANNOUNCEMENT F R 0 M l ed aid of the Chicago police in
West Coast that Sammy Davis,I her search FOR BOTH. — IN
y01' Nosey
jr., Sidney Poiter and Harry MEANTIME Dinah is holding
WILLIAM "BILL" WOOD- COUNT BASIE operating a hit
Belafonte plan uniting their tal- on to and directing Roberts
SAMMY DAVIS
ARD, a prominent studio pho- spot at 132nd street and Wilt
ents and finances TO PRO- Show Club she took over shorttographer here two decades ago The Stilt Chamberlain owning
DUCE A PICTURE is indeed .ly after latching on to the new
who moved first to New York the well known Small's ParaSign of progress. — IT MIGHT 24-year-old husband. P.S. REand later to Detroit, died in the dise at 135th street (both in
I3E POINTED out here that MEMBER WHEN fans used to
Motor City last Friday, a victim New York). Harlem is on the
sepia stars earning big money meddle in domestic affairs of'
of a heart attack. — BODY WAS big-time-gay side once
have MOSTLY BEEN ON the stars? — STARS LIKE JOE
again —
•••
SHIPPED to Mart Texas, his
receiving end of spotlightings LOUIS and Marva and Sugari
birthplace for burial. —
and seldom on the "put-out" Ray and Edna, to name a quarF A R SOUTHSIDERS" are
NOSEY," says mail bag: You complaining about lady who
side of the enterprise.—BELA tet?
might inform
GTW, "THE recently invaded their section
FONTE HAS long been known Well, as that cigarette comJUDGE" he'd better learn to bringing with her those SATas the fellow who decided to do mercial says "they still do"
keep his mouth shut and forget URDAY NIGHT "rent parties"
something about this situation which is just what has, and is,
about keeping up with other that are peace-disturbing enand has progressed to a degree happening in case of Dinah and
people's
CERTAINLY HIS TWO PIC- Raphael.
business
otherwise tirely too late at night. — SHE
people's business otherwise he's BOUGHT HER OWN home but
TURES. "Odds Against To- WHEN SAM GOLDWYN demorrow" and "The Flesh. The,cided to nix Dixie theatres from ATLANTA, Ga. — Just how even those here in Dixie per- likely to find himself in trouble they are very
mad
about
World, and The Devil" offer'booking lineup for his pcture welcome, it at all, was closed plexed. Generally persons in —P.S. ALSO ADVISE him to do method she seems to employ
proof that the popular artist "Porgy'N Bess" to avoid mix- circuit televising of the Patter- this section of the nation think his friends a favor and quit to keep up payments. — LADY
but ing in with bias at theatres in son-Johansson fight in Dixie is alike, especially on matter of mooching."
was not only farsighted
IN QUESTION GOT her start
•••
willing to gamble with his mon- the Southland MANY WON- the big question facing such re- bias. And there can hardly be
up financial ladder by operata
ey and talents. — AND WHAT DERED IF the loss in revenue peats. Here in Atlanta via Tow- any doubts about bias being
"DEAR NOSEY" asks mail ing after hour backroom in a
so
of
NOW er Theatre was a whale of a factor in the decision
ABOUT his annual television would take its toll. —
bag "Why have you neglected southside tavern. FROM THIS
THEY HAVE THE FACTS can be told. — success with standing room many fans to remain away from to write about that W. 71st POINTING readers may identify
snectaculars?
was
fight
the
where
most
and
BEEN all Belafonte
WITH LONDON, PARIS AND only for late corners or ap- the theatres
sereet deacon being remarried the "very loud" person. — ONE
certainly financial gambles that Rome yet to come the take at plicants for ducats. However, in being telecast.
less than weeks after death of OF TWO VERY WELL known
picfight
see
to
Colike
Unwillingness
close
towns
and
other cities
paid off.
foreign theatres has been
his wife of twenty-odd years?— bartender's planning
trip to
• •
That
gimmick.
new
Charleston,
a
is
tures
Augusta,
ACTUALLY
lumbia,
to astounding. —
NEIGHBORS OF THIS westsid- Mexico insists that Nosey withOldtimers
one.
the
REPORTED
revised
done
has
few
a
is
it
is
a
BESS"
name
SULLIVAN,
to
Savannah,
ED
'PORGY'N
er are up in arms over the in- hold mentioning his name at this
"finished" with the Jack Pear better abroad than it did in the telecasts were flops. Incidental- will remember how theatres the cident."
time. Wonder why?—FRIENDS
feed is proving that he's inter- good old U.S.A., boxoffice wise. ly less than one hundred Ne. nation over refused to show pic- THE TWO TEACHERS, spark- OF THAT very attractive wife
•• •
es'ed in booking top talent with
grees attended the telecast at tures of the Jack Johnson-Jim ing after same fellow, should who left hubby for residence in
his latest casting plan. — AND WITHOUT MAKING AN an- Tower Theatre that attracted Jeffries fight. But that was know better than to confide in Washington SAY SHE'S NOW
years ago when the unwritten another pair femmes about their on "finer side" in both
ON THE GOOD SIDE, so far nouncement as to what next some 2,000 persons or fans.
clothes
as Negroes are concerned is LARGE THEATRE CHAINS Frankly this divided interest law was working against a Ne- plans and likes and dislikes.— and money which means doing
chamworld's
for
fighting
not
or
see
to
gro
on
opinion
and
inbeing
f le that they are
have conformed reports that
ALL THE THIRD FEMALE well. —
cluded in the step up of talent "resentment-stand-in picketing to see the title bout has experts pionship.
did was to inform the gentleSUCCESSION
northern
IN
—
booking.
man's wife of what she'd heard
in front of houses in
ED HAS cast Erroll Garner, cities has hurt business at those
from "the houses' mouths." —
Della Reese, Leontyne Price theatres. —THE STRIKES ARE
• ••
to be followed by others of staged in front of theatres in
"DEAR NOSEY" asks mail
same rating.—BOTH SULLI- New York, Chicago and other
bag "WAS THE BIRTHDAY
VAN AND Paar have spotlight- larger cities to remind t h e
party Betty J. tossed for boy
ed numerous sepia stars on chains that bias in their affilifriend (who's still married) rego
must
Dixie
in
theatres
ated
their programs.—IF THE ARTBERLIN — Toe "glad hand" he visits. Lionel not only plays cently done to cover up for her
ISTS received more for work- or else. — FACT THAT THE
OUT
OF
welcome sign is out for U. S. Berlin on this tour but is book- having SNEAKED
been
has
picketing
north"
"up
ing the Sullivan show than they
Jazz stars with several top ed into some 28 other cities and TOWN on him previous weeklikewise
taken
has
interracial
Pear
with
did for appearing
"names" due over here this towns. He will later go to Switz- end? — FOLKS AT GUY'S of'
that is due entirely to the its toll. — MANY PATRONS
erland and other sections before fire say he was burning mad
season.
shows' systems of employment. who might have ignored the
over the trip.' — COLONEL
Lionel Hampton, currently on returning to the U. S. A.
—MANY OF THE ARTISTS in- pickets had they been only
tour of Germany is playing to The International Concert ANDERSON F. Pitts who comcluding Sammy Davis, N a t Negroes have sympathized as
standing room only every place Agency that books the U. S. at. manded the old 184th F. A. durKing Cole, Dakota Staton, Del- result of observing the mixed
ing World War II is very sick
la Reese, to name a few have setups.
tractions is bringing several in Veterans Hospital, 237 Richbeen seen on both shows. — THE WEEKLY UPI disc poll, ONE I LOVE" by The Singing other jazz groups and single ardson Road, N. W., Atlanta.
HAR- artists over here later this year.
•••
AND AFTERWARDS they all released to disc jockeys and Shirelles; "SPANISH
reported being very happy for newspapers regularly shows Ne- LEM" by Ben E. King; and Listed to tour over here are NOW IT CAN BE TOLD
gro singers are among the na- discings by Dakota Staton are such greats of jazz as Buck partment: Cute little Edna R.
the national spotlighting.
DINAH WASHINGTON could tion's most popular week after generaally found among the top
Clayton and combo; George who has been saying she'd soon
not locate either hubby Raphael week. — SUCH NUMBERS AS twenty. — The UPI poll is gathand his mixed aggre- be married to son of BIG TIME
Shearing
disc
counters,
Campos or her BRIGHTLY "Pony Time" by Chubby Check- ered from record
POLITICIAN confides that the
Monk Quartet
operaThelonius
box
gation;
juke
and
HUED CADILLAC last week er; 'Think Twice" by Brook jockeys,
announcement and plans were
combo
and
Gillespie
over,
Dizzy
and
nation
TO tors the
and is reported to have enlist- Benton; "DEDICATED
mistake. — REASON?
all a

Dixie's Run To, From
Title Fight Strange
ven o Many Critics

U.S. Jazz Stars Get
Glad Hand In Germany

NINA VMONE

'Impulse' Is Reason
For Audience Leaving*
Musical By Same Name
He hastened to explain that
TORONTO — (UPI) — Boisterous Brendan Behan opened when he uses the word Cathoin the jazz revue "Impulse" lic he is 'speaking English, a
before a capacity crowd in language not known on this
O'Keefe Center last night. But side of the Atlantic."
the Irish playwright ended up "In this show," he said, "I'm
who
by performing before consider- a conferencier. A fellow
interrupts."
able fewer.
This proved to be an appraisPeople trickled out of the
auditorium throughout the two- al of his actual performance,
hour show, apparently disen- During the show, featuring the
chanted by Behan's profession- big band of Maynard Ferguson,
the singing of Nina Simone and
al performance.
"The performers are going solo Dancer Carmen De Lavalto have lots of fun," Behan lade, the rollicking Irish drasaid before the show started. matist wandered on and off the
But the audience seemingly stage with little apparent system.
did not.
At one point, and this seem.
The $75,000 Broadway-bound
for
Toronto
a week's ed the high spot of the evening,
revue is in
run before going to New York. he broke into a rendition of
It is largely a musical show "Don't Muck About with the
in which Behan. as he puts it, Moon." It is a nonsensical song,
"explains the Catholic quality, but the humor of it seemci. lost
on the audience.
of jazz."

SHE HAS learned what some
knew already, that her intended
has a "war wife" who refuses
to give him a divorce. — BOTH
EDNA AND "her guy" attended a southern college two years
ago. — GOSPEL SINGER MAHALIA Jackson's sailing date
has been set for April 4 with
One of Chicago's most dedi- the Joe Sewdie testimonial, the
concert tour debut on April 7
Heart
cated volunteers, working in the club's third annual
at Albert Hall in London. —
cause of cheering sick and Award dinner, a gala affair,
— ROBIN ROBERTS (not the
the
to
going
club
underprivileged children will be with proceeds
baseball player) who is visiting
charity fund.
of
Heart
DeLAVALLADE
CARMEN
the
honored
with
confided
from Memphis, has
Show Business Award from the
take a
to
that he is here
Variety Club of Illinois at a
prominent club "queen" back
testimonial banquet to be held
with him via the center aisle
Tuesday evening, May 2, in the
IS
HERE
trek. — CATCH
Gold Room of the Pick-Congress
FACT that the "Queen" must
hotel.
await final divorce decree beThe event will be in tribile
do."
fore saying "I
Joe Swedie, a man of simple
FIFTY-FIFTH STREET stemNEW YORK — Dizzy GillesNEW YORK — Dick Gregory, means who in his own way has
mers are now convinced that
benefactors pie, who appeared at Carnegie
girl friend and not finance cern- the Chicago comic who is mov- exceeded wealthy
more Hall recently and was a howlpany as was at first thought ing up the ladder and smack In his gifts to charity. For
has given ing success returns to local
took a CERTAIN PLAYBOY into the rialto of exclusive book. than 15 years Swedie
funds, scene May 12 via Hunter ColOFF rubber and very suddenly ings is wowing patrons of the of his time, his limited
ALL Blue Angel here as few funny and his considerable energies lege Auditorium.
at that. — THEY
in bringing cheer to hospitalized Difference is Dizzy will offer
ABOUT the waitress the play. men have.
shoeing of a different format and program.
boy was driving home nights Gregory whose comedy is on children through the
own pro- He will rearrange and augment
but never dreamed the guy's the Mort Sahl kick is not only I6mm movies on his
his musical accompaniment for
lady sponsor knew also. — SHE winning patrons to his side but jection equipment.
of youngsters an experimental concert-recital
DID, IT SEEMS, and moved Is exciting the scritics. He is To thousands
confined in La with 21 musicians and seven
In to claim her possession (the the subject of column items who have been
Sanitarium, Herrick mixed dancers. Among the new
automobile) — BENJO JOHN- regularly and has been spot- Rabida
Company of Mary faces in the May 12 spotlighter
SON, in Miami for the Patter- lighted in top magazines. His House, Little
Reese hos- will be choreographer Lennie
son fight, was among the high line of chatter is undoubtedly hospital, and Michael
combina- Dale
Pzt Towner, star al
a
is
Swedie
Joe
pital,
the
doctor
the
what
ordered
at
just
flying fellows who lived
Claus, fairy prince "Tenderiotw "
"sort town's most exclusive for brightening up night spots. tion of Santa
and favorite grandfather. At the The production's debut here
hotels. — JACKIE WILSON theatres and television.
he is known simply and will actually be start of a naleast,
weeks
has
Gregory
few
hospital
In
WAS able to
leave
as "Uncle Joe." tional tour that Dizzie and I*
affectionately
big
he
time)
(on
around
BE
been
HE'LL
earlier this week. —
who comprise "Angels," Garry Keys and J
ehowmen
The
shadowed
over
such
weeks
greatly
has
few
BACK AT work in a
of the Variety Abrams, hope will take
membership
KirGeorge
as
the
comics
standard
early
his
among
and will include
well as many show busi- across the country from coast
appearances a stint on national by, Nipsey Ruesell, Sam White, Club as
celebrities plan to make to coast and with success.
ness
and
Markham
others
—WITH
Pigmeat
show.
television

Joe Swedie To Head
May Charity Benefit

Dick Gregory
Hits In East

KNEW

R. HARRISON were seen in "The (radii
RICHARD
PLAYERS of A And T Cal- The Trial And Beath Of tirolege in Greenboro, N. C. rates" before a packed audi

torium. Participants shown
here in the play produced by
W, R. Robinwon, jr., are, left

to right, Rachael Lewis, Her.
man Thomas and Henry Culmer.

Dizzy Plans
Concert Wit!
1 Musicians

1

7, 196!
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PARENTS of bride and groom
pose for cameraman at the
elaborate wedding reception
for Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Joseph Calloway. The affair
the
was given by
bride's
parents, Atty. and Mrs. A. A.
Latting, at their beautiful

home, 1310
contemporary
Quinn ave. Sunday evening,
March 19. Noted guests were
the parents of the groom, Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Calloway
of liouston, Texas. From left
to right are Clarence Calloway, father of the groom, Al-

fred Joseph Calloway, t h e
groom, Mrs. Clarence Callomother,
way, the groom's
Mrs. Alfred Joseph Calloway,
the bride who is the former
Miss Carol Ann Letting, Mrs.
A. A. I.atting, mother of the
bride and Atty. tatting.

MR. AND MRS. ALFRED
JOSEPH CALLOWAY happily
cut their wedding cake at their
wedding reception given by
the bride's parents. The handsome young couple are students at Southern Illinois university. The bride is a mem-

her of Delta Sigma Theta
Sorority and the groom is a
member of Kappa Alpha Phi
Fraternity and a major in
personnel management. The
couple will be at home in
Southern Hiiis Apartments
on the campus of Southern
Illinois university.

out of
RELATIVES from
town who came for the reception are shown together in
the living room of the Latting
home. From left to right they
are Mrs. Harry Gibson, Atty.
Gibson, aunt and uncle of the
bride from Chicago, Ill.; Mr.
and Mrs. Alfred Joseph Cal.

young
happy
!away, the
couple, .Mr. J. G. Ish, the
bride's grandfather from Chicago; Mrs. Clarence Coleman,
sister of the bride from bus.
ton, Tex.; Mrs. Mark Letting,
Sr., Mr. Mark Latting, jr.,
Atty. Latting's mother and

brother from Helena, Ark.
Standing second row left to
right are 'Dr. G. W. Stanley
Ish, sr., Mrs. Ish, the bride's
great uncle and his wife from
Little Rock, Arkansas and Mr.
and Mrs. Clarence Calloway,
parents of the groom from
Houston, Tex.

LITTLE PEOPLE who were
all excited over the beauteous bride and handsome
groom are shown with the
couple out on the patio. From
left to right they are Ercelle
Calloway, sister of the groom.
Elizabeth Letting, cousin of
the bride and daughter of Mr.
Mark Letting of Helena,
Ark.; Mr. and Mrs. Alfred
Joseph Calloway, the bride
and groom, Malvern Johnson,
son of Dr. and Mrs. H. H.
Johnson, Harriett "Candy"

Walker, cousin oil the bride
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
A. Maceo Walker, Judy Lat.
tine, sister of the bride, Etta
Sue lsh, cousin of the bride
and daughter of Or. and Mrs.
G. W. Stanley Ish, jr., and
Keith Johnson, son of Dr. and
Mrs. II. H. Johnson. Too shy
for the cameraman was the
niece
little
bride's pretty
who
Coleman
Valerie Ish
came with her mother Mrs.
Clarence Coleman from Houston, Tex., for the reception.

1
ing•
me

BRIDE AND HOSTESSES
smile prettily for cameraman in the ultra modernistic
family room of the home of
the bride's parents. Pretty

young hostesses were from
left to right Miss Sylvia Williams, Miss Geraldine Gray,
the bride Mrs. Alfred Joseph
Calloway, Mrs. Arvis Augus.

tus Latting, sister-in-law of
the bride, Miss Patricia Walk.
Cr, cousin of the bride and
Mrs. John W. Whittaker, jr.

FRIENDS WII0 cantos from
out of town for the fabulous
the
with
reception shown
young couple are left to right
Mrs. A. A. Branch, from

Tougaloo college, Tougaloo,
Miss; Emmitt Hozay, of Los
Angeles, Calif.; Mrs. Sadie
Thompson, of Little Rock,
Ark.; Mr. and Mrs. Alfred

Joseph Calloway, the bride
Dean A. A.
groom,
and
Branch from Tougaloo coillege; Mrs. Rueben Allen and
Mr. Allen from Chicago, lit,

HOSTESSES at the reception
pose for the camera at the
top drawer reception and

they are shown from lett to
right, Mrs. Vasco A. Smith,
Mrs. Hollis E. Price, Mrs.

John W. Whittaker, Mrs. Ca.
ruthers Bland and Mrs. H.
H. Johnson.

LITTLE MISS Denise Springfield, daughter of Mr. a n d
Mrs. Leon Springfield, 4859
Horn Lake Road, celebrated
her eighth birthday, among
many of her friends, at the
Lakeview Country Club. Those
attending were: Eileen Beasley, Ronald Mebane, Allan
Turner, Ben L. Westbrooks,

Jr., Willie, Vernon and Debra
Hence, Wilfred Thigpen, Michael Goodrich, Antonio Benson, Linda Long. Vicki Lynn,
Floyd and Horace Newsum,
Stephen Washington, Audrey,
Mary, Brenda and Robbie
Wells, Melonie, Marty a n d
Michael Robinson, Stephanie
and Linda Miller, Darrell and
Michael Exam, Theatell Jones.

Faye Williams, Callie Lewis,
Kathie Gilder, Rita Kaye
Turner, Ouida Cook, lames
Somerville H, Brenda Gray,
Jeffrey and Daniel Moon,
Gwendolyn Stinson, Melvin
rdaurice Johnson, Stephen,
Nelson Gerbert, Felix, Regine
and Reginald Walker, s a d
her cousin, Keith Hibbler.
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NEWLYWEDS Mr. and Mrs.
Alfred Joseph Calloway, are
with the hostesses at the reception who also complimented the couple with elaborate
parties before and after the
'

reception. From left to right
they are Mrs. R. S. Lewis,
jr., who entertained them with
a cocktail party; Mrs. Julian
Kelso who gave a dinner party for them; Mrs. A. Maceo

Walker, who also feted them
with a dinner; Mrs. G. W.
Stanley Ish, jr., who gave a
luncheon for them and Mrs.
W. W. Gibson who entertained them with a dinner.

A TOAST reminiscent of the
bride's Co-Ette days was
made by Mrs. Harry Gibson,
aunt of the bride from Chicago Chapter Co•Ette Club,
Inc., Miss Erma Laws, hostess at the reception and
sponsor of t h e Memphis
Chapter Co-Ette Club, Inc.,

the groom Alfred Joseph Calloway, the radiant young
bride, Mrs. Alfred Joseph
Milloway who was the first
President of the Memphis
Co-Ettes and Mrs. A. A. Letting, mother of the bride and
Co-Sponsor of the Memphis
Chapter Co•Ette Club, Inc.

available to many Jewish and •••
Roman Catholic children who
attend public schools. Protests.
ant churches offer "vacation
Bible schools" and summer
camps at which children may
receive systematic religious
training during public school
holidays.
Dr. Hodge prophesied. In re- less, and for which little or no CHURCH SCHOOLS
By LOUIS CASSELL
I
of
court
done.
succession
is
a
homework
years,
cent
The second alternative open
I United Press International - 1
rulings has trade It virtually If a child is to learn the basic to parents is to pass up the LORMAN, Miss. — Dr. Ernest
Nearly a century ago, a, impossible for public schools concepts of a religious faith, public schools and send theit
Prinston theologian, the Rev. even to acknowledge the ex- Sunday School must be supple- children to church-sponsored A. Smith, president, Rust colDr. A. A. Hodge, predicted that istence of a supreme being.
deal of private schools which are free lege, Holly Springs, Miss., was
mented by a great
during Religious
the U. S. public school system IMPLICATIONS SEEN
teaching and reading at home, to teach religious values and guest speaker
would eventually become "the The full implications of this or by a more extensive train- concepts along with reading. Emphasis Week at Alcorn college.
most efficient instrument for fact are only
to ing program under church aus- writing and arthmetic.
beginning
the propagation of atheism dawn on millions of American pices, or ideally, by both.
This is usually thought of as Dr. Smith is a native of Ala.
which the world has ever seen." parents, who have grown aca "Catholic solution," and it is hams, a graduate of Rust and
RELEASED TIME
_"If every party in the state customed to depending on pub- In some communities, church- true that Catholic parents sendl Oberlin, and he has done ad.
Semhas the right of excluding from lic schools to teach their chiles now provide so-called "re- more children (5.5 million) to vanced study at Hartford
the public schools whatever he dren everything they need to leased-time" religious classes, private schools than any other inary and Drew university.
does not believe to be true." know, from how to brush their conducted by professional teach- group in the population.
reasoned Dr. Hodge, "then he teeth to how to drive a car.
ers. The name comes from the
But Catholics have never had day. which has a wide circulathat believes most must give These parents must now real- fact that children are released
monopoly on the idea. Epis- tion among evangelical Protesa
way to him that believes least, ize that they have only two al- from public school, at stated
copalians and Lutherans have tan' ministers, gives top billing
must
least
believes
and he that
ternatives if they want their periods during the week, to always maintained fairly sub- in its current issue to an article
give way to him that believes
children to learn about God. attend these classes.
stantial systems of schools, and entitled: "A plea for Christian
absolutely nothing, no matter
alternative is to ar- The Supreme Court has up- in the past few years, Baptists, Day schools."
first
The
the
minority
a
now
small
Jo
Methodists and other Protest- The author. Episcopal Recatheists and agnostics may be." range an adequate program of held the constitutionality of this
the ants have displayed a growing wr T. R. Ingram of Houston,
provided
for each arrangement,
Dr. Hodge may have over. religious education
school hours. classes are conducted off public interest in the idea of estab- Tex., argues that teaching caneatiMated the case a hit. Few child, outside of
only a lishing church-related schools not be separated from religion—
people today would accuse the Sending a child to Sunday school property. But
which could educate children in 'to teach at all, one must teach
public schools of deliberately school is not an adequate pro- relatively small fraction of
avowedly Christian atmos- something about God . . ."
gram of religious education. America's public school chil- an
"propagating atheism."
Since public schools are conBut neither are they propa- Any Sunday school teacher will dren — fewer than 10 per cent phere.
to do
gating belief in God. The pro- testify that very little systema- — are now enrolled in such pro- So far, this idea is still pretty stitutionally forbidden
much in the talk stage. But that, he says, the churches must
cess of excluding religion froml tic religious instruction can be grams.
public education has been tak- 1 accomplished in a class which Weekend religious schools, there is more and more talk. resume their historic function
ing place inexorably, just HI meets for one hour a week, or with all-day Orograms, are The magazine Christianity To- of educating the young.

Predict Major Church
School Growth In U.S.

•

Rust Prexy
Is College
)peaker

maid of honor, wore a green
taffeta dress with matching accessories and corsage of pink
carnations.
Griffin was his son': best
man and Walter C. Woodall,
cousin of the bride, was usher.
ilight and arrangements of mixBy MEANIE LAMPKIN
The mother of the bride wore
Julian
Mrs.
ed
white
Miss
flowers.
—
C.
S.
EDGEFIELD,
of green flannel and
Elizabeth Mabel Eubanks, , A. Watkins, organist, present- a dress
the mother of the groom chose
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wal- ed the wedding music.
lace and taffeta dress.
lace D. Eubanks of Edgefield, The bride, given in marriage a beige
accessories and carrecently became the bride of by her father, wore a dress of Matching
completed
corsages
Henry Hugh Griffin, jr. of Sa- white lace and taffeta with an nation
vannah, Ga., son of Mr. and overskirt of nylon tulle. Her their attire.
After a wedding trip 00
Mrs. H. H. Griffin Sr.. of fingertip veil fell from a scalEdgefield in the Prayer Chapel loped tiara and she carried a couple will reside in &mist*
of Alexander Baptis. church. white Bible topped with an where the groom is em
by the Savannah Hoard af
The ceremony was perform- orchid.
cation at the Edue
ed by the Rev. J. Graydon ATTENDANTS
Dukes in a setting of candle- Mist Gerandine Cooper, lion of WETA.

Eubanks-Griffin Vows
Said By Candlelight

1
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By MARJORIE I, ULEN Geraldine Gray a n d Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. A M. Walker,
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Callo- Michael Whittaker, the latter Mrs. Charlesteen Miles and
Three C's social club mm.
way were complimented by three close friends of the bride. Miss Twyla Miles.
hers hied out to Tony's Inn-reAtty. and Mrs. A. A. Letting, 'Twas here, too, that refresh- Others attending the recepcently
where Mrs. M. Glover
the bride's parents, at a soig- ments of bridal punch and as- tion were Atty. and Mrs. J. F.
served as hostess for the-.renee wedding reception, Sunday sorted canapes received pleas- Estes, Rev. and Mrs. A. L.
gular meeting.
evening, March 19, which drew ed comments on the catered re- McCargo, Mrs. Josephine NorGlittering shamrock place
man, Mrs. C. S. Jones, W. P.
scores of fashionable guests past.
cards along with a centerpiese
Porter, Mr. and Mrs. S. W.
who beamed with pleasure at OUT OF TOWN GUESTS
the happiness of the charming Among the scores of out-of- Qualls, Mr. and Mrs. H. A.
of greenery carried out UM:St.
young couple and the scenes of towners attending the reception Braswell, Misses Jean and
Patrick's Day theme. Mrs.-1..a.
beauty which marked the oc- were the bride's sister. Mrs. Linda Hargraves, Fred Heath,
Verne A. Sesley, presided ,e,ver
Clarence Coleman of Houston. Christopher Booth, Mr. and
casion.
the business session whiclCinMrs. Calloway, the former Texas, who brought her little Mrs. Taylor Hayes, Mrs. Thomeluded culmination of plans lor
Miss Carol Ann Letting, is a daughter, Valerie Ish Coleman. as Hayes land Miss Tommy°
an Easter egg hunt for former
popular member of young so- and the groom's parents, Mr Kay Hayes, Miss Ann Burford,
residents of Tent City. The hunt
cial sets of Memphis, Chicago,' and Mrs. Clarence Calloway, of Mrs. M. D. Harris, Dr. Hollis
will be hold on Good Friday,
and Fox Lake, Ind. The J Houston, also, who were ac- Price, Mack Lofton, Mrs. Ruth
March 31, at Mason, Tenn, new
Parker,
Mr. Fred Hutchins,
couple were married quietly ,companied on the trip by their
home of these unfortunate peoRev.
and
Mrs.
'little
bride
A. E. Andrews,
daughter and the groom's
late this winter. The
ple.
made her debut at the 1959 sister, little Miss Ercelle Cal- Mrs Julia, Young, Waddell Lott
Eggs and prizes will be
and
Mrs.
loway.
J.
B.
Johnson.
Kappa Alpha Psi Debutante Cofurnished by Three C's. This
tillion and is a member of Del- From Little Rock came Dr. Gerald Howell and daughter,
is only one of their civic pro.
ta Sigma Theta sorority.
and Mrs. G. W Stanley Ish, Sr., Miss Lynn Howell, Mrs. Gladys
jects for this club year.
Mr. Calloway is the son of the bride's uncle and aunt, and Greenwood, Dr. and Mrs. W.,
After the business session,
SPeight, Sr., Mrs. A. 110wMr. and Mrs. Clarence Cal- Mrs. Sadie Thompson; Chicago.
games were played. Happy
ard,
Mrs.
Harold
loway of Houston, Texas.
Smith.
Mrs.
an, included the bride's grandprize winners were Mrs. Lafather, Mr. lab, her uncle and William Love, Mrs. J. D.
RECEIVING LINE
Verne A. Sesley, first; who won
Brown,
Mrs.
Sarah
Gilmore,
aunt,
Atty. and Mrs. Harry
The lovely contemporary
a black patent bag; Mrs.
HeMr.
and Mrs. George Brown,
tihome of the Lettings at 1.310 Gibson, and Mr. and Mrs.
Pauline Bowden, second, a
Mrs.
Gertrude
Armstrong.
Rev.
ben
Allen
of
Chicago and DenQuinn ave. was a perfect setsmart natural straw bag trimting for the reception and pre- ver where Mr. Allen is con- and Mrs. J. C. Mickle, Miss
med with leather and third
Edna
Simmons
of
New
Orleans,
nected
with
the
American
sented many scenes of beauty
prize went to Mrs. Martha A.
La.,
Mrs.
J.
Horne,
Dr.
Arthur
Woodmen
Insurance
Co.
which began at the entrance
House, a pastel blue billflod.
E. Horne, Mrs. Jesse Turner.
Helena, Ark., came
foyer where guests were regis- From
Other
Dr.
and
members
Mrs.
Arthur
present
tered by Mrs. Arvis A. Let- Mrs Mark Letting, Atty. Latwere Mesdames Helen Tarpley,
and Mrs. W. F. Flowers.M Nabors,
ting, after being greeted by ting's charming mother and his
sporting a lovely Florida. tan
Mr. and Mrs. M. D. Harris,
Mrs. Stanley Ish, the bride's brother, Mark Latting who was
after her recent Miami holiday
also accompanied by their Mrs. Gladys Shaw;
cousin.
Mrs. John Brinkley and Miss
and Ann H. Weathers. Members
In the modern-decor living granddaughter and daughter, Paulette Brinkley, Mrs.
unable to attend were ?desWit.
room, Mrs A. Maceo Walker. little Elizabeth Letting. Others ham Owens, Miss
Elizabeth
dames Mattie H. Hunt and
FOR THE DUKES — These night, April 2 at Curries Club are Shirley Williams, Helen Mrs. Cornelia Crenshaw will
the bride's cousin, introduced from Helena included Mrs. Pruitt, Mrs. Marie
L. Adams,
are the fashion models who Tropicana, 8 p.m. These are Taylor, Ann Mitchell, model's narrate the show. Robert L. Helen S. Sawyer.
guests to the receiving line, Lena Wright, Mrs. R. Dan C. Miss Mattie
Bell, Mrs. Emma
where stood the bride's mother, Miller and Miss Maxine Miller. Crittenden,
will appear in the Gersoppa just a few of the bevy of director; Earline Davis, Mar- Dillard is organization presiMrs, Willette HumFIRST WHITE STUDENTS
Dukes' Ninth Annual Affairs glamorous models chosen to garet Nubia and Mary Bean. dent.
Mrs. Letting; the honorees, Other out-of-town guests in phrey, Mrs.
Cassandra White, Extraordinaire Easter Sunday spark the affair. From left
Louisville, Ky., Miss Birdie
Mr. and Mrs. Calloway; thei eluded Dean and Mrs. A. A. Mrs. W. F.
Taylor, Mrs. Nan
McHugh, past chairman of
groom's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Branch of Tougaloo college, nie
Santos Miss Bobbie HarriMiss.;
Harold
Shaw,
fiance of
Louisville CORE, become the
Clarence Calloway, a businessson, Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Brisman of Houston, Texas: M J. Miss Lily Walker, from Nash- coe
first white student in Central
and Miss Junienne Brisville,
Tenn.
and
Mr
and
Mrs.
G. Ish, of Chicago, the bride's
High School according to PrinCOC;
grandfather. who is vice chair- Seth Miller of Fort Worth.
cipal Atwood S. Wilson. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Sugar- The Women's Senate of and an overview of problems af- degrees, including the Doctor examination of the roles that
man of the board of directors Texas.
Fisk University is sponsoring fecting the education of wom- of Jurisprudence, from Indiana ithe college-trained woman is,McHugh, a junior with A and
of Supreme Lif e !Fleur- Early in the reception hours mon, Sr., Mr. and Mrs. J. II. Women's Weekend, Merck 30, en for expanding careers will University, Judge Stout has
a
expected to play in the shap- B grades plans to become
ance Company; Mrs. Clarence the bridal couple were entranc- R oland, Miss Roberta Ratcliffe. April 2, under the general occupy women students and contributed numerous articles
Central's first white graduate
Coleman of Houston, Texas, ed with the appearance of the' Mrs. Marilyn Isabel, Mrs. Viv- theme, "The College Women's mothers of Freshmen women to organs of Law schools and'irr of the twentieth century next year and then enter Fisk
world.
the bride's sister; and Mrs. children who were allowed to. tan Bruce o Holly Sprin'ss
University.
Legal Associations. Her profes'
rs' Potential." The program has as over the weekend.
Harry Gibson of Chicago, Ill.. see the posh doings for a short l Miss'(cousin of Mr. and M .
wom- Banquet speaker on Sunday sional experiences and com- Other panelists and speakers
while. These included Judy'C' C Sawyer) Mrs. T. J. its purpose to highlight
••••••••••••'
the bride's aunt.
evening will be the Honorable munity activities have covered include Dean Betsy K. Ewing•SPENCER
CORSETIERE•
I Letting, the bride's youngest Beauchamp and MISS hiartelle en's activities and to further
DECORATIONS
understanding of the responsi- Juanita Kidd Stout, Judge, The a wide range of services to of Scarritt College, a nd Dr. Mrs. Emma R.
Green-i
•
Miss Erma Laws, lovely in sister, Halvern and Keith John- Trigg, Mr. and Mrs. J. W.
court, Philadelphia, youth and to the young women
Municipal
worncollege-educated
of
bilities
Laurie Gunter, Dean of Schools 111
Jesse
Springer,
782 David St.
blue, assisted in the dining sn. Ilarriette (Candy) Walker, Westbrook,
of the Univer- of America. She is thus emigraduate
Pa.
A
society.
today's
en
in
Miss
Thirkell Stovall;
area of the combined living the bride's cousin, Etta Sue Ish,
of Nursing, Meharry Medical
Phone FA 4-2525
Mothers of Freshmen women sity of Iowa and holding law nently fitted to round out the
and dining room, where the the bride's cousin. Elizabeth Mrs. Henry A. Collins and
College, both of Nashville, Ten- ▪ Registered Spencer Corsetierei
daughters
and
their
join
will
Miss
Grace Collins, Mrs. T. H.
bride's table
was overlaid Latting, the bride's cousin and
Individual Designer
nessee.
Fisk women in explorewith an exquisite embroidered Ercelle Calloway, the groom's Watkins, Mrs. George Brownlee other
•Spencer Foundation IL Bra
women's
of
discussion
and
tion
Mrs.
Helen Hooks and Miss
linen cut-work imported cloth little sister, and Sharon Lewis.
•Appointments—Home Visits-41
contemporary culture,
and centered with a scroll-de
A happy and relaxed air Beverly Hooks, Mr. and Mrs. roles in
Invited
lead
will
women
outstanding
Marvin
Tarpley, Mrs. Alma
.•11••••••1111•1
signed tierred cake crowned permeated the atmosphere of
discussion,
and
exploration
the
Holt,
and
Miss Phyllis Holt
with traditional wedding hells. the lovely reception . . and
social activities
poised on a circular mirror the occasion heightened the and little Paralee Holt, Mrs. and a round of
garlands
of
white
Lucenda
Lumpkins, Willie Lind- will culminate in a recital by.
roses gaiety of the groups of friends
with
Group.1 The South Central Regional sorors attending the meet.
and greenery. A formal ar seen in animated chatting. One sey, Miss Lucy Wilson, Mr. and the Fisk Modern Dance
When the Excelliors BeauticiEast-, meeting of Zeta Phi Beta Soro- An extensive social calendar
rangement of white stock, such group included Mrs. Rob- Mrs. Oscar Crawford, Mrs. Lou- The program ends ith an
ans held a regular meeting at
in
connection
rity,
Selma,
Inc.
is
with
will
planned
he
the
a
held
Fisk
in
Service
in
Worship
er
ise
Davis,
Mrs.
H.
C. Ray, Mr.
Easter lilies and greenery waved Ratcliffe and Mrs. Holis,
full planned calendar of busi- the Vance Avenue YWCA reAla., March 31-April 1.
seen at the window backgroundl Price . Edwin Prater proud- and Mrs. Peter Jones, Mrs. An- Chapel.
ness sessions, workshops, panel cently, addressing the club was
Convocation
University
campus
of
drew
beautiful
The
Roberts,
Mrs. Wendell
of the table. inc modern decorllY escorting his lovely daughCharles A. Champion, a local
discusion, etc.
FORMAL
program
weekend
opens
on
the
University
will
Selma
be
the
Sawyer,
Dr.
ter
and
of the cake matched exquisite'
Mrs. N. M.
Peggy Ann; Mrs. Alex ‘Vilpharmacist, who discussed the
with
30.
March
Thursday,
Dr.
the
regional
simultaneously
scene
meeting
of
atson
Meeting
with
and
son,
I
son,
Mr.
Miss
and Mrs.
contemporary sterling triple
Marilyn Watkins
WEAR
products
he
is
putting
on
the
eandleholders. which created eland Mrs. Rubye D. Gadison; Alonza Weaver, Noble H. Owens, Susan B. Riley, former presi- as Gamma Eta Zeta chapter the sorority regional sessions market for beauticians.
Bridal Gowns
Veils, Hoops
Soft glow from burning white l while at the opposite side of Jr., Morris Harris, Mrs. Jennie dent of the American Associa- plays the role of hostess chapt- will be the Amicae group of The president of the club,
Bridesmaid Dresses
the South Central Region. Their Mrs. Margaret Pembroke, was
the room were Atty. and Mrs.,Tarpley, Miss Carol Jamison tion of University Women, and er to the session.
tapers.
LANSKY BROS.
The same stock and Faster' Russell Sugarmon, Mr. and and her parents, Mr. and Mrs. currently Board Chairman of According to the Registration meeting will be held in the honored at a surprise birthday
FORMAL SHOP
lilies combined with baby's. Mrs. Thomas Willis, Mr. and Harold Jamison, Mrs. Charles the AAUW and professor of Chairman, Soror E. L. Tinsley, Dinkins Memorial hall of the anniversary 'dinner, which was
126 BEALE ST.
breath and palm leaves was' Mrs. Lawrence Westley and Washburn. Mrs. Dorris Sodden, English at George Peabody Col- ,registration will begin prompt- Campus of Selma university. held at the home of Mrs. FlorJA 5-5401
PHONE
used in a standing basket at I Atty. and Mrs. A. W. Willis. Miss Geraldine Diamond, Mrs. lege for Teachers, Nashville,,.y at 9 a. m. March 31, in the Memphis sorors planning to ene McGinnis.
the side of the modern fireplace Seen over champagne toasts Raymond Lynom and Miss as speaker; her subject will be Dinkins Memorial chapel.
attend the meet include t h e
Which faced the receiving line were Mrs. Julian Kelso and Dr. Joyce Lyman, Mrs. Maude On Being a College Woman," South Centeral Regional Di. Chapter President, Soror Loretin the living room.
and Mrs. Leland Atkins and Bright, Mrs. John R. Arnold, EXPANDING CAREER
S
S. Polk, who ta Kateo, Grammateus Soror
Mrs. Shirley Reed, Mrs. Caf- Fireside chats in women's will preside over the meeting Hazel Pyles and Peat National.
The beauteous young bride Miss Jewel Gentry.
wore a white silk crepe shorti Other reception guests enjoy- frey Bartholomew and Mrs. residence halls, orientation of promises a challenging and en- Officer, Soror B. A E. Callainformal dress which featured ing themselves were Dr. and Ann B Harris, Dr. and Mrs. parents on problems faced by riching experience, for the way.
a bateau neckline which de. Mrs. H. A. Young, Mr. and James S. Byas . . . and scores their daughters, panel discusBuilded and Installed
sions on careers for women,
scended at the back into a low Mrs Leroy Young, Mr. and Mrs. more.
Free Planning Service
cut cowl edged with silk braid- John Whittaker, Dr. and Mrs. The young couple were comed ball-fringe. On her exquisite- W. W. Gibbs, Mrs. W. 0. plimented at dinner by Dr. and and at a buffet dinner party be
ly coiffed head she wore a Speight, jr., Dr. and Mrs. Fred. Mrs. W. W. Latting prior to the Mrs. Julian Kelso.
rhinestone tiara: and her wrist crick Rivers, Dr. and Mrs. C. reception; at a luncheon on the The newly weds will make
A
corsage was a purple throated W. Stanley Ish of Little Rock, following day by Mr. and Mrs heir home at Carbondale, Ill .
white orchid.
Ark., Mrs. Aidelaide Ragland, A. alaceo Walker, at a cock- where they have taken a loveNight Phone
Day Phone
CORAL ACCESSORIES
Emmitt Hosay of Los Angeles, tail party on Monday night by y apartment on the campus of With a kickoff
FA 4-2052
BR 6-7153
Annu Inc., a state-wide meeting was
for
the
Mrs. Letting wore a tissue .Calif., Dr. and Mrs. H. H. Mr. and Mrs. R. S. Lewis, Jr., he University of Southern IlliSouthern Regional Conventio held at Tennessee A & I univerbrocade cafe an lait and beige Johnson, Mr. and Mrs. H. A. at a luncheon on Tuesday by ois, where they are both stuof Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternit sity in Nashville. The underlydress which featured a box Gillian, Mrs. Frances Laws, Dr. and Mrs. G. W. Stanley Ish, dents,
ing theme of the meeting was,
pleated skirt. Her accessories
"Strengthening College prowere of coral.
grams."
The eroom's mother chose a
The Southern Regional Vice
dress of beige lace and peau de.
President, Dr. Walter Washingtoie.
ton, and the Tennessee SouthFrom the dining room, guests
ern Regional Director, Brother
descended to the lower level
R. F. Jacox, presided. These
rumpus room to vices, the array
(Clip and save)
two leaders brought inspiraaf handsome gifts on display.
tion and new frontiers to the
Here were seen Mrs. John
eleven Tennessee Chapters, and
Whittaker, Mrs. Carruthers
especially to the four Nashville
'. teaspoon sugar
Stand and Mrs. W. W. Gibson
'. cup Spies vinegar
chapters comprising more than
'. teaspoon salt
oil
assisting.
tablespoons
2
three hundred brothers. The
2 tablespoons
preCHAMPAGNE AND
tablespoons
3
mayonnaise
youthful and illustrious presiREFRESHMENTS
pared horseradish
dent of Utica college, Dr. Washthoroughly
Upstairs again in the beauingredients
Combine all
ington, envisioned a rebirth of
'iful new family room addition
salad.
Alpha Phi Alpha in the Southand chill before adding to
to the charming home, with its
ern Region.
4 servings.
sliding glass wall which overThe Anneal Southern Regionooks the patio, Mediterranean
al Convention will be held in
blue draperies mingled with
Tallahassee, Florida on the cornpanel walls, the array of beaupus of Florida A & M Univertiful plants in the indoor brick
sity during the Easter Weekend.
planters and handsome JapanThe next State meeting will
ese inspired black lacquered
Apple Cider or Distilled
convene in Memphis on the
'urniture whieh features white
October
at
Saturday
in
first
lock tile tops embellished
At Grocers Everywhere
which time the officers will be
?nth black butterflies and brass
serve for 1981-'62.
elected
to
trimming. Here white-coated
wailers were busy passing
champagne to the smartly clad
guests, who found the refreshment table to he a favorite
COO!) FOOD AT LOW COST!
Spot, with its centerpiece of
more of the stock and Easter
lily floral decorations which
were used so effectively
throughout the home.
HOSTESSES
Here were found other lovely
assistants to the hostess, including Mrs. Julian W. Kelso,
lovely in orchill chantilly lace;
Mrs. Vasco Smith. in chic black
Mrs H. H. Johnson, in beige RECEIVING LINE at tat- and groom, Mr. and Mrs. groom's father: Mr. J. G. as and Mrs. Harry Gibson,
ice over silk taffeta; Mrs. ting • Calloway wedding re• Alfred Joseph Calloway, Mrs. Ish, grandfather of the bride aunt of the bride from CbkaHollis Price, also wearing ception are shown from right Clarence Calloway, mother of from Chicago, Illinois; Firs. go, Illinois. (For more picsmart black; Miss Lily Patri- to left Mrs. A. A. Lilting, the groom, from Houston, Clarence Coleman, sister of tures on the reception see a
cia Walker. the bride's cousin. mother of the bride, the bride Texas; Mr. Calloway, the the bride from Houston, Tea- full page of pictures on page
Miss Sylvia Williams, Miss
9.)
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Easy Dessert Idea — Apple Waffles
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Monologist
Show Warmly
Received

ell
Miss Cornelia Stabler was
brilliant in her presentation of
Original Character Sketches at
the Roger Williams Hall Auditorium of Owen College, Friday
night, March 24.
The well trained and poised
monologist charmed and thrilled the audience in her portrayal of a talkative grandmother on a train after a visit
with the children, and later
with a few costume and makeBETTY REEVES
ROSIE GLADNEY
LORENE HOLMES
SYLVIA WILLIAMS
ROSE OLLIE
up changes, she became
a
great-grandmother feebly orIce errant is the perfect topping for these delicious Apple %%affirm. dering gift items from a mail
Waffles can be an exciting and glamorous dessert. So put that order catalog. Her portrayal of
waffle baker to good use producing Apple Waffles, a tempting a young girl returning home
treat made effortlessly with self-rising flour and canned pie apples. from a dance in 1890 and 1961
Twenty-eight young and love- Her escort is William Holmes. Mrs. Alexander Gladney. Sen- Junior League and Daughters
These waffles are somewhat sweeter than plain ones so you'll was a remarkable feat. It show- ly girls will make their forMiss Rosie Gladney, 1517 Wil-lior at Douglass high school of Douglass. Miss Gladney
bnd they're very suitable for dessert. Nutmeg in the batter acof the plans to study Cosmetology aftcents the apple flavor. To eat them at their best, serve Apple ed the marked differences in mal debut into the social set lis St., daughter of Rev. entity/here she is a member
Waffles warm, topped with either ice cream or whipped oream fashion and hair styles, speech May 5 at the Ebony club. They
er graduation from high school.
habits and other mannerisms., will be girls from all over the
and a dash of nutmeg.
Her escort is Moses Crawford. , Tillie Bogard Smith, dram
You'll save time when you make waffles using self-rising Miss Stabler's performance city and county from the variMiss Betty Reeves, 1168 Uni- tic artist, is expected to
flour. It already contains the baking powder and salt needed, was filled With humor, emo- ous high schools. The fete will
presented by the Alpha Ga
and in the right amounts. You'll find that self-rising flour ta
versity. daughter of Mr. and
tion and drama as she swept be sponsored by the Kenna
ma Chapter of Alpha of Alp
'helpful for baking all your quick breads.
Memphis
fraternity,
Alpha
Psi
the
Reeves.
She
is
a
audience's
Mrs.
Willie
imagination
Gamma Chi sorority at 8 p.
Enriched self-rising flour gives your family three essential
chapter.
Alumni
from
one
scene
and
setting
to
senior at Manassas high school Friday, April 7 in Bruce Ha
Itvitamins, calcium and food iron. So besides tasting delightful,
The five pictured above are:
another.
'waffles made with this flour are tope in nutrition.
where she is a member of the on the campus of LeMoyne c
Miss Rose 011ie of 717 Lucy
"Miss Owen." Betty Johnson,
APPLE WAFFLES
Y-Teens and the Library club. lege.
ave., datighter of Mr. and Mrs.
presented Miss Stabler with a
Miss Smith is widely kno
cups sifted enriched self- II/1 cups milk
She is also a member of the
Henry 011ie. She is a senior
bouquet of roses on behalf of
rising flour
% cup melted shortening
Junior Cotillion Society. After for her unusual presentation
at Booker T. Washington high
teaspoon nutmeg
the college.
Cups sliced pie appIrs
being graduated Miss Reeves dramatics. Iler program w
school where she is a member
% cup sugar
(1-pound 4-ounce can)
A reception was held in the of the Deb Teen society. She
plans to prepare herself for consist of various works fro
eggs, separated
the teaching profession. A comedies, romances and etas
Presidential Suite of Howe plans to enter Lincoln univerSift together flour, nutmeg and sugar. Beat egg yolks and
"Miss Senior" winner of the ics. In her interpretation
add milk. Stir into flour mixture. Add melted shortening. Mix Hall where the guest of honor sity, Jefferson City, Missouri
current year, Miss Reeves was "All Night Somebody Walks
*lightly. Add pie apples and mix well. Fold in stiffly beaten egg answered many of the questions where she will major in Engalso Miss Sophomore in 1959. the Corn," she gives her au
Whites. Bake in hot waffle baker. Serve warm with ice cream asked by the interested listen- bah. Miss 011ie was "Miss Engtier escort for the ball will be ence a feeling of action in e
cie whipped cream and a dash of nutmeg.
ers.
lish" of Booker T. Washington.
Larry
pressing emotion.
Stanback.
Makes 6 servings,
Miss Sylvia Dianne Williams
More debutantes next week.
She characterizes in co
LONG PROCESS
of 898 Saxon ave., granddaughtome, color, gestures and mov
Detroit—About 45,000 different ter of Mr. and Mrs. John W.
ments which is a technique
operations are required in the Whittaker, Sr. Senior at Hamil"action."
manufacture of a modern piston- ton high school where she is
The audience will also be e
driven ,airplape engine.
an NDCC sponsor and a memtertained with music by Sam
ber of the Fine Arts club and
el Seward, who will acco
appearance. The panels may of the Co-Ette Social club. Miss
pany Miss Smith. He has
he installed right over existing Williams plans to enter Le'
ability to blend music and po
Moyne college in the fall where
walls.
try so well until both sing
she will major in science. She
To
utilize
them
as
sliding
A kitchen gets warmth and grains rather than cold, austhe hearts of listeners. He
aspires to be a laboratory tech"ceolth" not only from the tere plain colors. Adding im- doors for cabinets is relatively nician. Her escort is Robert
Fisk University's Tenth An- a member of the Alpha P
simple.
They
slide
in
speciallyrange and the refrigerator,
Alpha fraternity.
petus to their demand for warm made metal tracks, available Williams.
nual Scribner Hall Fashion Rebut from the decor. The naThe Musical Fete is be
Miss Lorene Holmes, 837 Pendecorative
tones
in
the
heart
lumber
dealers
and
no
from
vue
for
the
benefit of United Ne- given for the benefit of Alp
tion's homemakers favor, by
dleton, daughter of Mr. and
of
the
their
in
homes
availabilframing
is
required.
The
far, the warm decor that degro College Fund will be pre- Gamma Chapter's Scholarsh
ity now of low-cost Masonite tracks permit the homemaker Mrs. James McLean. Senior at
notes hospitality,
cordiality
sented on
Easter
Melrose high school where she
Monday fund.
woodgrained
hardboards
at
to
slip
them
out
for
cleaning.
and informality.
Miss Smith is ,a graduate
Evening, April 3rd in the beaulumber yards.
Doors for each shelf will aim - is a member of the Science
Northwestern
University
For that reason, many have
Miss
Plify construction and enhance club and Charmett es.
tiful and spacious new Cafeteria Evanston, Ill. She majored
These
can
he
put
up
on
walls
'decided on warm-toned woodIlolmes plans to enter Fisk union the second floor of the Stu- speech and oral interpretatio
or used, rather strikingly, as the appearance.
versity in the fall with a madent Union Building, 17th and She is a member of Sigma Ga
sliding doors in cabinets, Wal
Any professional carpenter jor in business administration.
FISK UNIVERSITY coeds will benefit the UNCE ('am- Meharry Boulevard.
Keep Watching
nuts or cherry grains, produc- or practiced handyman can
ins Rho sorority.
of the fashions paign. I.eft to right: Miss
preview
give
a
ed by high-fidelity methods, build a handsome set of kitchen
The Theme for this year's
This Page For
show at the "Sym- Brenda Bilbrey, junior of AIwill
they
are ready for service following cabinets with the woodgrained
Show is "A SYMPHONY IN SHALLOW LAKE
phony in Color," Monday, coa, Tenn. and Miss Olivia
installation. An easy applica-ihardboard doors as an attracwill be Cairo, Egypt — Chad lake i
More Pictures
This fashion revue Bradley, junior of Binning- COLOR." The show
3.
April
tion of clear varnish, wax, shel- live front, and mount them on
colorful and fashionable because North Africa covers an area
ham, Ala.
On The Pretty
lac or lacquer to preserve the the wall.
of the interest of students work- about 6,000 square miles but
handsome finish is all that's Lumber dealers will furnish
ing with it and the cooperation part is deeper than five feet.
Young Debutantes
required.
of Nashville Shops that have
additional information on Masupplied up-to-date attractive
Four shades of walnut and sonite woodgrained hardboards.
To Make Their
costumes for modeling. Men as
three of cherry may be select- or it will be mailed s if you
Sunday afternoon. March 19,,Thee." The program was en- well as women students will
Entrance To Society
ed by the homemaker to suit write a postal to the Home
it.
heard
who
by
all
participate in this campus
at 3 p.m., the Senior Usherljoyed
her tastes and the rest of the Service Bureau, Suite 2037, 111
Come May 5
kitchen decor. Shallow verti- W. Washington at., Chioago 2, NEW YORK — A woman left Board of St. James Baptist) Mr. and Mrs. C. 11. Willia ma effort. Guest models from other
cal grooves add depth to the Ill.
the table after a (urinal dinner church presented the Music and Mrs. Addle Roc worshipped schools and children of Faculty
and said to the lady who sat Lovers club in a musical pro- at St. Paul CME church, .lack. and friends will appear in a
next to her, "Maybe you don't gram. The program consisted son. Tenn. Mrs. Williams was special scene called "TOTS IN
SEW --- TO BUILD UP AN IMPRESSIVE WARDROBE
155 Beale St.
TONES" as a part of the symknow it, but you were eating of solos and group numbers.
Solos were rendered by the fol- guest soloist for the annual phony theme.
my
bread
and
butter
all
through
EVELYN
CUNNINGHAM
By
./671) may be made with a color and style, try on a few,
lowing: "Whither Thou Goest.' Woman's Day program.
Mrs. Margaret Simms, Directhe meal."
slim or full skirt. It is shown select one, pay for it and walk
C. F. Jones; "He". C. L. Lee;
The Sewing club met Satur- tor of Scribner Hall, sponsors
The
woman,
without
a
blush,
here in alime green, chartreuse eur. This is a great deal less
"Suddenly There's A Valley," day night in the home of the this benefit drive.
replied: "I didn't know it, of
C. C. Moody, jr.; "Of Whom president, Mrs. Addie Roe: who Norma Parham, senior, of
and yellow synthetic cotton, aggravating than shopping for Did you ever wonder why a
course, but I'm not a bit surThe dress is double breasted a spring suit or summer cock- gay, new hat is the traditional prised. It sounds just like me." Shall I Be Afraid?" Mrs. Shir- presided over the business. White Plains, N. Y. and AnCold Beer
ley Poston; "The Holy City." Plans were made to give a toinette Cox, senior of Savanand has a V-neck bodice. When tail dress. The latter becomes symbolof spring? or wh y a
unabashed
comThis
honest,
"Jesus
Garrett;
the
Carolyn
senior
in
has
Mrs,
to
a
scholarship
skirt
Will
Enjoy Our Service
You
soft more of a production, often remade slim, the
Co-Chairmen
flower garden on top of her ment was made by Emily Post. Always Cares For Me," Mrs. Spring. After the business nah, Georgia, are
folds at the front, darts and a suiting in frayed nerves, a lead gives a woman a lift?
of the Revue.
The lady whose very iame Suzanne Dalton;
games were played and the
low pleat at the back. The in' settling on second choice or
came to mean "Etiquette" to "Somebody Bigger Than You members were served a tpsty
terfaced cummerbund has an no purchase at all. Shopping
America was first and foremost and I," Mrs. Martha Lacey. menu. Present besides the presiapplied bow and books at the for a new spring dress is ceran enemy of stuffiness. For Group numbers included "Hear dent were Mesdames Freddie
many
obvious
Among
the
left side.
taint), not as easy as buying
this reason, her work, despite
"Jacob's 'Thomas, Eva Moody, Addle
and sub-conscious reasons is .ts potentially pretentious sub- Our Humble Prayer,"
a spring hat,
Ladder," "How Great Thou Rawls, Luella Thompson. Mosthe fact that buying a new hat ject matter,
the Art," "When Thou Comest." sie Floyd, Enid Sims. Lerlia
captured
is a relatively easy way to country in a period of social
The program closed with "May Cunningham, Lerla Lyons, EsThe other choice is a fourspirits.
All
perk the spring
change.
The Good Lord Bless and Keep tella Burnett and Sula Ellison.
gore skirt with impressed
That's why that first nrwthat is needed is money (a
That is the view of her son,
may
Oen"- The cummerbund
spring hat is almost always tittle or a lot, depending) and Edwin Post, in an affectionate
Three Rules For Carpet Care
or may not be used with either worn with last year's dress.desire.
biography of his late mother,
else skirt styles. This dress c._. snit.
in the current (March) issue of
too is a fine foil for a new
a popular magazine.
hat.
spring
Mrs. Post's work, her son
Dozens of hats are usually writes, was a triumph "not in
Home sewing has prac•on display in shops and de- the matter but in the manner.
eliminated the problemspattment stores.The buyer has Somehow or other, she had con..:Suggested fabrics are linen, ticallY
cottoe,of shopping. It,too,is an easYonly to glance around, find het trived to be not only authoritaYvitlae, printed silk or
tive but warmly human as well.
device to build an impressive
shantung, faille or polished
"Writing on a subject that
wardrobe. Jr completely recotton.
might be severely didactic, not
moves that frustration of findAl say snobbish, she managed
ing the desired style, but in
to be both informative and enwrong
color
and
the
size. It
tertaining. Her innate humor
provides the means of comple0
bubbled through the paragraphs
menting the new hat with new
of advice. Somehow, the reader
ensemble.
is
got the idea that doing things the
BR 4-3140
right way was not boring and
1727 Lamar
stuffy; it was fun."
McCall's very simple "Easy
Most of all, Edwin Post explains, his mother "cared that
I to Sew" dress (McCall's PatTWi(
WEEKLY
DAILY
gentleness and courtesy should
tern N.
O 5688) offers a perfect
To the housewife with brand new carpeting on the floor,
not be lost in a period of social
background for a bright new
looked more beautiful. Keeping it that way is, of
upheaval. This faith stands be- ' some never
spring hat, It has a lightly
a continuing. problem — but one easily handled.
tourse,
and
wrote
hind everything she
The Bissell Home Service Institute at Grand Rapids suggests
bloused surplice bodice and a
everything she did."
three rules to assure continued beauty and lasting usefulness.
slim three-gore skirt. The
1) Use the carpet sweeper daily to keep rugs clean and fluffed
round neckline, which may be
up, free of dust, ashes, lint, crumb, and grit.
made with or without a collar,
2) Vacuum • once s. week for the heavier dirt and grime which
Inevitably accumulates. Dirt particles have minute, sharp edges
is buttoned at the front. The
which work into fibres, shortening the life.
bodice front, drop shoulder
3) Shampoo the carpeting every six months which In most
armholes and collarless neck
Bath. England fire chief W. eases doubles the life of the floor covering. Bissell's shampoo
may be trimmed with stitching.
E. Hall tells this one: a Pres. master and rug shampoo cleans carpets and rugs with al little
sure cooker on a gas stove ex- effort as it takes to use the carpet sweeper or vacuum.
A stay inside the waistline
ploded and sent a Christmas
holds the blousing in place.
pudding shooting upward "with
Either a tie belt or a buckled
Nene better for •niferre nve,
such velocity that it passed
belt may be used.
line grainy! Favorite
'under price of
through the ceiling, remained
RIVER
petarees wit* fareilirt everyCool, and fashion correct, thia!Intact and was still quite edihome delivered
where
VALE
dress with its bloused bodice and ble."
milk
From dawn to dusk this RPIPsvra vaw Nots
Made here in pale blue slim three goreskirt fits into
your-own dress will be the mainSpring
warrimbe
picturw.
ever!
696
made
je
Pettigrew,
be
Mrs Belle
stay of am. wardrobe. The dress linen, it may well
of
half-gallons
each
time you buy 2
k can be made with or without
a synthetic mixture, printer eattar ..4 Its as‘ymetrico dos- Tate, a state Republican comhi double-breasted and hae a
mitteewoman fr om Memphis
...y•• necked bodice. The min silk, cotton, polished cotton,in in buttoned once. An inside
Plow se your faverift
was one of the thousands who
chislity Feed Ron
can be slim or boast of unpreased lightweight wool or sutaii.
waistline stay holds the blousing bemoaned the recent death of
Pleats. For extra dash, add •
in place and the left-side 14"
Reece.
B.
Carroll
Congressman
Buy Quality grand Grown in tfaiPaweu
sowed cummerbund in a contrastTalon ripper assures tbe homeMrs. Pettigrew said "he will
ing color. McCall's Pattern #5671.
sewer of • professional looking
.
missed
not
only
in
Washingmisses
and
junior
pawl..
Idarket. Nectars
be
lingen wizen 10_16. Jr. stun The other
5568$
eat.
ton. D C. hut also throughout
dress (McCall's Pattern No. misses
62t.
Tennessee.
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Is Art
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We Invite You To Shop At

LADIES SHOP

Plenty Of Parking Space

What's Cooking

BAKED
BOILED
FRIED ...

N•SIO

SAVE 80*
*if
„noun-. MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE
/111.
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'All Around Towne' iCapleville Capers

MELROSE Cif-ATTER
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By Gloria Haley
and
Betty Cunigan
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the YMCA, where they tore
By MARIANE L. YOUNG
With a week of nothing but down house, East Side High
stone happening, I'm sort of School, where they had to rock
HONOR SOCIET1' BANQUET headed for Bolivar.. Juineene
stumped at where to begin, 'em and leave 'em, and Mt.
The city-wide National Honor Briscoe was told to forget about
Piagh High School, where they
but . . . .
iociety recently presented a Samuel Love or . . . Annie
caused an uproar and then left
Stop here a moment and let's out the rhythm to wonderland THE CAREER FOR ME
3anquet honoring the Honor Dortch is getting excited over
them for dead. You see, every.
break into the haps, together to by night. (why?).
Something that would set any time
society members of e a c h George Milan again . . Don
they play for the school
check on who's cool, what's Lorraine Henry, would you serious minded person to thinktchool. This highly respected or- McMillan will soon Make that
hot, why it rates and why not. like for us to suggest to Elmo ing was the theme for Career dances. Members of this vivaganization is composed of big step toward Nancy Echols
Shipp to take you to the Senior Day at Capleville, "The Career cious group are: Ella J. Smith,
"TEEN SPECIAL"
audents who have exemplified . . . Waulene Thomas and WinJessie
E. D. Huges,
and
Alexander, for me."
This Week's glowing limelight Dance? Victoria
nich traits as scholarship, ford Bryant will be making the
falls on Miss Alfreda Wooten, what's your troubles? Could it Starting off the day, a spe- Stewart; vocal. Beating the sax;
eadership, service and charac- Senior Dance together .. Stela 17-year-old senior at Hamil- be at B. T. W.? Frank Lowe, cial chapel program was held Emmuel (Blowmore) NcNeil;
er. One who is among the la Smith has moved in is the
(Tenor), 0. P. (Mr. Sax)
ton High school who resides they have places for people in the auditorium on
which,
itandings of an honor student top girl in Elbert Woods' heart
Kid)
with her parents, Rev. and Mrs. with broken hearts. If you wish Miss Jacquiline Harvey (fourth- Payne, William (Wiz
•epresents the best physically, . . . Bobby Cole will never be
Faulkner; alto, 'Trumpets: Naable to remove the spell he put LOUISVILLE, Ky. Louisville dom, freedom, everybody James E. Wooten at 950 So. to get this information call LC grade teacher) sang a beautiful
nentally and academically.
therneil Sanmore jr.) Craft;
on Geneva Alexander and An- police load CORE members wants Freedom," as they en- Parkway. She is in the 12-A 3-8267. Dickie works for the solo, "I've Got A Robe," and
The purpose of the banquet
in vans during demonstration tered the wagons. Inside they division of whom Mrs. Hkyes answering service he'll give Mr. J. A. Beauchamp spoke as Marcus (Buzz) Tuggle, Sammy
nie Dortch .
(Slick)
relaYoung, Charles (Pretty
friendlier
promote
as to
against theatre and restau- stamped and clapped, some- Bert is the homeroom instruc- you all the information y o u guest speaker.
Boy) Hays and Windell Hard.
ions among the National Hon- Madelle Smith is still receiv- rant discrimination. T h e times rocking the wagon on tor.
do
what
Foster,
Richard
need.
Mrs
Beauchamp's
talk
was
•
time) Mitchell. Singing on the
r Society members of Mem- ing ten page letters from Fisk youngsters went willingly, its springs.
Around Hamilton Campus, you think you are, a fleet foot- short and precise. He made it trombones are: Winter (Slidehis. The delightful dinner that ever:, other day . . . Morris starting a lusty song of "FreeCasanova?
ed
to
clear
the
that
first
in
thing
clubs
a
she is
member of such
man) Turner, Jack (The cat)
'receded the dancing w a s Woods is considering the possias The Fine Arts, Science-Math Betty Coe, we hear you are in pursuring a career was "Imag- Murdock, and Booker T. Hollo.really enjoyed by all. Dining bility of war with Samuel GoodPlunP.
J.
over
ination,
orbit
and
courage
the
then
way-out
a
We
more.
like
many
would
and
way. On the Bass Horn there is
t the president's table were Me . . . Carrie Littlejohn and
to congratulate Miss Wooten for kett. W. R. (Doug) and I. Y. o carry out your decision." John (Mn, Jive) Strickland,
taymond Neal (Melrose), Mal- Jewell Reed will soon be as
Doroover
fanning
still
you
signs
are
The
White
"For
only"
and
average
2.9
a
has
maintaining
Mitchell
Drums Elmer (Stickman) Johnomb Weed (Bertrand), Cran- one . . . JoAnne
Hamilton's thy or is it Isaac Young and and "For Colored only" have son, and tapping something
also for being
ard Scott (Douglass), Bobby been receiving phone calls
been
the
Molten?
into
put
Lucille
wastebasket
Her
.
Choice
Valedictorian.
for
.
Owens
Melvin
heave on the guitar was "Mr.
'oiling (B.T.W.) Juanita Gard- from
Hobbies are sewing and read- Say Ammy McNerry, they as long overdue trash in the Unknown."
er (Melrose), Artie Myers Moryland Brownlee and Booksay that a certain switch is business world, and the only The group is under the direcplans
she
graduation
Upon
over.
ing.
excited
are
Cole
T.
er
nd Beverly Williams.
Fisk university, about to he made by you and way we can make it in this tion of Mr. Charles Keel, school
each other . . .
•••••••••••******••••••••••••••••••••••••••• to attend
Later, dancing was the top
where she will main. in Sci- James Kilgore, F. G. and F. world is by what we know.
band instructor.
f the evening. Noticed dancing Carolyn Rumpus has issued a NBA. The New Homemakers when his love was a thousand
F.?.
.(Tell us about it, will Mr. Beauchamp's talk left a All Hats are off to
ence.
these boys
all time favorites were Car- hands off policy concerning
would
What
I
that
that
away.
me
about
who
miles
with
Boggan,
thought
is
John
Say
you?).
the
of
member
known
a
is
She
nationally
a
America,
of
and the best of luck to all of
e Littlejohn, Ernest Johnson, James Sanders . . Mary Storcan,
pass
you
to
all
sent
like
Get
(not
Shirley
on:
book
Marilyn
.
letter)
.
a
.
girl?
lucky
the
When
Christ.
in
God
of
Church
Herbert
you.
organization for future homeaedelle Smith, Sue Parham ey is interested. in
you? Dorothy Willett's unsuc- asked about boys she stated "I Alexander? Can anything be while you can; so when you
Payne . . Freddie Foster and makers, observed its annual
WE MISSED YOU
d many, many others.
use.
to
it
have
you'll
it,
need
of
names
the
out
find
to
done
are
that
those
around
be
her
to
get
like
to
plot
latest
cessful
be
never
NOTE! l ! Senior Dance, Dempsey Jackson will
The student body and faculty
NHA Week with a series of ac- boy friend in the speech play, nice and with a sense of hu- the guys of Mildred McCaster, SPOTLIGHT
pril 13, 1961, 8:00 till, Mel. the same . . . Joyce Bland and tivities beginning with worship
Rockets: The school missed the smiling face of Mr.
Cavalier
StepClaudia
Sanford,
Diane
to
little
she
said
a
she
add
when
they
me
to
especially
mor,
.
.
inseparable
Se Gym. Music by Ben Willie Jones are
hens and Claudette Clift. Char- jazz band (The Cavalier Rock- 0. Yarbough the Agriculture
C M E had no one to call her own! a girl's life."
ranch and the Largoes You Dorothy Vaughn is trying to services at Trinity
reputation that teacher last week. Mr. YarKiner, we heard that the ets) have a
lene
a
of
imitation
Wooley's
Aquila
program,
NOTES:
intercom
church,
WilMorris
for
love
her
keep
e There.
been hard for any bough was not ill, but was actJuanita Gard- chapel program and climaxing certain teacher! Why Billy Ed Hamilton high school is hav- "Postman" lives at your house would have
.
..
secret
a
son
OCATIONAL GUIDANCE
other band so young to build up ing as chaperon for three delis still corresponding with with refreshments of teachers. Atkins is known as "tippy." ing its Senior Dance March 30, with love letters galore from
egates and one contestant in the
Career Day was observed ner
Could this name have been a at Curries Club Tropicanna. Authur Hull (that's sweet) . . . so early.
Bobby
.
Black
.
cently her e at Melrose
CHAPEL PROGRAM
"HAPPY LATE BIRTHDAY- The band is only a year old N.F.A. convention in Nashville,
Melrose
of
Class
Senior
The
trip?
your
of
result
rough the efforts of our Charles Marshall still carries Each activity presented by
and already they have played at Tenn. The delegates are:
Celeste McKinney and James High School is having its Senior Marion Brown!!"
iidance counselors M r s a flame for Curlene Hamilton'
Charles Franklin, President;
Melrose
in
13,
April
l
Dance
and
successful
the
become
to
was
trying
are
Ward
NHA
the
Sammy Young, Vice President;
-Taldine Smith and Mrs. Ru- • • • Margaret Sherrod and
admission
until,
8:00
time
Gym,
of!
was,
campus.
our
program
on
couple
1
No.
chapel
e Strong. The morning's ac- Lewreoce Kelly have no compe- their
and Roy Perkins. The contesWillie Randle has put course, no exception. The speak- Yvette Luster's acknowledg- $1.25 at the door. The Seceretas
:ities began with a very tition
tant was Andrew Bailey, who
Club
Heaven
a
Social
giving
is
her
had
has
she
that
ment
ique devotional period ex. a hold over Carolyn Thompson er on this occasion was the
judge livestock.
1556;
at
31,
Mar.
Party
Hell
and
for
Vaughn
Ronnie
on
stamp
rtly rendered by Miss Erma that will never be broken . . . Honorable Judge Elizabeth McWe're all glad you made It
the past three years. Sontras Gold Cirle, admission 35c. The
Joyce Berry and Tommy Marback safe.
anton.
needed no inclub is havcertainly
Social
Cain,
Jacquettes
will soon have all problems
Sherrod's little black book conCarl Hill in his superb reTHE WATCHFUL EYE SEES:
troduction to our student body. taining the latest in jive (she ing a dance April 1, at Lakexed manner introduced the'solved . . Velma Jackson and
The Honor Roll: (First Part)
club, admission
Country
view
NBA
the
with
keeping
Frank
In
are
Harris
going steady
refers to it as her "haps"
aker for the morning, Prof.
9th; Ruthie Mae Black, Annie
cents.
50
a
is
...
Roddie
payboy
Frank
Establishes book).
"Youth
theme
B. Hobson, principal of the
J. Key, Baena Hurd, Lorraine
Here it is! The NDCC sponttle M. (Manassas). Proles- •. Garland Briggs will not Lasting Values" as emphasiz- From what source does Leon sors a swinging Platter party
Harris: 10th; Elizabeth Faulkhis
.
tell
.
business
Jimmy
.
Hobson captivated the auner, Erma Faulkner, Charles
ed by Judge McCain youth can- Hurd get information for his out at Hamilton every Thurssoon
will
a
Morris
reach
w
sho
"cool jokes!" John Prince has
nce as he briefly spoke on
M.
Mattie
Franklin: 11th;
not establish lasting values ac- not repeated the name of the day from 7:30 til 10:00: Rueben
oosing a Career. Through down with Aubrey Bryant . .
Royston, Velma Dandridge, Will
Washington (WLOK D. J.) spinBrown
his
Marion
and
daily
work
must
1
cidentally that one
girl of his brush and dream! ning the latest platters. This is
address the students were
A. Bailey, Mary A. Hill, Lena
ads aware of the ever present visit to see Gloria Haley , . . to improve himself and these (Time waits on no man, John) going to be one of the bel. in Place: Blair T. Hunt gym- by thanking those who made M. Bell, Luvenia Maxwell, EmLarry
Mitchell
his
and
admireduring
grow
to
values began
the elaborate program possible. ma J. Stevens.
Delores Downey likes drivers, swinging party times! admis- nasium.
ed of an education You are
All of the members of the Principal's List (No grades
eparing now for what you tion for a certain sophomore childhood. Miracles just don't bus drivers that is! (Explain, sion 35 cents.
Time: High noon.
at
.
Bertrand
.
Bennetta
Nelare
What
case.
this
in
happen
II later become.
explain, explain)
Melrose Platter Parties will Occasion: The Esquires of club rose to sing a song that below 90): 10th; Sammy Young;
son dislikes George Bradshaw the lasting values? 1. Orderyou apply yourself and
If Ike Hentrall's number was resume April 14, 1961, s a me Booker T. Washington presents will go down in the history of 11th; Shirley Flemming, Ben
because . . .
ly, putting first things first called! If so, how many times?
our school as they put their Key, jr., Mariana L. Young.
ke the best possible effort,
place, same time, Melrose Gym their installation program.
2.
habits.
and
thinking
in
both
CITY-WIDE
SLATE
Leroy
Richmond,
Delores
u will attain the goal which
Charles Branham can't stop from 7:-30 til 10:00 with Kane The audience entered t h e hearts into their work.
body
one's
preserving
Thrifty,
u have set. After receiving Kittens — Claudette Cliff and
talking,talking, not even while eating Cole spinning the latest hits. .. gym into an atmosphere of dig- Honorary Esquire Prof. J. D. Payne, William Faulkner, Atris
fo
Regard
3.
thoughts.
and
to
Niter.
standing ovation from the Gloria Haley (Melrose); Helen
or sleeping. Why Bonita James stick around until that time nity. Everyone could tell by the Springer searched for words
and,lastly,
dience, Prof. Hobson was. King and Tommy K. Hayes others and property,
doesn't try her hand at some then break out for nights to re- angelic music of the senior describe the dignity and ele- CAVALIER JRS. TAKE
integrity.
and
Honour
4.
I
pro.
well-put
GAME
anked for giving up his morn-'(Bertrand); Yvette Luster and
band, under the direction of gance of such a
, young man here at Manassas. member out at Melrose.
Kelly (Manassas); For, as Judge McCain stated Will Charles Ann Wallace and Don't Miss, Melrose Show- Walter Martain, that this was gram. Whispers could be heard Taking the Cavalier's bravery,
work to speak to us by Vernita
no',.'
am
I
be;
to
Am
I
"What
aftand,
audience,
the
ss M. McDowell. The van- Johnnie Lumpgin and Bettye
trueness and chivalry to heart
Terri Robinson ever find the case entitled "NO BUSINESS not just a program. This was through
erwards, through the halls, "oh the Cavalier jr.'s played the
s counselors were also intro- Sanders (B T. W.); Joan wjj. becoming." The program was right guys? William Lowery LIKE SHOW BUSINESS" April the program.
ced by M i as McDowell. Items and Brenda Jeffries as follows: Prelude by band; and Sidney Kirk are ace-bud- 7, in Melrose Gymnasium, time After everyone had taken what handsome young men, Weaver School in their first
om this vocational guidance (Hamilton); Betty Cox and Marvis Williams' Carita Harri- dies. Could it be that you two 8:00 p.m. students advance 75 their seats and there was com- those Esquires."
game of the Elementary Baske students gained valuable Eleanor Rainey (Douglass). son, NHA Emblem ceremony; like the same type of food and cents, at door $1.00 Adults $1.00 plete silence, Esquire Percy Here are other members, Wil- etball tournament and won. All
ormation about their chosen Kats — Larry Mitchell and,speaker, Quincy Taylor; speak- drink' Helen King's breakoff door 51.25. (Outstanding Dances Wiggins gave t h e invocation. ham Lambert, Thomas Elrod, the boys are in the 7th and 8th
John Edwards (Melhose); Laz.ler Judge McCain; presentation, with C. J. (They say he's suf- and Costumes).
Ids of study.
The purpose of the club follow- Robert Russell, Clifton Best, grade, but played like pros.
ry Mitchell and James Buford s R. Eddins; NBA creed and tering from a broken heart.) "READ ALL ABOUT IT"
E!I !
ed as Esquire Walter Morris Herbert Black, David Brooks, In the second game they playMalcomb Weed song. And various club mom - David Christian's love for Al- We don't know whether this spoke of the qualities that the Joseph Brooks, Henry Hunter, ed, they were not so victorious,
DON'T FORGET TO REand remarks by Professor gebra! Rosie Miles nose for
Booker P. but lost with the same spirit
EMBER THE MELROSE a n d Edward Harris (Ber- bers
is top secret or not hut we]Esquires felt that they possess- William James,
Hobson.
news. (She really writes well, see Juenniene Briscoe has ed. He spoke of these young Jones, Jr., Charles McCarroll, that they won with in the first
NIOR DANCE, APRIL L3, trand); Billy Doss and Ronnie
Vaughn (Manassas)Willie Officers of the NHA are De- where did she get this talent, changed her tune from "Dear men having the dignity that Albert Stone, Spencer Wiggins, game.
1.
McNeil and Robert Jackson bores Cleaves, president; Don- certainly not from sis!) Vivian ole Bradshaw to Samuel Love", gentlemen must have if they Charles Powell and Claude The boys were under the diAY-LORDS DEBUT
go We wouldn't dare put the can truly boast of being gentle- Jones.
rection of Mr. A. Yates, basketThe Gay-Lords of Melrose,(B.T.W.); Odell King and Wil- na Clemmons, vice president; Ream's carefree and happy
he Kemmons (Douglass).
Quincy Taylor, secretary; Gra- lucky mood (Wonder what will mouth on anybody but don't men. Among the things were The Elite club of Douglass ball coach.
ently made their debut in
phenia McGill, assistant secre- come along and change her?) you think it's strange how Her- friendliness, courtesy a n d will tell Douglass of the Es- NOW YOU KNOW
e form of an assembly pro- ANNOUNCEMENTS
quires. I have told you. Ladies Dorothy J. King, has an old
man Walls has changed? Lydia brotherhood.
am here at the Melrose gym. The gigantic Melrose Show- tary; Roberta Wilson, chaplain; FAMOUS LAST WORDS
gentlemen clap for you boy friend that she longs to go
Gay-Lords were originally case will be presented April 7, Marilyn Vaulx, treasurer; Vir- "I just rolled my big black Campbell, we see Richard John- The celestial voices of the and
program of with again namely Charlie Tugablished in 1958 by a group in the Melrose gym Talent ginia Duckworth and Etta Lof- eves at her and made the son is your number one person- St. Cecelia Glee club stirred have read of the
hope ality. Audrey Yates, we have the audience as Mrs. Catherine the Esquires of Booker T. gle . .. Velma Dandridge I can
young men who felt that from all divisions of the high ties, parliamentarians; Marie grade." — Billy Doss. "I
eight flats." heard from you not once in Johnson played and
tell you the answer to the quesirected Washington high school.
ey represented the best on school will be presented in the Franklin, pianist; Carita Har- you all will have
and Eva' —Samuel James. "A man is enROVING LUNATIC
tion you keep asking Jimmy
sometime, what are you doing? the beautiful "Ave Maria."
e campus. The Gay-Lords' form of song, dance, comedy noon, song leader;
1 titled to his rest." — Joseph Making plans for the future?
The audience was on the edge What is this I hear about Saulsberry, why don't you ask
gram commenced with a and other forms of entertain- Brown, reporter.
Ruby me sometimes? ... Larry Cole"Imagine she told
Charles Fife, Diana was wait- of their seats as Esquire Roy Zack Hightower and
ort devotion led by Thomas ment. The admission is .75 in Mrs. Teresa Franklin, Mrs. Ar- Campbell.
. , Roberta Ol- man is trying to get his point
me I couldn't go." — Roderick
Washington?
ill, followed by the purpose advance and $1.00 at the door. manda Hill, Miss Ramelle Ed-,
ing for you in the Lobby of Hopkins introduced the speaksugarmy
Diggs. "She is still
Jones, don't over to Frances Murdock, it's
Don't Miss It.
yen by Tommy Martin.
Hamilton's Auditorium Tuesday en. The speaker being t h e lie and Booker T.
dins and Mrs. Grace Williams
— Billie Moore. "lie's
Copor- all for you my dear . . . Willie
Larry Mitchell uniquely in- The third and final issue of are sponsors of this organiza- sugar."
night. We'd like very much to honorable Atty. A. A. Latting, you dare get Mary Ann
maybe with a little
. Milo Wells, Nelson realizes his mistake, how
uced the speaker for the the Melrose Buzzer will go to lion and together as a team swell and
public that Jesse a recognized lawyer throughout al excited .
the
inform
Petty?
he will be my prom-dat 1
iBelfour tried to be cool until the country. Every word of his please tell me, are you or are about you Paudette
orning, Mr J. W. Westbrook, press next month The exe u.lhave worked patiently and tedi- time
but really he annoys me." —
speech was enjoyed by the you not going with George Eloise McKay wonder why
Gloria
certain
a
named
e assistant principal of B. T. live staff members have map- , ously to make this past NHA
girl
Marietta Wells "Wow! Wowbe
Jones? Don't feel bad, E. J. Willie Jordon is so —?—.I
• k that will long
O'Neil took over (now he's spellbound audience.
. Mr. Westbrook pointedout
ped out plans for a popularity Week
Eloise, don't
wow-wow-eee! The boys at Morabout Atty. Latting was followed by Washington, you had your mean Gee Whiz
heard
you
Have
helpless).
e qualities of refined young poll. The ballots will be printed remembered in the hearts of
all the
gan State college." — Gwencalled a response from the President chance . . . Why is it that you know who know
many here at Manassas.
en and women in today's so- in the Buzzer. Be sure to
"illness"?
new
It's
that
cast
Charlie Faulkdolyn Robinson.
and Bernestine of the Esquires, David Porter. Bobbie Collins isn't jealous of,answers? . . .
Hillidittis
the
ety. After his speech he pre- your ballot for the candidate
of SPOTLIGHT
TO SAY THE I.EAST
ner jr. told a certain party, "If
The Senior Glee club then ren- Betty Jefferson (Ha Ha.)
nted membership cards to your choice.
Prewitt
. she caught a at
. has it.
Stepping into the cool green Sandra Lee and Odell Swift ,,... milton.
dered a number, conducted by Janie Prudent continues to Agnes FMB° would stay by his
has
Sanders
ames Boyd, Jimmy Morris. The
Rita
citywide Student Libra
sing "Blue Moon." . . . Look, side he might make it." . .
• ry glow of the limelight this week have been the toughest twosome "°
your environment at Melrose E. L. Pender.
erbert Payne. Lawrence ;Mar- club w.
ill meet at Metrose April,is a young lady known around around this year. Clarence
Esquire Bernard Bates was Marion Brown, you're being Pasty Perry is telling Larry
you?
for
much
Charles
to
been
, Garland Briggs, Maurice 19. The
Melrose Staff is planour campus for her sweet per- Daniels and Vance Moore are Terry, what's,shaking as he approached the,very naughty when you look Walker, Marshall Echols is
:
en
ruill. Johnny Jones, Thomas fling an
elaborate hour of.en- sonality and lady-like manners. slowly but permanently "in the
Stella Thompson, and
ill, Roosevelt Cross, Jimmy joyment
your fan club is falling off and mike because he knew he had,hard at Rosanna Quinn . . . telling
for the visiting staffs. She is perhaps best known swhig." Over land and sea Bettelling Y.K.W.,
yourself a chore in presenting the first Geraldine Gracy, you would Irene Beard is
had
you
sync and others.
watch
better
,
BIG MEL- for her unusual talent in tY Granberry and Charles
R tiE
olay sweetheart of the club of BTW. like very much if I told you to "Think Twice."
to
Chosen as sweetheart of this ROSE
you
able
or
be
won't
Smith are inseparable. Barbara
SENIOR DANCE WILL
causing all
the field of journalism which
ennie, mennie, mini mo for Oh, how beautiful, she w a s of the highly recognized senior I wonder what is
hulous organization was the BE
PRESENTED APRIL 13 IN is exemplified in her weekly Flether and Warren Williams
Spencer, gracious, charming, radiant, who secretly admires you. . . the breakups?
Senior
harming arr: vivacious Miss THE
Evelyn
Dance.
McCain
MELROSE GYM AT 8:00 column in the Memphis World. are out of sight! Autrie
COUPLE
we see Calvin Davis and Robert lovely, soft spoken Miss Carol Ann Dent, is Greg Porter really TOP
ary Wallace The president of with
MUSIC by BEN BRANCH I speak of none other than and Elmer Harrison are shall
and Rosie
Miller have made your life a Ann Speight. the chosen sweet- giving as much trouble as you William Faulkner
e Gay-Lords is Tommy Mar- and
Philand
Carr
"close."
the LARGOES. YOU BE Yvonne Luster, a junior in the we say.
Echols.
,
say!
heart.
difficult task.
n and the advisor is Mr. Jet"untouchthe
become
have
lips
THERE.
BOYS
11-8 homeroom in which JohnGeorgia Thomaa, we see that Then came the time for the Howard Sanders has troubles, TOP FIVE
e Wilburn.
Marshall Echols Carl Blair,
TOPS
instructor. "les."
is
Johnson
ny
F.OPLE ARE SAYING
you are at the stage of frantics presentation of the club moth- he has B. B. in his eyes .
COUPLES
CUTE
Johnson, Loy HarBeware of Frances Hunt . .. DOLLS — Marilyn Isabel]. Yvonne resides with her par- Melvin Barton and I.aVerne because you don't know who en. as Esquire Joe Brooks Willie Ward, make history, get Cleveland
Dockery.
lossie Wallace is at the door- Delores Duncan, Sandra Tay. ents. Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Los- Cutis, Terry Edwards and Mary you want. Carolny Thompson, spoke of the many reasons this on the honor roll . . , Janice ris, James
was chosen. There wer- no Clemons and W. L. have cooled TOP FIVE GIRLS
lady
Willie
will
be?
who
ay crying for Rudy Smith . . lor, Dorothy Agnew, Margaret ter of 1648 Eldridge ave.
the
fool
next
C. McCleod, Gwendolyn 'Jones
Patterson, Betty
aura Qualls and Lavert White Sherrod, Robbie Rogers, Roger, In social life Yvonne is af- and Rudolph Myers, Classic Jones. Joseph Oliver, Lonnie doubts in the minds of many Off, I hear . . . Roy Cheatham, Marcinda
they knew that it yesterday you sang a love song, Crawford. Margaret Holloway,
for
people
we
. . Ernest House, Diana Briscoe, Gwen- (dieted with the Student CoonPayton,
re reconsidering
Williams
and
Eddie
Wilson and Will Booth, Isaac
Nancy Hicks,
cheated you, could be only Mrs. Augustus why are you singing the blues Rosie Hill,
ohnson has a bad case of dolyn Fife, Claudia Stephens. eil, NDCC sponsor, student
DancY Turner see Ike Holeyfield
Hayes and
Delores Joyner, LAFF-FOR-THE-WEER
The Esquires stood today?
Cash.
R.
Carr,
olives, they are at their worst GUYS — George Milan, Don court, assistant reporter of the (Owen),
Fred
think?
you
don't
Beverly Allen and Cal. Moe: There were three fat
hen Lorine Holmes is around McMillian, Roychester Thomas, junior class, and a member of vin Joyner, Inez James and could you please give us a de- and clapped many encores for how can I, oh, forget it. .
Mrs. Cash, show- Rose 011ie, the lunatic just can women walking under an umgracious
the
you
sure
. Jewell Reed and the come- George Lowe, George Brad- the Crown's social club.
of
finition
We're
love?
Leonard Yates.
. If any- brella, why didn't they get wet?
ack he is planning with, Elea shaw, Larry Mitchell, Lawrence Upon graduation from our SUPPOSIN'
know, doesn't he Annie Ruth?'ing the love they have for their not rigger you out . .
or Williams . . . Margaret Kelly, William Gordon, Tommy school Yvonne plans to further Jesse Lund wasn't trying to Phillips? Ronnie Vaughns, we elated meinher of our faculty. one finds a pound of beef Joe: I don't know.
Smith brains, be sure to return them Moe: It wasn't raining.
Tyrone
herrod and Lawrence Kelly Kelly, Wiliam Gordon, Tommy her education at Spelman col- make his way into the heart just put your name here be- Esquire
QUOTE-FOR-THE-WEEK
stardom to Yumie Kirk's head.
. Johnny Rutland and Eddie Martin, Rudy Smith.
lege in the field of science as of Delores Benton? (Can this cause we thought it might sound spnnkled the words of
A man bath joy by the answer
tale Ford are so tight that Until next week be cool, be a medical doctor. ''May succesa be the latest?) Barbara Holli- nice. Mary Wallace, no offense, into the hair of our sweetheart DID I MAKE IT?
mother as he sang. Were you in the assembly of his mouth: and a word spokclub
and
(B.
erned: Thompson can't tear calm, refuse to be lonely . . follow you always."
yours.
good
a
of
but
frined
Ernest
II?
trig
get
day couldn't
sponsor, Charles It. last Friday? Were you sitting en in due season, how good it
the after effects are something TA1.K OF THE TOWN
them apart . . .
Moore didn't think the world of P.) told us that every time she Esquire
is! —Bible.
(See BTW, Page 16)
Sue Parham will soon be else
I betcha.
sees you, your heart is beating.Trapley gave his expressions]
Elwood Reams' loneliness (See MANASSAS, Page
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Daughter, Rosallne, to Mr.
and Mrs. Floyd Dixon of 139
Kirk.
Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.
Reuben Gossett of 56.: Wells,
Daughter, Lillie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Mose Tabron of 1277
iy
—2flacji
Smith.
Daughter, Mary, to Mr and
Mrs. Hiram Patterson of 1023
Tupelo.
Mrs.
n at E. H. Crump Hospital Isiah Callicutt of 595 Manigan. Daughter, Barbara, to Mr. and Son, Calvin, to Mr. and
Ingle.
:CH 12
Mrs. Harrison Alexander of 498 Henry Dickson of 250
I
MARCH 19
MARCH 24
On, Leroy, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, John, to Mr. and Mrs. W. Holmes.
to Mr.
Leroy Anderson of 1407 LeFlora John W. Mathews of 1390 Quinn. Daughter, Ellen, to Mr. and Daughter, Jacqueline,
A. Edgington of
ave.
Daughter, Pamela, to Mr. and Mrs. Francis Conley of 332 Bal. and Mrs. 011ie
255 Pauline cir.
Mrs. Presticula Traylur of 1502 tic.
MARCH 14
Mr.
Daughter, Janet, to Mr. and Lake Grove.
Daughter, Beatrice, to Mr. Daughter, Beatrice, to
'nibs of 911
Mrs. Holloway Adair of 594 I Son, Calvin, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Narvis 51cBeee of and Mrs. Albert
Mason.
Lauderdale at.
Willie Hill of 1463 Dunn.
1382 College.
Daughter, Elizabeth. to Mr.
Twin sons, Anthony and An- Son, Rodney, to Mr. and Mrs. MARCH 22
Booker of
drea, to Mr. and Mrs. Lee Mor-1 Robert Carter of 1219 Nichols. Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs and Mrs. Richard
1648 Fields.
ris Hollowell of 256 G. Pauline Daughter, Carol, to Mr. and Fred Young of 850 Porter.
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs
Mrs. Robert Reeves of 3062 Cal- Daughter, Betty, to Mr. and
Cr., W.
CONSTRUCTION on this new The structure, to be complet- Music and Art Departments, winch was torn down two
Daughter, Betty, to Mr. and Joe Cooper of 802 Louise.
Son, Eric, to Mr. and Mrs. vert.
weeks ago,
Mr. and Mrs. classoom building at A & T ed in time for the opening of It is being constructed on the
to
Angelo,
Son,
174
Castaof
Guy
Louis
Mrs.
to
Mr.
Daughter,
Jacquelyn,
Alexander James of 2136 BenTillman Jones of 272 E. Bur- College will begin shortly. Um fall term, will house the site of old North Dormitory
and Mrs. Charles Pratcher of ha.
ford.
Daughter, Myra, to Mr. and dock.
Daughter, Lisa, to Mr. and 1639 Pennsylvania.
Mr. and Mrs.
r
Mrs. Davidson Mosely of 445 W. Son, Derek, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Earnest T. Jennings of 794 Son, Wayne, to
Lemore Hicks of 1353 Rude
James Harris of 1050 N. Sev- Porter.
Brooks rd.
Son, Delander, to Mr. and Park.
Twin daughters, Geraldine and enth.
'
Mrs. Defender McGhee of 1987
Darline, to Mr. and Mrs. J. W. MARCH 20
The "Intormer," after a !lase a "two-front" war to fight.
Daughter, Rochelle, to Mr. Dianne cir.
week of snooping has now comWest of 288 W. Essex ave
'el'
ABOUT
HEAR
I
THIS
WHAT'S
and Mrs. Walter Boone of 1009 Daughter, Angela, to Mr. and
MARCH 15
piled a resume of the latest
Marion Roberson (Lester) and
Mrs. William Thomas of 261 I
happenings.
Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. Ethel.
William Johnson (FB) . .
Cliees E. Woodard of 1070 Col- Son, Gardner, to Mr. and Mrs. Dixie Mall.
GRAPEVINE
Carolyn Brandon and William'
Robert L. Siggers of 1520 Elting- Daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and
le
George Jones (F11), is it true
Johnson? . . . Melvin Little and
Mrs. Amos Turner of 613 Mar.
ton.
MARCH 16
that you still have eyes on a
Geraldine Lymon? . . . Mae
Son, Rex, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Edna, to Mr. and ble.
certain Junior at Hamilton like
Frances Riley and Jimmy Lee
lIosea Bridgeforth of 1383 Eloise. Mrs. Josh Malone of 850 N. Clay- Daughter, Vivian, to Mr. and Thursday, March 30
Maxine Davis . .. Amy McMrs. Moody Whitfield of 706 Wal- 6:30 p.m., Outlaws; Gary Nairy is out to steal Fred Grif- .. .June Matthews is trying to
Born at John Gaston Hospital brook.
• •4
swipe boyfriends, like Harry
Son, Amos, to Mr. and Mrs. dorf.
MARCH 18
Merrill is special guest star in fin from B. C. (Melrose), this
Ira Walton . ..
concerned, we'll say, by a
By CARLOTTA WATSON
Daughter, Lizzie, to Mr. and Roscoe Crutchfield of 1031 Tu- Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and "Blind Spot." It's the true story leaves James Kilgore hanging Johnson and
Mrs. Shelly Hall of 1280 Kansas of Frank Denton, an Oklahoma on a string . .. Martha Kins Ruby Hardy and Calvin Cun- Musing:
brute
THE
AGAINST
Mrs. Arthur Taylor of 890 Per-:Pe10Son, Derry to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Patricia, to Mr. and gunman who instructed a 13- is "boss tough" around Bert- ningham . . . Joan Williams ODDS: Suppose you were With no one to throw you a
eon.
is
(1Iam),
Brown
Silver.
Miller
and
171
of
Jones
Mrs. Sam
rifle to shoot,
Daughter, Linda, to Mr. and James Rayborn of 217 Ingle.
rand . . Bonnie Little and
year old boy in crime.
this what's happening?
With no one to help in your
A GUIDE TO GOOD
Mrs. Feard Stevenson of 1398 Daughter, Myrna, to Mr. and age. ,
7:30 p.m., Bat Masterson: Tommye K. Hayes last Sunday
Mrs
and
Mr.
to
Jimmy,
terrible plight
Mrs. Burnie 51uldrow of 769 St. Son,
Maxine Foster (liam) asking
Aste.
Betty Barry, wife of Gene Bar- were seen in a "61" White
Lee Bogard of 1525 S. Cooper. ry, makes her TV dramatic Cadillac?
Son, Charles, to Mr. and Mrs. Paul.
Polk Puryear (FB) to take her
Would you give up your life
Mrs.
and
Mr.
to
Thomas,
Son,
Clifton Chatman of 414 Fitz- Daughter, Annie. to Mr. and
to the Senior Dance in that
without making a fight?
debut opposite her husband in NOTICE:
Mrs. James Gladney of 911 Benjamin Hayes of 349 Maha- tonight's story, "No Amnesty
gerald.
Dear Mrs. Watson: I am a
Betty Sander, your plan to white Pontiac .. . Frank ReyBy
nua.
James
Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. Alaska.
very nervous girl. I bite my
for Death." In the drama, am- start a war is not only insane nolds and Dorothy
Mra.
and
Mr.
to
Tony,
between
Son,
feud
21
John W. James of 865 S. Fourth. MARCH
GRACE WILLIAMS
nesty had been granted by the but plain out of this world: (1Iam) . . . A
nails. I ask a friend about this
Son, Bernard, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Cornelius, to Mr. and Ravey Johnson of 591 S. Lau New Mexico Territorial Gov- only a "jungle woman" would Maxine Draper and June Mat- No matter how many Easter habit, and she advised me to
1970
getting
of
Yates
T.
derdale.
"It's
say,
Willie
like
thew's, they
Fred Coleman of 690 Georgia. Mrs.
ernor to all involved in the even think of something
eggs are eaten on Easter, there chew gum. This might work
MARCH 23
Daughter, Margaret, to Mr. Kansas.
that. You have been acting, hotter every day" . .. Henri- seems to be some left for Mon- for my friend. but our teacher
Lincoln County war.
and
Mr.
to
Freida,
.
.
.
Mr.
and
Daughter,
Settle
to
Henry
writand
Armstrong,
Son,
been
Hara•
Hall
etta
and Mrs. Martin Joy of 582
8 p.m., Bachelor Father; ever since you have
day — and, an Easter egg on does not allow us to chew gum
Mrs. Willie Martin of 1362 Mich- Mrs. Major Beard of 1586 S Kelly's boyfriend, Howard, is ing that Elicted column, like Jana Davis and Samuel Richban.
Monday just isn't the same.
in school. Do you have another
and
Johnson
adDouglas
Cooper.
would
.
.
mond
igan.
also
I
Son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs.
rejected by the army because a Mau Mau.
There are lots of ways to remedy? Nervous.
Robert
Mrs,
Jimmie
and
Mr.
and
to
.
Mr.
to
you'll
Son,
Roberson
Sherrye,
or
Daughter,
Jackie
off,
lay
367
Boyd.
Ti*Blakeley 6f
but
of flat feet. She has planned a vise you to
leftover
these
eggs,
use
Dear Nervous. I am sure
Ellis is talking hard to Tom. Wayne, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. John H. Quinn of 940 Pop- Moss of 4595 Benjestown.
big farewell party and doesn't
first, let's talk about the coror mints would
Son, Ivory, to Mr. and Mrs. know this.
lar.
Wil ert Baker of 1412 Gold.
Bell Telephone Hour, mye Kaye llayes . . . Clydene reel way to hard cook an egg chewing gum
p.m.,
8
Daughter, Arnita, to Mr. and Son, Kevin, to Mr. and Mrs. Napoleon Johnson of 3571 Dag- 8:30 p.m., Tenn Ernie Ford, color; "The Signs of Spring" Peterson and William John- so that you will enjoy them on help but I don't expect she mentioned doing it during school
Mrs. Earnest Lane of 972 Mc- Almarse Stepter of 1416 Sardis. gett.
color; The 50th anniversary of are saluted in music and dance son ...
Sunday and won't mind them' hours. When in school, concenSon, Freddie, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Bemis, to Mr and Mrs. naval aviation is observed, as tonight. John Raitt is both host
Dowell.
WEEK
on
THE
again
OF
Monday.
QUESTION
on your
energy
trate your
Son, George, to Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Burnette of 1634 Yazoo. Bemis Jeffries of 3171 Ford. Ford and the Top Twenty sing- and one of the stars
this column? Be Eggs should never boil, there- actual school work . . . give
bring their 9 p.m., Michael Shayne; Who writes
dancers
and
ers
in
a
cooked
for
year
eggs
next
to
straight
column
third
their
read this
fore, we refer
decks of the air- "Marriage Can Be Fatal" in. sure to
your mouth a rest and your
out.
state win. The Merry boys re- show from the
shell as either hard cooked or
anchor- eludes several guest stars, week and find
brain a good workout!
W
t
are
There
ceived the same treatment at craft carrier Yorktown,
cooked.
soft
Cal.
Barbara Nichols, Patricia Bar- WANT ADS
an egg: the Dear Charlotte: I am 15 and
the State tournament in Nash- ed at Long Beach,
Lost — A cute little pig that ways to hard cook
Backus; Jim ry and Michael Forest.
is a
ville, only getting in one game, 9:30 p.m., Jim
"Willie" cold water method and the boil- like a 17 year old boy. He
call
you
when
comes
cre1
O'Toole,
Saturday, April
[person who is very serious. lie
but We were very proud to have Backus, as Mike
in s ing water method.
hog
little
A
—
Found
.
.
.
Sched'Em;
"international
12:30 p.m., Quiz
our teams represented. Our hats ates his own
of mud outside a prep Cold water method: Cover is a big flirt. We both attend
uled today is a replay match puddle
are off to Coaches Taylor and star."
the eastern part of eggs in pan with water to a weekly dance which is held at
in
school
deadlocked
teams
Friday, March 31
between two
Gilmore.
. . . Personal — come at least one inch above our auditorium. At these danccountry
the
March
match
Because
Happy;
original
6:30 p. m.,
in their
A very exciting post season
date I, William Lam- the eggs. Bring rapidly to boil- es he rarely dances with the
this
of
As
her
have
to
like
she doesn't
11.
game was played in the Merry
will not be responsible ink point. Turn off heat and if same girl twice. I am sure he
husband take .her for granted, 1 p.m., Professional Basket bert,
High Gym on Wednesday night
anything started by. or fin- necessary set pan off burner likes me, but what can I do
for
reports
her
of
advice
Nelson
the
Lindsey
accepts
ball;
Sally
to prevent further boiling. Cov- about his unreliable ways? I
when the adult Jilts of Jack and
by Carolyn Brandon
minutes.,
aunt and gets a job as a fash- the action in today's playoff, ished
Happy Easter holidays to you college.
er and let stand fifteen
Jill of America, Inc., played the
WANTED:
St.
at
day
am sure he could be serious
big
championa
was
NBA
Sunday
has
the
to
Bunny
model.
the
do
I
hope
and
ion
leading
and
by
headed
promptly
thoroughly
Cool
team,
independent
A student at Hamilton who
if he wanted to. Please help
iren what you expected. With all Paul C.M.E. Church with the
7 p.m., Dangerous Robin; ship. (Nelson has been voted
the
makes
Thls
Adults
water.
Pettis.
cold
L.
in
Bobbie
Mrs.
Thoman
me. ANN.
e fanfare of the Easter pa- observance of Woman's Day.
While investigating a series of the nation's outstanding sports- answers to the name of
easier to remove and Dear Ann: Your approach
seen on the floor were Mrs.
by Bowen. Anyone who knows this shell
:de, let's not forget the real The theme chosen for the day
on
surface
dark
Roset- insurance frauds started in caster for the second year
prevent
Mesdames
helps
Davis,
Miss
Lucille
contact
should be gay and lighthearted.
k.'caning of Easter, The Resur- was ''Responsible Women in
Guatemala, Robin Scott meets the sports editors of the coun- person, call or
yolks.
ta McKissack, Myrtle Monroe,
Thersa Thompson.
Don't try to reform him or
:
a Changing Society." Guest Alberta Merry, 011ie Curry, a big-game hunter, (a retired try.)
water method: Bring
Boiling
him.
change
FELLOWS:
Decision
a
"The
TOP
and
many Jackson speaker at the morning service
p.m.,
officer)
4
iWt week
army
3:30
British
water in pan to rapid boiling, Ile doesn't want the lasso
Cleo Boyd, Bobbie L. Pettis,
.
A special live pro- 1 Luther Roberson (Man)
eachers were in Nashville at- was Mrs. Ralph H. Jackson,
enough to cover eggs as
using
Walker, Miss lone Lane beautiful local businesswoman Is Yours:"
Etta
around his neck and you act
p.m., Westinghouse Play- gram on the U. S. Army is 2 George Bradshaw (Mel)
' ending the Tennessee Educe- Memphis City teacher and wife
above. To avoid cracked shells, like you already want to tightand your scribe. The scores ran 7:30
school
high
delayinform
a
to
for
plans
: ion Congress meeting as schools of Rev. H. Ralph Jackson who
geared
Their
house;
(Man)
3 Daniel Brown
shells, place cold eggs in warm
low but it certainly was a thrilen it. Some men cherish their
honeymoon get a students of the opportunities
dismissed in both the city and is the director of the Departwater. Transfer eggs to water freedom and don't want to be
4 Polk Puryear (FB)
ling as well as a funny game ed Hawaiian
branches
various
a
n
in
N
c,ainty. Merry High School prin- ment of Minimum Salary at St.'
available
when
switch
surprise
keep
with spoon, reduce heat to
for several had not had exWebb (BTW)
checked. If you like him, accipal, C. A. Berry presided at Andrew A.M.E. Church in Memlocale to "Home of the Army, so that they may 5 Morris
place cold eggs in warm wat- cept him as he is.
perience in playing basketball switches the
James Manna (Mel)
military
6
of
field
Fabray
the
select
Nanette
the Thursday night session and phis. In keeping with the theme
best
Honeymoon."
won
er simmering and hold twenty
before. The Independents
Lyncha Johnson (FB)
at the new feature entered into she used the subject: "WomCorey are the duty.
7
minutes. Coll as above.
by a score of 16 to 14 with over- and Wendell
the congress this year, the Ban- an's Role in an Integrated So- time play.
COMPLETE
leads in the situation comedy. 5 p.m., Rhodes Show; Vocal 8 Don Brownlee (Ham)
When eggs are cooked by one
numbers by Dot, Dusty, Donna 9 Jimmy Lee (Man)
quet which was held in the cafe- ciety."
HOME REMODELING
of the above methods they will
FIBRE GLASS
and Speck Rhodes, an instru- 10 Arl Williams (F13)
teria of Tennessee A. & I. State She brought out three roles a
he tender and free from disAWNINGS
mental number by Butch
university. Mr. Berry moved up woman must play in this society
coloration. They will be enjoyCAR PORTS
COEDS:
George and a request hymn by TOP
to the position of president of we live in, namely: the role of
able eaten out-of-hand on EastSPECIAL
SPECIAL
Dusty and Dot Rhodes are part 1 Helen Hill (Man)
tle E.E.C. this year succeed- a good wife; that is always
er Sunday and eqbally as good
Deluxe Combination D00111 a
of the Easter program today.
ing Mr. Clarence B. Robinson keeping the husband happy,
Monon
2 Dwardine James
salad
or
in a sandwich
Windows As Low As
6:30 p.m., Bonanza, color;
of Chattanooga, Tenn. The meet- the role of a good mother, and
day.
3 Vivian Rainet (Man)
$5.00 Per Mo.
Death on the desert threatens
ings of both the general ses- the role of a good Christian. She
for
suggestions
two
are
Here
Little Joe Cartwright when he 4 Cassandra White (BTW) using your leftover eggs. Since
sions and sectional areas were kept the audience spellbound
NO MONEY DOWN
goes to Arizona to buy a white 5 Yvette Luster (Man)
Said to have been inspirational and seemingly asking for more
FHA TERMS
eggs are so economical now,
Call or Vogl,
Arabian stallion as a birthday 6 Carol Doxey (Mel)
and profitable.
as she concluded her message
you may want to cook some on
gift for his father.
POST OBSERVES
Other guests on the program
Tuesday and use both of our Soft Lite Fibre Glass and Con7 Arabelle Gannon (FB)
7:30 p.m., Tall Man; Billy
struction Co., Inc. of Memphis
leftover ideas.
POSALIS
"'conjunction with the 42nd, included Mrs. Nelda Williams of
Maxine Draper (FB)
ir the Kid vows to murder the 8
a solo.
SCOTT
rendered
who
WH 8-4079
Humboldt
National
SANDWICH
QUICKIE
the
of
versary
an
HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
three men who killed his step- 9 Maxine Foster (Ham)
Acie Mrs. Romeo Steward and Mrs.
Combine one tablespoon soft
American Legion, the
S. Parkway E.
1211
Pat
marshal
(FB)
K.
friend,
Hayes
His
are
10 Tommye
father.
butter and 1-4 teaspoon celery
Moore Post 200 of Trenton, S. Bachelor of Jackson who
Clu
him.
prevent
churches.
can't
Garrett
seed. Spread the cut surfaces
FOCUS
Tenn. observed their 16th an- members of other
Eggs. It's
Gulager is Billy and Barry
introduced Dress-up an old favorite..,serve Chinatown
niversary on Thursday night, Mrs. Jackson was
This week we come across of two halves of a toasted Engcrunchy.
and
delicious
recipe...
egg
"The
in
creamed
Garrett
quick,
is
a
chairSullivan
March 16 with a banquet in the by Mrs. L. Sects Avant,
with the name of Melvin Little. lish muffin with this mixture.
Mrs. Nannie Double-rich Carnation Evaporated Milk blends with the Legend and the Gun."
Legion Hall in Trenton. Toast- man of the day.
Melvin who lives at 12 15 Can- Arrange slices of hard-cooked
..the
sauce.
While
-smooth
The
Deputy;
co-chairp.m.,
8
creamy
Drive-in Restaurant
sharp
soup to give a wonderful,
roaster for the banquet was Robinson served as
non with his mother, attends egg on muffin. Squeeze
easiest you've ever made! You'll find that in this recipA protecting pretty Rosaria Mar- Fr. Bertrand High. In school cheese from a tube over the
BIG & TASTY!
Legionnaire Nathaniel Penn who man.
The The evening services were as in others, Carnation is truly a cook's helper. Use it tinez, Sarge Tasker accident- activities he participated in bas- top of the eggs. Put about 1-4
Jumbo Cheeseburger
is district commander.
is
He
charged
a
man.
kills
ally
teaspoonful of pickle relish in
main address was given by quite inspirational with guest just as it pours from the can for creamed dishes and
39c
with murder when she can't be ketball and baseball. After fin- the center of each sandwich.
Prof. J. A. Cooke, Head of the choirs, City Wide Baptist Youth baked goods. Chill it icy-cold and whip it for light,fluffy
Kingsburger
ishing high school he plans to'
his
story,
verify
to
found
Department of Health and Phy- and the Junior Choir of Liberty salads and chiffon pies.
Iowa. UNDERCOVER EGGS
35c
8:30 p.m., American Beni- attend Alcon College in
a 10'S ounce can of
sical Education at Lane College. C.M.E. Church furnishing the
He is a member of several Combine
Bar-B-Q
In
pinpoints
Vain"
"Not
tage;
NA_ condensed tomato soup with /
41
1
who is a member of the Jack- music. The message was dethe
is
which
of
one
clubs,
25c
the Gettysburg Address, the
son Post and served as Post livered by Mrs. Josephine Black
Melvin is well cue milk, and 1-8 teaspoon basil.!
facts behind it, the reaction of ACP. Handsome
TX — SPECIALS
d efo
ee
s
gr
gu
coannkg
Caurtteforisirahnadrdarr
Lexington, of Trenton, Tenn. A feature was
liifietnatqu
in
Commander
friends.
his
of
all
by
liked
the day, and the lasting signifiHot Dogs—Hamburgers
Tenn. for many years before the Pew Worship of the auxilacance of one of the shortest
quarters on each of 4 pieces of [
15c-2 for 25c
coming to Jackson. Ile chose ries of the church. Presiding
ELECTED TO NACDR
addresses in history.
toast Cover with hot soup-sauce;
Giant Shakes
as his subject "The Past, Pres- over the morning service was
•nonn
,
,
. .
9 - 10 p.m., Billy Graham;
sprinkle with t4 cup grated
25c
ent, and a Blueprint for the Mrs. Marie Penn while Mrs.
college, cheddar cheese. Serve with adAugustine's
Saint
Graham,
evangelist,
Billy
presided
Ernestine Slaughter
Future."
Cold Drinks
elected ditional toast, milk and fruit.
was
C.
N.
his
Raleigh,
in
Mifrom
speaks
crusade
Rev.
worship.
address,
Preceding the main
over the evening
10c
ami, Florida. His subject is,to the Executive Committee of Makes four servings.
Prof. Dewey Tuggle of Hum- J. D. Atwated, pastor of the
Out Driving?
of Col- "A Guide To Good Eating"
Association
National
to
"The
Answer
the
Communism."
with
pleased
the
to
quite
church, was
boldt, Tenn. responded
Stop By TX'.
10:05 p.r., Gold Award The- legiate Deans and Registrars is a service provided for the
ome given by Legionnaire the day, for it was a success,
annual meet- readers of the Tri-State Dea Taste-Treat!
thirty-fifth
101,"
on
For
the
No
Qut
at
atre;
"Shack
spiritually.
exand
minute
Three
financially
both
y Cole.
I
Frank Love- ing of the Association which fender through the cooperation We Do Not Sell Beer
Moore,
stars
Terry
the
of
aware
Mrs.
by
given
becoming
were
are
We
pressioes
joy, Keenan Wynn and Lee met at Prairie View, Texas, of the Memphis Dairy Council.
Open Seven Days
Lena Lee, president of the fact that graduation is nearing
Marvin. An eating shack lo- March 13-15. The Executing Mrs. Williams is a teacher of
Mi182
Post
Auxiliary
WH 6-0189
Ladies
for senior recitals have already
cated near a well-guarded Committee of this Association. Home Economics at Manassas
at TRIGG
Ian, Tenn.; Legionnaire T. L. begun at Lane college. John
FLORIDA
and
body
electronics laboratory on High- is the policy making
High School.
Buchannan, representing World Henry Parrish, trumpeter, was
and
registrars
way No. 101 brings together a 1 represents deans
War I; Legionnaire Ernest Dan- presented in recital recently on
variety of people, from a pro- from throughout Southeastern
ner, representing World War II the campus. He was accomfessor to truck drivers.
United States.
Veterans and Legionnaire Leon panied by Miss Ann Suttles. The
Bobbitt representing the Korean recital was presented as partial
THE
fulfillment for the Bachelor of
Veterans.
CHINATOWN EGGS
Special guests at the banquet Arts Degree. It was under the
HUBBARD'S
1.0
servings)
6
4
(Makes
were members of Post 182 of direction of Mr. Kenneth A.
1/2 sup chopped celery
6 hard-cooked eggs
Milan, Tenn. of which Com- Martin, Instructor in band.
gave In the world of sports, basket- I can (101
Wright
tablespoons chopped Onion
2
of
mander Paul
cream
ounces)
2
/
One of the nicest little spots
officially
was
greetings. Also present was Dr. ball season
celery soup
% cup coarsely cut pimiento
We Make Surveys of Homes, Stores
for your dining pleasure.
C. W. Bush who praised the or- brought to a close last weekend 2/3 cup (small can) undiluted
2 3-ounce cans chow mein
Churches & Busi
Beer To Serve Or To Go.
Cold
ganization for the great work with the Girls State Basketball
noodles
CARNATION EVAPORATED mroc
Say's Mrs. Hubbard—
which is being carried on. Corn- Tournament being brought to
EGGS
CURRIED
FOR
high Cut eggs in quarters. Blend the
Merry
mender for Post 200 is Johnnie Jackison in the
"We Are Tired And Wont to Sell,
in add 1 teaspoon curry powder
1 161 Union Ave.
Jamison of Trenton, Tenn. and school gym. Merry girls were soup and Carnation together
ginger.
So, Come by if You are interested
teaspoon
%
celery,
and
eggs,
the
Add
saucepan.
by
game
Coll es at any vine
Free Estimates
the post boasts a membership put out in the first
to
Heat
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and
onion
a
In
pimiento.
Jacksonians
BR 4-8700
over 100. Presenting the Somerville b u t
Serve over
serving
temperature.
in
school
' :t speaker was Legionnaire were proud to have a
Sales Representative — Arthur Ross Jones
show mein noodles.
L. Burnett. jr , who was a our District win the tournament,
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Rodriguez,
Golfing With `1_,i1'
Gutierez Set
By
Mrs. Cornell Wolfe
For Mexico Go

SPORTS
In
REVIEW

OAKLAND, Calif. — (UPI)
It's on to Mexico for Luis Rod- Meet Elton Grandberry, the An incredible 63, a sizzling
riguez, Cuba's wandering wel- champ! The best young golfer seven under par.
terweight, who says that he has in the city, he is now present Believe me, that record will
a date down there on April 15 city champ and has a roomful stand a long, long time.
with Alvaro Gutierrez, veteran of trophies to prove it. Not too
Let's learn something about
boxer.
long ago he shot a course rec- the champ.
Rodriguez, who now has won ord out at Fuller Golf course.
He weighs 140 pounds, stands
35 pro fights and only lost once,
took care of another veteran convincing. The bouncing, jab- five feet eight inches tall and
when he punched out a unani- bing Cuban, who weighed 1461
2 started playing golf as a teen/
mous 10-round decision over to 143 for Gonsalves, was voted ager. Elton lives at 742 Boston
wife, Mrs.
Johnny Gonsalves.
the winner by an 8-1 margin with his attractive
It marked Rodriguez's second by referee Jack Downy al- Pearline Grandberry and seven
win over the Oakland favorite, though docked one point for low month old son, Kenneth.
These trophies around him
whom he outpointed last No- blows. Judge Rudy Ortega saw
vember.
Only this time the it 5-1 and Judge Elmer Costa represent wins in and out of
the city. The champ will readily
score cards were even more
tell you that size, weight and
height are not the big factors
First and second
in golf. The real core is co-orplace winners among the
concentration.
dination
and
first year typing students
Master these and you play goo
were Pearl High's Donna Wilgolf from ages eight to eig
liams and Carolyn Goolsby of
It's all up to you.
High.
Chattanooga's Howard
You will find the champ a
47 prep schoolers from over
very serious minded golfer and
*4ibill0•414k••••••••••••******A***
the state participated in this
Here are the answers to last' of the resurrection, then Lent trying to sharpen his game
year's contest.
week's quiz.
is the season of
" (One every chance he gets. This is
1. Which travels faster, light word). A. Renewal
the golfer that the galleries will
or sound? A. Light.
5. For the year ending De. follow 18 holes and enjoy doing
2. What is the Ursa Major? cember 31, 1954, what religious so.
A. Big Dipper (stars).
(or church) body in the United
Hope I am still around when
3. Who in the Bible is called States had the largest mem• Little Kenneth gets his first
the weeping prophet? A. Jere- bership? Give the total member- set of golf clubs.
unah,
ship figure within 600. A. BapNext week: Rules for the non.
4. If Easter time is the season ;list, 18,448,621.
golfer.

By J. B. McCullough
511111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111110
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'Baseball's 18 major-league Milwaukee!
managers are now engaged in The Braves have Hank Aara mammoth checker game as on, Ed Matthews, Warren
they move men from position Spahn, Lew Burdette, and Del
to position to strengthen ob Crandall, winning credentials
vious weaknesses; contemplate anywhere,
concerning
trades that will give them the The questions
help they need without forcing them are: did they give up
them, at the same time, to too much in trading Bruton,
weaken themselves in other po- Pizarro. and Jay in order to
sitions; evaluate rookies and bolster their infield; will newtheir present and future poten- corners Frank Bolling, Roy
tial; while they try not to wor- MacMillan and Billy Martin
ry too much about the intan- play -up to their potential; will
gibles, the unforeseen things, either Mack Jones (.309 for
that can so completely wreck Louisville), Lee Maye. "Hawk" KEYBOARD WINNERS — in cation were these four young
the best laid plans. Little Taylor, or Al Spangler fill the the 12th Annual Champion- ladies. (L. to R.) Margaret
things such as the total loss hole left in the outfield by the ship Typewriting Contest held J. Turner of Nashville's Pearl
in effectiveness of the Giants departure of Bruton; are Bur- at Tennessee State university High School and Mildred
Willie McCovey; the startling, dette and Spahn past their under the joint sponsorship Watkins of Cameron, also
sudden inability of the Cleve- peak, and if so, will Buhl, Wil- of Pi Omega Pi business hon- Nashville were first and secland Indians "Mudcat" Grant ley, McMahon, Ron Piche, and or society and the University's ond place winners among the
to get anyone out; the flop of rookies Bob Handley, Ken Mac- Department of Business Edu- second year a tudents
the White Sox from first to Kenzie, and Don Nottehar take
third place despite the lusty up the slack.
hitting of Al Smith and Minnie
Affirmative answers to the
Minoso; and the Dodgers fail- above questions could mean
ure to support their brilliant Milwaukee's third Pennant.
pitching staff with a few time- Pittsburgh:
ly runs; these little things that
Pittsburgh will hove to build
add so much flavor to the an early lead, and nurse it
game, and involves millions of through the late stages of the
"TV" managers in the intri season if they are to repeat.
cacies of the game from March Their only important addition
through the middle of October. was Bobby Shantz.
Right now, the second gues- The Pirates will field a solid
Place Your Cash Quiz Answers On This
sers are making their annual first team, but are weak in re- With the basketball season relay medley the Tigers entered Lane 50.9; Luther Brown, 49.4,
Coupon And Mail or Bring To The
predictions of which teams will serves. This will be their down- successfully behind them the a time of 3:35.6 with Herman and Herman Adams, 49.1.
meet in the great October fall unless rookie outfielder Lincoln University Tigers turn- Adams, Donald Williams, Al- PLACED FOURTH
New
Tri-State
Defender, 236 S. Wellington„ Memphis, Tenn.
Classic. As a second guesser Donn Clendenon, infielder Jose ed their attention this week to bed Wheatfall and Wiley Rog- Lincoln picked up a fourth
— an armchair manager — Martinez, and pitcher Tom spring sports with emphasis on ers.
in the distance medley with a
of some minor standing, I am Parsons make it big.
I.
track, golf and tennis.
In the mile relay which prov- time of 10.53. Runners were,
no exception. I now fearlessly St. Louis:
The track season opened this ed to be the outstanding event Luther Brown, Wiley Rogers,
my
reveal
and
plunge
the
take
and
Melvin
The Cardinals have steady week with Kansas State Re- of the meet, the Tigers placed Archie Hayman
2.
reasoned choices for the top pitching, an outstanding second
Peebles. Theodore Edwards, despots; choices which I will baseman in Javier, Boyer at lays at Manhattan. Of a total second with a time of 3:21.1 on fending high jump champion in
**
3.
probably regret I backed with third. White at first or in the of 58 men entered in the sprint their first indoor attempt. Both the meet, leaped 6'3" with a
more than arguments come outfield, Musial (if he holds relays, the
Tigers qualified teams broke former records.
bad leg to claim a third place.
4.
.....—....-•
October.
up) at first, and outstanding three in the finals placing third, Emporia! State came in first. He holds the record of 6'51
2" at
/
Charley
in
fifth.
candidates
and
rookie
fourth,
Running for Lincoln were: Eu- the meet. The next outing will
In the Senior Circuit, the
National League, I have to James, Don Landrum, Tim Mc- Running third in the sprint gene Jenkins, 51.7; Edward be at the Oklahoma State Remake a difficult choice. In bet- Carthy, and Gerry Bucek.
lays at Stillwater on March 25.
ting, the smart money is al- They'll need luck to finish
Nam*
A................
The Tigers closed a highly
ways on the corner — the bas- higher than fourth.
to
seriously.
places
challenge
ler" Williams and Ron Santo.
successful basketball season
ically sound. potentially great Giants:
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Kansas City:
Address
in the
appearance
with an
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he says, "I get the jitters because I know if my club isn't
keyed up for the kind of competition they will encounter
from the All-Americans, we're
sure to lose the Series.
"That is why I say this final
week of the season is always
the Globetrotters to match highly significant We must get
their skill against the heroes ready once and for all, and I'm
of the nation's college campus- going to make sure we do."
es, Saperstem admits he is ap- Fans in the following cities
prehensive. He knows he must will see the Globetrotters wind
have his club functioning flaw- up their regular season sched
lessly when the Series gets un- ule: March 29 — Farrell, Pa.:
derway.
1 30 — Toledo. 0. 31 — (Open);
"Every year about this lime."I April 1 — Kalamazoo, Michigan.

Busy Globetrotters

FIRST LEG — Burt high
school of Clarksville, Tenn..
gained the first leg on the new
Henry A. Kean Memorial (rephy, basketball's most expen
sive piece, when the fast stepDial team captured the Na.

Hanel High School cage crown
during the 17th Annual Nation
at High School Basketball
tournament held at Tennessee
State university. Burt's diminutive team chopped down

Minden, I,a. Webster 73-70 to
capture its first national prep
cage crown. From left are
Coach D. I,. Whitney, Tom
Gray and NHAA Commissioner J. H. Cooper.

It is the final week of the
Globetrotters regular season
schedule and the last opportune
ty Owner-coach Abe Saperstein
will have to sweep out any of
the flaws that may be present
in his famous and unbeaten
team's court technique.
The day after the regular
season ends, Sunday, April 2,
Saperstein's dazzling cage magicians play their first game in
the annual World Series of Basketball against the College AllAmericans at the Chicago Sta
dium.
The college All • Americans
quintet is composed of the nation's greatest college performers, The coast to coast Series
I. one of sports most colorful
spectatles end 20 games are
staged in at many cities in 20
days of whirlwind travel
As the time approaches for

VETERANS
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Chairs, all types. Rugs, dressers,
ehln• cabinets, kitchen Wes.
kitchen safea, floor lamps clocka
and all types of glass ware, chests.
Dinning and all types of tibias.
672 Poplar Street
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Business Practical
Art College
192 Vance Ave.- JA 7-4917
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NOW
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Night & Day Classes
4th Street Repair Shop
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HAV-AMAID Agency, 4 Bond st.,
Great Neck, N. Y.
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Typing & Filing
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Accounting

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT

HENDERSON
Business College, Inc.
530 Linden Ave.
JA 1).4754

For As Little As

$30.00 MONTHLY

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

You con have • Modern, Convenient Office in the Tri-State
Defender Building with Gas, Light and Heat Furnished.

•

Contact MR. WHITTIER SENGSTACKE
JA 6-8397

239 L 1 1 5th St., Boa 17
NEW YORK 29, N. Y.

SISTER SANDRA
IIF

Phone

NEED CASH!
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RE S-9192
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On
Weddings
Anniversaries
Churches
Club Events
Banquets

God Gifted Power a healer, I give you your luck days,
• ilk lucky number. advice about Health, Business. Marriage
alr love affairs. If you have any marriage problems please
bring them to me. I am sure I can help you.

Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason with people
ilke to do business with us.
If you are sick worried and run down please come to me. You, too, will like our courteous treatment and desire to
carrying
an
object
If
you
seem
to
be
is
no
I can help, money
help you.
evil condition that's holding you down; If your luck never "Open Thursday and Friday
seems to just reach you; If your loved ones seem to be
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
drifting away from you; If you have any of these problems,
DIXIE FINANCE CO.
Home Owned - Home Operated
I can most certainly help you.
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
Just 10 minutes from down town Memphis, Get the West
"We like to say yes to your
1/141emphis, Bus at the Continental Bus Station at the corner
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
of 3rd and Union St.
the State Department of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
' Ask the Rue Driver to let you off on Broadway corner of
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
14th street open every day.
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
11.•••

United, Capital Airlines Push Merger

Moves To Setup New Fighting Unit

Kill Wis. Bill To Raise Marriage Age

Call: JA. 6-8397

And Ask For
The Picture Editor

Graham Backs Teaching Communism

Syngman Rhee Is 86 Years Old

Congress Passes IFK Jobless Aid Bill

Liz Taylor Heads For Home

MAIDS

City I iano
Warehouse Sale

Wis. Solon Offers School Aid Plan

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Sen. William Proxmire, (DWis.,), proposed that federal school aid be financed through
a system of sharing federal income tax receipts on the basis
of a state's school age population.
The Wisconsin Democrat offered the proposals as amendments to President Kennedy's $5.6 billion aid-to-education bill
in prepared remarks to a House Education subcommittee
hearing.
MOSCOW — (UPI) — Pravda indicated the Soviet Union
is ready to accept Britain's American-backed plan to solve
the crisis in Laos peacefully.
The British plan called for a cease fire in Laos followed by
reply to its three-point proposal, but an editorial in the Communist party paper indicated the reply would be favorable.
The British Ian called for a cease fire in Laos followed by
reconvening of the three-power Control Commission on Laos
and a 14-nation roundtable conference, including Communist
China.

Buy U. S. Savin3
Bonds

AUTO LIABILITY, COLLISION AND
FIRE INSURANCE
Small Down Payment — 6 Months To Pay
for
All, Regardless of Past Record
A Plan
Obey the Law and Save Your License
If you hav• a steady lob CALL NOW, tor detail. on Mir
NEW CASH LOAN FINANCING PLAN
$10.00 DOWN - $10.00 PER MONTH
1. If your Driving License has been taken
2. If your Insurance has been cancelled
3 If you bav• been involved fal an accident
4 If foil Sr. under age 25
Call Now to Save Your License — PHONE: WH 6-5734

ADKINS INSURANCE &
REAL ESTATE AGENCY
222 West Brooks Road

— Memphis, Tennessee

MADAM BELL

(English Lady)
KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL Is back after a
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Hays
Figure
husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
your
in
faith
you lost
5 Average
are your
In bad health? Are you discouraged? II any of these
Words To
problems, tome let MADAM BELL advise you at ante. She
The Line
will read dm to you Just as she would read an open book
have
(TWO LINE MINIMUM) Tell you why your job or business is not a success U you
failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at one..
Located on Highway 5) South, 11141 Over Mississippi State
Line, on the way to Remands. Her home is a blocks helps(
where she used to stay right aside the HeSote Motel. Re sure
YOU
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WELLINGTON

to look for the RED BRICK HOUSE and 1001 find her thin
at all times. (She never had an e/flee IIT West Memphis.)
eaten yellow bus marked Whitehaven State Lino and get
elf at Stave Line and walk 2 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE

Please send check or
Money Order to.Tri-State
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad Dept.
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE

CALLING
ALL'
NEWSBOYS

Hint Reds To Accept Laos Plan

We specialise in fill type. of
used Plano
,
EASY TERMS
$10 will put One in your
borne.
PIANO SALES CO.
1721 Lamar Ave.
Phone BR. 6-7430

BOND MUSIC CO.
6 So. 2nd - JA 6-2828

—Quick Loans—

clared himself in favor of an international conference of "interested powers" to solve the Laos situation, it was announced.
The French foreign ministry disclosed deGaulle's view in
publishing the text of letters exchanged this month between
the French president and Cambodian chief of state Prince
Norodom Sihanouk.

Exile Leaders See Invasion Of Cuba

THE BEST DEAL IN
Conn's Band Instruments
SEE

1403 BROADWAY ON BROADWAY AT CORNER OF 10Th ST

i-2246
ms •
866

including U. S. Supreme Court Chief Justice Earl Warren and
former Secretary of State Dean Acheson, are expected to attend dedication ceremonies April 15 for a Thomas Hart Benton mural at the Truman library.
Former President Harry S. Truman and his wife will be
hosts for the ceremony. The mural, titled "Independence And
The Opening of The West," was recently completed by Benton
In the foyer of the library.
The internationally-famous artist began work on the mural
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — United Air Lines and Capital
Airlines reported they have asked the Civil Aeronautics board in December, 1959. It completely dominates the east wall of
(CAB) to speed up its final decision on their proposed merger. the library's lobby.
The CAB more than a month ago announced tentative approval of the merger. In a joint telegram to the CAB, the two
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Cuban exile leaders said they
airlines said they want to operate consolidated schedules by
will form a "revolutionary council" within the next 24 hours
June 1.
a very short
United and Capital informed the CAB that Capital is con- and predicted an armed invasion of Cuba "in
tinuing to lose money and the merger delay is costing both time."
Manuel Antonio De Varona of the Democratic Revolutioncarriers considerable added expenses.
ary front said the Council would be the forerunner of a government-in-arms to be formed on Cuban soil.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Defense Secretary Robert S.
McNamara has directed the joint chiefs of staff to prepare a
MADISON, Wis. — (UPI) — The Wisconsin Assembly Jutentative plan for merging Army units and Air Force tactical
diciary committee has scuttled a bill to raise the minimum
combat elements into a fast-moving new U. S. Tactical commarriage age for women from 16 to 18.
mand.
The committee voted unanimously not to recommend the
The service units involved are the Army's Strategic Army
measure, which would have authorized county judges to percorps (STRAC) and the Air Force's Tactical air command
mit marriages of girls under 18 to prevent a child's birth out
(TAC).
of wedlock.
They are the chief remaining U. S. military forces which
We buy old type Antique
up to now have not been assigned to any of the several uniPistols and other Antiques.
fied military commands.
MIAMI BEACH — (UPI) — Communism should be taught
Cut Glass - Cook Ware
In American public schools to remedy the nation's "total igFurniture
HONOLULU — (UM) — Dr. Synginan Rhee, a bright norance" of the philosophy, Evangelist Billy Graham said.
If you have anything in that
"We ought to know Communism backward and forward,"
red flower lei draped around his neck, celebrated his 86th
line to sell, bring it to us or
Graham said. "Our seminaries especially should teach it," he
birthday in exile from the land he once ruled.
give a ring.
Rhee, former president of the Republic of Korea, appeared said. "Communism is a religion. This is spiritual warfare."
Graham. in the final week of a 21-day crusade here, adto
be
in high spirits as 150 guests honored him at one of his
MAIN FURNITURE
rare public appearances. He was guest of honor at a party dressed an audience of 13,000 at Miami Beach Convention hall.
EXCHANGE
held on a picturesque terrace at one of the oldest resort ho- The crowd brought total crusade attendance to date to more
than 175,000.
tels on Wikiki beach.
346 No. MAIN ST.
PHONE: JA 5-8613
Chung Chong Oh, a close friend and former Korean consul
general here, said Rhee's blood pressure has been high but
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Congress passed and sent to
WANTED TO BUY. BELL,
otherwise he was fine.
REPAIR
President Kennedy the first of his requested anti-recession
Antique clocks
bills --.11 billion dollar program extending unemployment
COLLINS
4455 Macon Rd.
LONDON — (UPI) — A pale, tired Elizabeth Taylor, compensation payments for jobless workers who exhaust their
MU. 6-9000
clutching a bouquet of spring flowers, was lifted bodily into a regular benefits.
350 Gets My Mother's Board Book and
Payments could start going to eligible unemployed within
plane and headed for sunny California and a long rest.
Samples of Profitable Imprints.
She left the exclusive London clinic in a green-leather two weeks after the President signs the bill. The AdministraMartha C. Chambers
wheelchair for the first time in three weeks that saw her tion estimates that 9,125,000 people could draw the extra bene1008 BELMONT
fits during the next year or so.
perilously close to death.
TOLEDO 7, OHIO
The measure, approved by a House-Senate conference
With her on the TWA jet airliner were her husband, Eddie
Fisher; her American physician, Dr. Rex Kennamer; her committee Tuesday, passed the House by an overwhelming
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Francis Taylor; her brown toy poodle 361-31 vote and then zipped through the Senate by voice vote.
URGENTLY NEEDED
Chief objection came from lawmakers from wealthier states
"Yorkie" and 11 pieces of baggage.
not afflicted with major unemployment.
In New York

S-$192

LOCATED AT WEST MEMPHIS, ARR.

Et

De Gaulle Backs World Confab On Laos Dignitaries To Help Dedicate Mural
INDErENDENcE, mo. — (um) _ A host of dignitaries.
— President Charles de Gaulle has dePARIS

Take New RUMTOREX And Enjoy Life.
A dietary preparation RUMTOREX takes
11130 TO 1200 MONTHLY
up where nature leases off A PHYSIOpportunity knocks! Ouod lobe
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week supply Money-back it not satis- you can leave this week, Fre•
fied after 3 bottles, Send COD Check room and board. Tickets ador Money Order NOW.
vanced
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RUNTINOTON
DOMESTIC AGENCY, 11 Broadway, Huntington Station, N. Y.
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YOU WILL GET RESULTS

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods, Need Help In Your Home Or Business, Furniture You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Would You Like To Advertise Your Business?

To $60 cash weekly, N. Y.
jobs. We se d your carfare immediatey. Give

2-9251

PAsas La

UkektItht.K

Get In On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town II

Al

Wolfe

hit

Rears II a.m. to $
Readings Daily Open on Sundays
I don't maks any home tans or answer any letters. DO Me
to look for the right sign and the right name.
IE

—•—

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

f OR

SALE—CHEAP
1-6 ft glass showcase
I—National Guth register
I-41 curl coffee urn
1—gal. Iced tea crock
1—large fan on stand
1-20 In. oscillating fan
1-22 in. fan
1—large ezhausit fan
1-10 gal, cafe water heetei

—•—

Call orCome In Today.

Call Mrs. A. 0. Whitmore
OL. 6-0777

Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

Taylors Upholstery Shop
Platform Rockers $29.95
E-Z Term,- Nothing Down
24 MONTHS TO PAY
1721 POPLAR
TEL BR 3-4388

Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly

NEEDED

20 MAIDS

For Chicago — New York
To 860 Weekly And 25-45
Free Room. Board, T. V.
Ticket Sent. Feeierenees Needed
Write or Call
United Employment Agency
2572 Lamar, Memphis, Tenn.
PA. 7-6124
CIL. 6-1700

DRINKING

IS YOUR

Becoming A Problem?

It

So, Call

Alcoholics

Anonymoug

FA. 3-1405

BR

4-5344

WANTED — Nice
working
woman to share 4 room apartment
with reasonable rates.
Call after
7 p.m
W11 11-691/3.

AUTOMOBILE REPAIR
SHOP EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE
Reasonable Rent at a
Good Location
962 Willoughby JA 6-0208
FOR SALE—Refrigerators. Washing
Machines, Chs. Stoves

$2500

so-

w, also nay top prices for used
Refrigerators. JA

747015.

SEPTIC TAMES • GREASE TRAPS
Reasonable
Cleaned • repaired
Price.. PAM InspeetiOn —

{ATTIC
TANK STRVICT
IA 1-6100

fi.
E
II

If you buy your Defenders from a salesboy, please a
pay him promptly.
-He le a young merchant who owns and operates Ms a
own business. As such he has his obligation .o meet. If
you don't have your money ready — If you ask him to I
wait for his cash — you place a great hardship on him.
J
Unless he pays promptly for his papers, no will lose 4
his opportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prizes --A.
a
and a real Business training. And the Defender's :egular.
visits to your home would be interrupted.
E
a
PLEASE PAY HIM PROMPTLY

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER

MOTHER CHRISTIAN
Is not a Fortune Teller
But Is a God Gifted Religious
Woman

who Heals and helps people
By Her Prayer

SEEING IS BELIEVING
One visit with Mother Christian is convincing—
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Drive out Highway Si North-5 Miles
North of Millington, Tenn.
Watch For Indian Heed Sign
Just a short drive from Memphis
If You Wish to Call

SHELBY COUNTY

sno

.
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Munford, Tenn.

TEmpl• 7-3798
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UNDER CONSTRUCTION —
Construction has begun on the
YWCA Branch building to be
known as the Sarah Brown
Branch at 1044 Mississippi
blvd. This property was once
known as the Galloway property and later occupied by

the late Prof. L. E. Brown
and Mrs. Brown. The YWCA
purchased the plot from Mrs.
Brown and it be named in
her honor. The building will
sit on a beautiful _tree shaded lot of 201 feet on Mississippi blvd. and 274 feet deep.

15Akic:-m

- GEOlacZ

151Ji:..1,1r43, fi TM

It will be contemporary in de- side of the building to a pav- the center. The offices oversign. Reinforced concrete with ed parking lot on the North look the patio where tables
brick panel wall and much and East. The building is and chairs will be placed for
glass will be the composition built around a paved patio 18 small outdoor parties. There
of this modern and striking by 27 feet. This will be land- will be four clubrooms, one
building. A driveway from scaped to include plants and of which will be used as a
Mississippi on the North end shrubs with a tree growing in craftsroom, five offices, a
will wrap around the East

sitting-room across the front
accommodate
will
which
medium sized groups, and a
room
multi-purpose
large
with a stage at one end. A
kitchen opens into this room
from the opposite end. The

RA45013
s..wlTEcT

multi-purpose room and the
public corridor opens into the
patio by means of glass sliding doors. There will be a
wall - enclosed front yard
which will be landscaped later. It may be entered from

lsd

Pr

the sitting-room by means of
glass sliding doors. The entire building will be air-conditioned. Architects, George
Awsurnb and sons; contractor,
Frank L. Means Construction
CO.

Alumni Of
LeMoyne Plan
Annual Meet
Dr. Roosevelt David Crockett, bachelor's degree from Philand- dial Church, Jersey City, N. J., The General Alumni Associaa native of Forrest City, Arkan- er Smith College in 1933, grad- 1940-41. In 1942 he became di- tion of LeMoyne college is plansas, has been named President uating cum laude with special rector of Religious Extension ning its annual meeting schedul
of Philander Smith college, to distinction in his major field Service in Alabama and in 1943 ed for Saturday, May 27.
succeed Dr. M. LaFayette Har- of sociology. While at Philand- Acting Chaplain. From 1944-49 will be climaxed with a big
ris, who was elevated to Metho- er Smith, he was president of he served as Professor of So- alumni dance that night at the
dist Bishop last July, after 24 the senior class and of the YM- ciology and Philosophy and Di- Flamingo Room.
Hundreds of alumni are exyears as head of the Little Rock CA and was active in church rector of Religious Activities at
Bennett college, Greensboro. pected to return to the campus
conferences.
institution.
Dr. Crockett, 43, is now admin- He bolds the bachelor of di- N. C.; and in 1950-51 as Direc- for this annual get-together and
istrative assistant to the presi- vinity degree from Drew Uni- tor of Youth Work at the Good- especially members of the 'one'
dent of Alabama State college versity, Madison, N. J., where will Industries and Church of classes since May 27, has been
designated the reunion date for
at Montgomery, professor of ed- was elected president of the All Nations, Boston, Mass
ucation and associate dean of the.student body in his senior year, Dr. Crockett is married and all graduates of classes of 1881,
Graduate Division of the School. and the Ph. D. degree from Bos- has one son, Wilbert 0. Croc- 1891, 1901, 1911, 1921, 1931,
kett, an English professor at 1941 and 1951.
Dr. Crockett received the ton university.
President Eugene Thomas of
San Jose Junior college, San
SERVED AS PASTOR
Washington, D. C. will be here
Dr. Crockett taught school in Jose, Calif.
Arkansas during the summer of.Dr.• Crockett is the first alum- to preside over the day of acti1936, served as pastor of the nus to be elected to the presi- vity.
Methodist church at Cotton dency of Philander Smith durContinued From Page 12
Plant. Arkansas, 1939; and pas- ing its 93 years of service.
In the bleachers or were you tor of Clair Memorial Methoin the middle of gym being,
honored for making the honorl
roll for the fourth six weeks?
If you were among those who
were honored, this column'
Continued From Page 12
would like to congratulate you.,
Keep up the good work! The Jo-Josephine? Azalee Brown
payments are low but with the was sophisticated? Ernestine
interest you get back, you'll and Emma Hollowell didn't
never go broke.
have twin brothers? Mildred
BIG FIVE YOUNG LADIES
Miles would choose "Cuba, CuGeraldine Gra c y, Velma ba." as the subject of her
Humboldt Lake, located three
Erencer, Hymelia Walker. Es. theme paper in English? (Won- miles west of Humboldt and opaleLawson and Joan Hamp- der would she pass?) Iva Jack- erated by the Tennessee Game
ton.
son would give poor Alvin a and Fish Commission, has been
BIG FIVE FELLOWS
chance? Dottie Fox and Addie selected for experimental work
Bernard Bates, Alvin Robert- Jamieson would reveal their which may pave the way to imson, Thomas Elrod, William secret admirers? Don Williams proved fishing in ponds and
Lambert and Rev. Walter Mor- would "find himself another lakes throughout the State.
,
ris.
girl?" Anderson Harden's mot- The work will be carried outt
HINT TO THE WISE
to for living wasn't "Pearl as weather permits this spring
If you don't go to bed early, Pearl Pearlie?
and will test the effectiveness HE'S A WINNER — This is
the sand man is gonna get you! Until next week, readers, B- of sodium cyanide for controll- Dwyen Terrell, four-month-old
BCNU.
CNU,
ing fish populations. This chem- son of Elder and Mrs. Thomas
ical has given very satisfactory Terrell. He was the first winresults when used on smaller ner of the Pet Milk baby conbodies of water.
test sponsored by the Temple
Humboldt Lake has becomeiCburch of God In Christ, 672
over - populated with bluegills S. Lauderdale, recently. Chairduring the past few years and man of the program was Mrs.
the number of fish caught by Frank J. Braugher. Co-chairfishermen has fallen off dras- man, Mrs. Mildred Riley. Pastically as a result.
tor of the
church is
Elder
An advantage of sodium cy- Charles Mason, jr. Other baanide over rotenone, which is bies taking part in the contest'
normally used in thinning over- were the Masons'
baby, The
populations, is that large fish
Colemans' baby and the Burns'
can be transferred to untreated baby.
Pet Milk furnished the
water and salvaged. Only the
refreshments for the affair.
undesirable fish, therefore, will Mrs.
Riley is a Pet economist
be eliminated from the waters
and consultant for the combeing treated.
pany.
The lake will remain open
to public fishing during the experiment but fishermen in beats ALUMNI TO MEET
will be restricted from the The Memphis alumni of Le.
areas being treated.
Moyne college will meet Sunday, April 2, at 5 p. m. in the
MILE OF TUBING
faculty lounge of the college.
A railway locomotive has a Mrs. Ann
L. Weathers is presimile of boiler tubing.
dent.

Manassas

Bretford
NEW, MODERN
Smoke Oven revives ancient'
art of smoke cooking and introduces new range of gour
met flavors to meat, fish and
fowl. Newest development for
today's still-growing crop of
patio chefs, Bretford Smoke
Oven is actually an all weath
er, all-season cooker, with
fire and food protected from

the elements. Food is evenly
cooked — and flavored — as
hot smoke is channeled up
"chimney" inside the Bret
ford Smoke Oven. It can also
be converted for charcoal
grilling. Compact and easy to
move, it sells for 849.95 from
Bretford Manufacturing Co.,
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ALPHA KAPPA ALPHAS—
Here are the members of
Omicron Omega Chapter of
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
who are planning to meet
their
for
March 31-April

Southeastern Regional Conference. Members are Mrs.
Roslyn Ware, Mrs. Savannah
C. Jones, Mrs. Katie Ligon,
Mrs. C. Sears, Mrs. Mary
Baker, Mrs. Ophelia Hill, Mrs.

D.
Minnie Gaston, Mrs. Madeline Hawkins, Mrs. Gregory
Davis, Mrs. Marcella White, White, Mrs. Marva Harris,
Mrs.
Mrs. Mabel Barker Murphy, Mrs. Mabel Neely and
Mrs. Edythe Tate Jones, Miss Irma Jones. The meeting will
Brewer,
Mrs. be held in Birmingham,
A. Lucille
Amyle F. Boykin, Miss Ruth

All

Humboldt lake
Selected For
Experiments

• Fast
• Safe
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The Publisher of this Newspaper is often asked what kind of person you are?
. What you like and don't like? . .
What you buy and why? From whom
and where?
Why is the Defender Publisher asked?
Because the advertisers insist upon
knowing the kind of people for whom
the Defender is edited . . . and how
many of them respond to direct appeals

made to them through their own newspaper.
Every time you indicate to the business
where you buy that you read the Defender you show that YOU BELONG
you show also that you appreciate direct recognition of you as a consumer
whose trade is invited through your
own newspaper.

That You're Wanted, Appreciated and Afforded Every Courtesy! Show that You Know How To Buy Intelligently!

Demonstrate That YOU BELONG To
America's Fastest Advancing Economical
Group and Everybody Will Profit
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